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Thesis Summary 
 
 
Section A 
This meta-ethnographic synthesis explored the current literature into suicide attempt 
suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ liǀed eǆpeƌieŶĐes to Đƌeate a ŵodel of the suiĐidal jouƌŶeǇ aŶd, poteŶtiallǇ iŶto 
recovery.  The model integrates individual, relational and socio-cultural theories of 
suicidality.  In particular, humanising approaches to suicidality, and peer-support attempt 
survivor groups are recommended. 
 
Section B 
This narrative study explores the stories of attempt survivors and the cultural 
constructions they draw on to narrate their experiences.  Semi-structured interviews 
conducted with 11 participants (nine female; two male), were analysed using an integrative 
approach, based on thematic, dialogical, and performative narrative analysis.  The results 
highlighted that attempt survivors may draw on a number of cultural constructions of suicide 
to varying extents.  These included the dominant biomedical model as well as psychological, 
situational, interpersonal, moral, public and spiritual approaches to suicidality.  All participants 
used constructions of suicide to justify their experiences.  One previously unexplored voice to 
emerge was of suicidality as having been a positive experience.  In particular, findings suggest 
that suicidality cannot be understood from only one perspective (whether dominant or not): 
clinicians and policy makers need to remain open-minded about how attempt survivors might 
view their experiences. 
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Abstract 
 
GiǀeŶ the ƌeĐeŶt tuƌŶ toǁaƌds eǆploƌiŶg suiĐide atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ peƌspeĐtiǀes, this ƌeǀieǁ 
aimed to build on Lakeman and Fitzgeƌald͛s ƌeǀieǁ ;ϮϬϬϴͿ ďǇ sǇŶthesisiŶg ƌeĐeŶt Ƌualitatiǀe 
ƌeseaƌĐh oŶ atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ liǀed eǆpeƌieŶĐe of suiĐidalitǇ.  A detailed seaƌĐh of ƌeleǀaŶt 
databases, theses and suicide journals yielded 19 relevant articles of good quality relating to 
participants across the life-span.  A meta-ethnographic approach to synthesis was taken.  
Atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ eǆpeƌieŶĐes highlighted poteŶtial jouƌŶeǇs thƌough suiĐidalitǇ aŶd aŶ 
interplay between individual, relational, situational and socio-cultural factors at each point.  
These aƌe disĐussed iŶ teƌŵs of LakeŵaŶ aŶd Fitzgeƌald͛s ƌeǀieǁ, theoƌies of suiĐide aŶd 
critical approaches to suicide.  Among others, recommendations are made for suicide to be 
considered at individual, relational and socio-cultural levels, for services and practitioners to 
adopt humanising approaches, and for peer-support attempt survivor groups to be set up.  
Fuƌtheƌ ƌeseaƌĐh aƌouŶd atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ eǆpeƌieŶĐes of suiĐide is also Đalled foƌ iŶ oƌdeƌ 
to explore processes of recovery, the inter-play of gender and suicide, and what cultural 
constructions attempt survivors might draw on in narrating their experiences of suicide. 
 
 
Keywords: 
Suicide; attempted suicide; lived experience; survivors; qualitative  
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Why study suicide? 
 Whilst understanding, describing and explaining suicidality encompasses interesting 
philosophical questions (Alvarez, 2002), suicide is also an important health issue.  In 2010, 
5608 people in the UK aged 15 years and over died by suicide (Office for National Statistics 
(ONS), 2012).  The NHS (2013) estimates that at least 140,000 people in England and Wales 
present to Accident and Emergency Departments every year having attempted suicide.  Given 
that rates of completed suicide are hard to calculate (ONS, 2014) and that not all who attempt 
suicide report to hospital, these figures are likely to underestimate the issue.  Accordingly, 
suicide is an important mental health, psychological and sociological issue. 
1.2 Research into Suicidality 
Suicidology is the study of suicide.  It seeks to understand, describe and explain 
suicidality and aims to create effective interventions and prevention strategies (Webb, 
2010). 
1.2.1 The quantitative/qualitative divide. 
Suicidology has roots in the eighteenth century.  Yet the field has grown rapidly in 
the last 40 years corresponding with growing recognition of the extent and burden of 
suicidality (Hawton, 2005).  The majority of this research has been quantitative and has 
examined epidemiology, neurobiology and interventions based on randomised-controlled 
trials (Leenars, 2002).  Hjelmeland and Knizeck (2010) argue that such a quantitative focus -
based on hypothetico-deductive approaches - assumes that it is possible to identify singular, 
linear causes for suicidal behaviour.   In turn, this has led to a focus on predicting and 
preventing risk factors associated with suicide (Department of Health (DoH), 2002; DoH, 
2015). 
14 
 
Michel et al. (2002) argue that current psychiatric, quantitative-heavy research 
assumes an underlǇiŶg pathologǇ, aŶd ŵaǇ ŶegleĐt people͛s eǆpeƌieŶĐes.  Moƌeoǀeƌ, 
several authors argue that exploring linear causes of suicidality fails to capture the 
complexity of the phenomenon, leading to inadequate theorising (Maltsberger & Buie, 
1996; Rogers, 2001; White, 2012).  Accordingly, there have been calls to redress this balance 
and conduct more qualitative, idiographic research, relying on introspective or experiential 
accounts (Leenars, 2002; Goldney, 2002; Hjelmeland & Knizeck, 2010). 
1.2.2 Qualitative research within suicide. 
Recently, more research has explored subjective accounts of suicidality.  This 
includes exploring professional perspectives of suicidality (e.g. Myers & Fine, 2007); and 
uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶg diffeƌeŶt populatioŶs͛ ǀieǁs of suiĐide ;e.g. Aďďott & Zakriski, 2014).  It has 
also included understanding the experiences of those bereaved by suicide (e.g. Isaac, 2007). 
Service user and survivor movements within other areas of distress - such as 
psychosis and self-harm - have been a driving force in promoting alternative perspectives to 
biomedical models, encouraging person-centred practice (Crossley, 2006).  Similarly, 
attempt survivor perspectives are crucial to gaining deeper, fuller understandings of 
suicidality.  Accordingly, there has been a growing focus on the lived experience of suicide 
attempt survivors. 
1.2.2.1 Qualitative research into the lived experience of suicide attempt survivors. 
 To date, only Lakeman and Fitzgerald (2008) have published a review collating 
qualitative research into atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ suiĐidal eǆpeƌieŶĐes.  The ƌeǀieǁ foĐuses oŶ 
how people live with feeling suicidal, or overcome these feelings.  Searching three 
databases electronically and four relevant journals manually between 1997 and March 2007 
Lakeman and Fitzgerald found 12 papers which met the inclusion criteria; these were 
15 
 
assessed agaiŶst Attƌee aŶd MiltoŶ͛s ;ϮϬϬϲͿ ƋualitǇ Đƌiteƌia, aŶd deeŵed to haǀe Ŷo ŵajoƌ 
methodological flaws. 
Five common themes were found.  The first was deep, emotional pain and distress 
when feeling suicidal.  The second was that attempt survivors struggled in some way: with 
life, choosing to live or die, finding a meaning for life, or maintaining control.  The third 
theme was connection: participants felt disconnected or detached from others, their culture 
or God when suicidal; connecting with others appeared critical to recovery.  Fourth was a 
pivotal event helping people shift from feeling suicidal to searching for ways to recover.  
Turning points varied: from reconnecting with humanity, to a realisation following the 
suicide attempt that they did not want to die.  The last theme was of coping: suicidal 
behaviours were considered both a means of coping, and a failure to cope. 
Overall, Lakeman and Fitzgerald (2008) give a clear outline of their methodology and 
the themes appear to fit with the papers reviewed, suggesting analytic rigour.  However, 
they do not consider unpublished articles, and so do not take publication bias into account.  
Moreover, when searching the literature, three papers were found which appeared to fit 
their criteria but were not included (Tzeng, 2001; Wiklander, Samuellsson & Asberg, 2003; 
Fullagaƌ, ϮϬϬϯͿ.  Neǀeƌtheless, as a pƌeliŵiŶaƌǇ ƌeǀieǁ of the liteƌatuƌe oŶ atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ 
lived experience it appears otherwise to be of good quality.  Moreover, if further research 
replicated these findings, there would be evidence to suggest reliability and generalisability 
of findings. 
1.3 Why Conduct Another Review? 
Lakeman and Fitzgerald (2008) identified a relatively small body of work.  They note 
that whilst some themes emerged, the studies were from relatively disparate populations, 
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and disparate philosophical and research traditions.  Accordingly, they argue for qualitative 
research to continue to focus on first-hand experiences of attempt survivors. 
Indeed the focus on attempt survivors within research - and the attempt survivor 
movement as a whole - has grown since their review.  For example, there are a growing 
number of projects and blogs published online which are gaining publicity and media 
atteŶtioŶ ;AŶŶa, ϮϬϭϰ; CƌaǇ, ϮϬϭϰͿ.  It ǁould ďe useful to ďuild oŶ LakeŵaŶ aŶd Fitzgeƌald͛s 
(2008) review by exploring the research conducted since.  Further understanding the 
suicidal experiences of attempt survivors can lead to more appropriate and better quality 
service provision as well as offering a platform to an often marginalised population. 
1.4 Research Question 
This sǇŶthesis aiŵs to ƌeǀieǁ ƌeseaƌĐh iŶto atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ liǀed eǆpeƌieŶĐe of 
suicidality.  The aim was to ďuild oŶ LakeŵaŶ aŶd Fitzgeƌald͛s sǇŶthesis ;ϮϬϬϴͿ so that the 
research reviewed was ďetǁeeŶ LakeŵaŶ aŶd Fitzgeƌald͛s ƌeǀieǁ ;Apƌil ϮϬϬϳͿ aŶd the 
present day (September 2014).  The research questions are: 
1.) How do attempt survivors describe the experiences that led them to feel 
suicidal? 
2.) How do attempt survivors describe their experiences when feeling suicidal? 
3.) How do attempt survivors describe the experiences that helped them stop 
feeling suicidal? 
2. Methodology 
A systematic review of the literature was conducted.  Applying systematic review 
methods to qualitative research can summarise literature on a topic, providing a more 
complete picture and guiding future research (Aveyard, 2010). 
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2.1 Search methods 
Numerous attempt survivors have published books on their experiences (e.g. 
Blauner, 2003; Hines, 2013; Hecker, 2014).  However, given the limited time and resources 
available, it was not possible to include these within the review.  The search centred on 
published and unpublished qualitative studies.  Several searches were conducted to ensure 
all relevant papers were included.  Appendix 1 shows the PRISMA flow diagram (Moher, 
Liberati, Tetzlaff & Altman, 2009) of the full search query.   Table 1 shows the criteria which 
were used to determine relevance. 
Table 1 
Relevance Criteria for Search 
Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria 
Studies employed a qualitative 
methodology. 
Studies solely focused on experiences or 
perspectives of professionals, families or 
people who had not attempted suicide.  
This included excluding studies where the 
focus was on general distress rather than 
suicide, and studies which focused on self-
harm with no intention to die. 
Studies had an explicit focus on attempted 
suicide. 
Articles relating solely to theories of 
atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ lived experiences, rather 
than asking them about their lived 
experience. 
Studies were available in the English 
language 
Studies which attempted to validate 
suicidality measures, or evaluated the 
efficacy of interventions or services. 
Studies since March 2007. “tudies ǁithiŶ LakeŵaŶ aŶd Fitzgeƌald͛s 
search ie prior to April 2007 
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2.1.2 Initial search phase. 
To ensure all relevant papers could be found, the initial search was broad.  Table 2 
shows the terms used. 
Table 2 
Search Terms for Initial Search Phase 
Search term  Reason for search term 
Suicid* Title Suicid* was used to incorporate the terms suicide, suicides, 
suicidal and suicidality; the search term was in the title to 
ensure that this was the main focus of the article. 
Qualitative Any Qualitative was searched within any part of the text so as 
to include both mixed method and qualitative research.    
 
Several databases were searched; theses were included to account for publication 
bias.  Article titles and abstracts were inspected for relevance to research questions.  
Consistent with qualitative research, these questions were considered as a compass to 
guide study selection (Eakin & Mykhalocskiy, 2003).  Table 3 summarises the initial search. 
Table 3 
Databases searched in First Phase 
Databases Number of 
papers 
retrieved 
Relevant 
papers 
identified 
Medline; Web of Science; Applied Social Science Index and 
Abstracts; International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; 
British Nursing Index, PsychArticles; Wiley Online Library; 
Eric; ScienceDirect; SAGE Journals; Taylor and Francis 
Online. 
756 39 
Index Thesis 12 4 
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A Google Scholar search of articles citing Lakeman and Fitzgerald (2008) was 
conducted: of the 29 articles highlighted, 8 were considered relevant.  As Hjelmeland and 
Knizeck (2010) also call for more qualitative research within suicidology, a Google Scholar 
search of articles citing this paper was conducted:  of the 68 articles noted, 5 were relevant. 
2.1.2 Second search phase. 
A second search phase was conducted to increase rigour and robustness.  Table 4 
shows the methods used and relevant articles highlighted. 
Table 4 
Second Search Process 
  Number of relevant 
articles 
Hand searched Journals 
(April 2014 – September 
2014) 
Crisis 6 
Suicidology Online 2 
Death Studies (filtered using 
term: suicide* = 93) 
1 
Suicide and Life-threatening 
Behaviour 
0 
Expert Suggestion 1 
Researchers and attempt survivors working within suicidology 
contacted to enquire about published or unpublished relevant 
papers to be aware of. 
0 
 
Of the 66 relevant studies identified (56 from phase one and 10 from phase two), 20 
were duplicates:  16 were the same papers identified by different searches and all of the 
identified theses had also been published.  Exact duplicates were removed; the 4 published 
theses were excluded but their published papers included. 
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2.1.3 Final search phase. 
In order to ensure rigour and robustness, two further searches of electronic 
databases were carried out using different, more specific search terms.  Table 5 
demonstrates this search process. 
Table 5 
Final Search Process 
   Limitations Number of 
articles 
retrieved 
OvidSP: 
MEDLine, 
Psychinfo and 
Social Policy 
Suicid* Title Articles being 
English 
speaking and 
published 
between 2007 
and 2014 
(inclusive) 
595 
AND  
͞seƌǀiĐe use*͟ oƌ 
patien* or clien* or 
survivo* 
Abstract 
AND  
perspective* or 
narrative* or discours* 
or experienc* or 
perception* 
Abstract 
CHINAL Suicid* Title Articles are 
English 
speaking and 
published 
between 2007 
and 2014 
(inclusive) 
395 
AND  
͞seƌǀiĐe use*͟ oƌ 
patien* or clien* or 
survivo* 
Key 
Concept 
AND  
perspective* or 
narrative* or discours* 
or experienc* or 
perception* 
Key 
Concept 
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All were either not relevant or duplicates of the studies had already been found. 
Of the 46 articles found, studies sampling prison populations (n=4) and people with 
brain injuries (n=2) were excluded; such populations were felt to not be representative of 
atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ eǆpeƌieŶĐes ŵoƌe geŶeƌallǇ.  “iŵilaƌlǇ, studies iŶǀolǀiŶg paƌtiĐipaŶts 
living in non-Western cultures were excluded (n=11) as socio-cultural experiences may be 
significantly different across Western and non-Western countries. 
On inspection of whole texts, 2 articles were excluded as they were conference talks 
and whole texts were not available.  1 study was excluded because it focused on the 
experience of being discharged from hospital rather than suicidality; another was excluded 
because it focused on suicidal ideation rather than attempts. 
Twenty-five studies were considered relevant to the review; 2 were from authors 
who had published two different papers using the same sample: for each, both papers were 
included, but results that spanned both papers were only reported once. 
2.2 Quality Appraisal 
 The research questions lent themselves to review papers reflecting diverse 
philosophiĐal, theoƌetiĐal, aŶd Ƌualitatiǀe ŵethodologiĐal tƌaditioŶs.  AĐĐoƌdiŶglǇ, YaƌdleǇ͛s 
(2000) system of quality appraisal was used: as an open-ended and flexible approach, it is 
appropriate for diverse modes of qualitative inquiry.  Each study was considered in terms of 
YaƌdleǇ͛s fouƌ Đƌiteƌia: seŶsitiǀitǇ to ĐoŶteǆt, ĐoŵŵitŵeŶt aŶd ƌigouƌ, tƌaŶspaƌeŶĐǇ, aŶd 
impact and importance.  Table 6 demonstrates the studies that were not considered to 
meet this Đƌiteƌia.  All ϭϵ otheƌ studies faƌed ǁell uŶdeƌ YaƌdleǇ͛s appƌaisal Đƌiteƌia. 
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Table 6 
Studies not meeting quality appraisal criteria 
Reference Reason for exclusion on the basis of quality appraisal 
de Kernier (2012) No explanation for how the participantwas recruited for case 
study 
Baker and Fortune 
(2008) 
Unclear about which themes or quotations came from users of 
suicide or self-harm websites 
Cutcliffe et al. (2012) Unclear about which of the participants interviewed had made 
an attempt and which had not, but had suicidal ideation. 
Holm, Lyberg, 
Berggren, Cutcliffe 
andSeverinsson (2014) 
Unclear about which of the participants interviewed had made 
an attempt and which had not, but had suicidal ideation. 
Platt, Hawton, Simkin, 
Dean and Mellanby 
(2012) 
Unclear about which of the participants interviewed had made 
an attempt and which had not, but had suicidal ideation. 
Deuter, Procter and 
Rogers (2013) 
Unclear about which of the participants interviewed had made 
an attempt and which had not, but had suicidal ideation. 
 
2.3 Data Abstraction and Syntheses 
 A meta-ethnographic approach to data abstraction and synthesis was employed 
(Britten et al. 2002).  This approach sees synthesis as an activity bringing together separate 
parts to form a whole.  As an interpretative approach, the main concern is with integrating 
concepts to develop a wider model or theory; accordingly this methodology was considered 
appropriate to explore the main concepts involved in the lived experience of suicidality.  
Meta-ethnography involves three different approaches to synthesising data (Barnett-Page & 
Thomas, 2009):  
i.) Reciprocal translation analysis identifies key themes and translates concepts into 
each other;  
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ii.) Refutational synthesis identifies key themes, examining and understanding 
refutations and contrasting these;  
iii.) A line of argument synthesis involves building a general interpretation, theory or 
model grounded in the findings of separate studies. 
To become familiar with the papers, each was read through twice.  Papers were 
ordered in alphabetical order in terms of author.  To translate concepts between studies 
and start comparing and contrasting these, the first three papers were read and concepts 
and themes coded as initial nodes using QSR InterŶatioŶal͛s NViǀo ϭϬ softǁaƌe (2012).  
These nodes were inspected to see how they might be translated into or contrasted against 
each other.   Rather than finding contradictions between papers, papers seemed to use 
similar language to describe suicidal experiences.  Accordingly, nodes which described 
similar experiences were aggregated together as a means of translation.  For example, initial 
nodes which had been labelled as ͚loŶeliŶess͛ aŶd ͚isolatioŶ͛ ǁeƌe laďelled as ͚feeliŶg aloŶe͛. 
 
Results from following papers were subsequently analysed individually with 
identified nodes inspected and compared against the data already gathered for further 
translation or contrasting.  The process was continued until all papers had been read and all 
concepts compared.  As the process continued, aggregated node labels changed and 
developed to ensure that they still adequately described the nodes they summarised.  For 
eǆaŵple, as ͚ǁithdƌaǁal͛, ͚alieŶatioŶ͛, ͚not belonging͛ ǁeƌe added to ͚loŶeliŶess͛ aŶd 
͚isolatioŶ, the aggƌegated Ŷode laďelled ĐhaŶged fƌoŵ ͚feeliŶg aloŶe͛ to ͚disĐoŶŶeĐtioŶ fƌoŵ 
otheƌs͛. 
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To retain the richness of context, themes as identified by specific nodes were 
inspected to see how many different papers they related to as well as which papers they 
related to.  Following translation of themes, and comparing and contrasting findings, results 
were synthesised into a line of argument.  Different nodes from different papers seemed to 
focus on different time-points of suicidality, so that the line of argument took the form of an 
overarching model subsequently referred to as the journey through suicidality. 
3. Results 
 The 19 papers included participants across the lifespan and from various countries.  
Access to participants was from mental health services and the community.  Table 7 
summarises the methodological approaches taken.  In summary, two papers included only 
women participants, seven only men; the remaining 10 interviewed both genders.  One 
paper focused on older adults, one on adolescents, and the remaining 17 interviewed 
working-age adults. 
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Table 7 
Summary of Methodological Approaches in Papers Reviewed 
Author Method Sample Data analysis Main Themes 
Country Gender Age Yrs since attempt Recruitment Analytic 
Methodology 
Biddle et al. 
(2010) 
 
Biddle et al. 
(2012) 
Individual 
interview 
UK 12 men; 10 
women 
20s – 50s N/K Hospital Thematic 
analysis 
Accessibility 
and media 
affect 
decisions of 
how to end life 
Bergmans, 
Langley and 
Lavery (2009) 
Individual 
interview 
Canada 14 women; 
2 men 
18-25 year 
olds 
Shortly after 
attempt 
After specific 
intervention 
Grounded 
theory 
Ambivalence. 
Turning points 
towards 
recovery. 
Biong and 
Ravndal 
(2009) 
Individual 
interview 
Scandina
via 
4 men 30-40 years 
old 
At least 5 years 3 through treatment 
centres; 1 word of 
mouth 
Hermeneutic 
phenomen-
ology 
Insecurity and 
loss; turning 
points to 
recovery. 
Bonnewyn et 
al. (2014) 
Individual 
interview 
Belgium 6 women; 2 
men 
Over 65 
years 
Shortly after 
attempt 
Inpatient psychiatric 
ward 
Grounded 
theory 
Loss; 
Loneliness. 
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Cleary (2012) Individual 
interview 
Ireland 52 men 18-30 years 
old 
Shortly after 
attempt 
Hospitals Grounded 
theory 
Emotional 
pain, difficult 
life events and 
perceptions of 
being a man 
lead to 
wanting to die. 
Fitzpatrick 
(2014) 
Individual 
interview 
Australia 6 men; 6 
women 
18-64 years 
old 
Shortly after 
attempt 
Community mental 
health centres 
Narrative 
analysis 
Suicidality 
viewed as 
stemming 
from internal, 
psychic 
processes. 
Ghio et al. 
(2011) 
Focus 
groups 
Italy 7 men; 10 
women 
Adults; 
mean  age 
44.5 
Shortly after 
attempt 
Inpatient psychiatric 
ward 
Thematic 
analysis 
Isolation, 
family conflict, 
psycheache, 
hopelessness.  
Need empathy 
from others. 
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Gordon, 
Cutcliffe and 
Stevenson 
(2011) 
Individual 
interview 
Ireland 17 men 19-34 years 
old 
N/K Mental health 
facilities 
Grounded 
theory 
Isolation, 
feeling 
worthless; 
negotiate 
turning points 
towards 
recovery. 
Holm and 
Severinsson 
(2011) 
 
Individual 
interview 
Norway 13 women 25-53 years 
old 
N/K Mental health 
organisations 
Thematic 
analysis 
Difficult life 
events; 
Recovery by 
finding 
strength and 
identity. 
Jordon et al. 
(2012) 
Individual 
interview 
UK 36 men N/K N/K Hospital Grounded 
theory 
Disconnection 
from 
humanity; 
recovery 
through 
connections 
and belonging. 
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Lees, Proctor, 
Fassett 
(2013) 
Individual 
interview 
Australia 3 men 
6 women 
Average age 
of 41 
Recent Hospital Critical 
discourse, 
constant 
comparison 
and classical 
content 
analysis 
Multi-factorial 
inter and intra-
personal 
reasons for 
suicide; 
recovery 
through lessen 
isolation. 
McAndrew 
and Warne 
(2010) 
Individual 
interview 
UK 4 men 35-41 years 
old 
Past (as 
adolescents) 
Mental health 
services and 
community 
Free 
association 
narrative 
interviewing 
Loneliness and 
isolation leads 
to wanting to 
die. 
Oliffe, 
Ogrodnicz, 
Bottorff, 
Johnson and 
Hoyak (2014) 
Individual 
interview 
Canada 38 men (6 
suicidal 
behaviour) 
24-50 years 
old 
N/K Community Grounded 
theory 
Despair, 
loneliness.  
Internal and 
external 
stigma and 
perceptions of 
being a man 
affect choice. 
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Orri et al. 
(2014) 
Individual 
interview 
Italy 8 men 
8 women 
17-24 years 
old 
1-10 years Hospitals Interpretative 
Phenomenolo
gical Analysis 
Devalued self, 
shame, guilt, 
loneliness, 
hopelessness.  
Suicide as a 
freeing. 
Pavulans, 
Bolmsjo, 
Edberg and 
Ojehagen 
(2012) 
Individual 
interview 
Sweden 5 men 
5 women 
20-61 years 
old 
Recent Inpatient psychiatric 
ward 
Qualitative 
Content 
Analysis 
Loss of control 
and suicide as 
a way of 
regaining 
control. 
Vatne and 
Naden (2011) 
Vatne and 
Naden (2014) 
Individual 
interview 
Norway 6 men 
4 women 
21-52 years 
old 
Recent Emergency services Hermeunetic 
phenomenolo
gy 
 Difficult 
events; feeling 
alone; 
struggling to 
cope leads to 
suicide.  
Supportive 
responses 
were helpful. 
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Zayas (2010) Individual 
interviews 
USA 
(New 
York) 
27 women 11-19 years 
old 
2-26 weeks after 
attempt 
Mental health 
agency; psychiatric 
outpatient, inpatient 
and emergency 
services;  several 
hospitals 
Within and 
across case 
analysis  
Emotional 
despair, 
powerlessness 
and anger. 
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IŶ ĐoŶduĐtiŶg the sǇŶthesis, papeƌs͛ fiŶdiŶgs did Ŷot appeaƌ to ĐoŶtƌadiĐt eaĐh otheƌ.  
Rather, different studies used similar language to describe similar experiences at different 
points in time.  Appendix 1 summarises the concepts and different points of suicidality that 
each paper focused on.  In summary, six of the 19 papers explored early life experiences, 15 
explored experiences leading up to suicide attempts, 18 focused on attempts and 10 on 
recovery. 
In creating a line of argument, the different points of suicidality suggested that 
attempt survivors underwent a journey leading them to make attempts, and sometimes 
leading to recovery.  Overall, the suicidal journey was considered to be complex and non-
linear.  Figure 1 highlights a model describing how parts of the journey may be connected. 
In summary, difficult early experiences could lead to – though were not necessary for 
- being on the road to suicidality.  People on the road to suicidality considered suicide but 
did not act on their thoughts.  A trigger led participants to decide to die, and subsequently 
make an attempt on their life.  Some participants did not consider suicide again after their 
first attempt, but moved towards recovery.  Others contemplated suicide again, thereby 
being back on the road to suicide.  This could then lead to a trigger, a decision to die and a 
repeated attempt; but a turning point could also occur, leading to recovery.  Similarly, a 
repeated attempt could lead towards recovery, or to being back on the road to suicide. 
Different factors were important at different parts of the suicidal journey.  Crucially, 
at each point, the factors spanned individual, relational and societal levels.  Moreover, 
individual, relational and societal factors influenced each other.   In the following sections, I 
describe the factors highlighted across the papers at each point of the model.  The quotes 
provided are illustrative, not summative.  
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Figure 1 
Model of the Journey through Suicidality
 
3.1 Experiences Leading Up to Feeling Suicidal 
3.1.1 Early experiences. 
 All papers focusing on early experiences described these as punctured by painful 
events.  Named events included adoption, abuse, alcohol and drug use, bullying, parental 
behaviours, hospitalisation, loss of parents and feelings of insecurity.  Such events affected 
Early experiences
The road to 
suicide
Trigger for 
attempt
Deciding to die
Suicide attempt/ 
repeated attempt
Recovery
Continual 
interplay 
between 
individual, 
relational and 
socio-cultural 
factors 
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how participants saw themselves: they might have internalised the abuse, developed lower 
self-esteem or been unsure of their direction in life.  For some participants, the journey into 
suiĐidalitǇ staƌted iŶ eaƌlǇ life: ͞OŶ the fiƌst occasion, I was 5 years old and wanted to jump 
fƌoŵ the seĐoŶd flooƌ ďeĐause I ƌealized that soŵethiŶg ǁas ǁƌoŶg ǁith ŵǇ ŵotheƌ͟(Holm 
& Severinsson, 2011). 
Also influential – though less talked about - was what participants learnt about 
society when young.  All papers mentioning the influence of society on early experiences 
focused on the influence of gender or sexuality.  For example, both Cleary (2012), and Oliffe 
et al. (2014) noted that male participants learnt from an early age that masculinity did not 
iŶǀolǀe talkiŶg aďout feeliŶgs.  “iŵilaƌlǇ, MĐAŶdƌeǁ aŶd WaƌŶe͛s (2010) study involving gay 
ŵeŶ highlighted that paƌtiĐipaŶts leaƌŶt it ǁas uŶaĐĐeptaďle to ďe gaǇ: ͞I didŶ͛t fit the role 
ŵodel that a little ďoǇ͛s supposed to ďe...I ǁas just alǁaǇs ŵade to feel eǆĐeptioŶal, iŶ a 
Ŷegatiǀe ǁaǇ. I ǁas the odd oŶe out.͟  LeaƌŶiŶg ǁhat ǁas aĐĐeptaďle iŶ soĐietǇ iŶflueŶĐed 
how participants saw themselves and their experiences, including suicidality. 
 IŶ soŵe Đases, theŶ, eaƌlǇ eǆpeƌieŶĐes ŵaǇ shape people͛s uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶgs aŶd hoǁ 
they cope.  However, only six of the 19 papers discussed early experiences: whether this is 
because the authors did not ask participants, or because it was not considered relevant by 
participants, is unclear. 
3.1.2 The road to suicide. 
 Several interrelated themes and concepts were identified within the general theme 
of the road to suicide. 
3.1.2.1 Ambivalence. 
 The road to suicide was characterised by ambivalence: the option of dying seemed 
pƌeseŶt iŶ paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ ŵiŶds ďut theǇ stƌuggled ďetǁeeŶ ĐhoosiŶg life oƌ death: 
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͞Profound ambivalence shows itself in a belief that they have nothing to offer the world 
and that theǇ do Ŷot deseƌǀe to liǀe, ǁhile siŵultaŶeouslǇ theǇ ǇeaƌŶ foƌ a diffeƌeŶt life͟ 
(Gordon, Cutcliffe, & Stevenson, 2011). 
Pavulans et al. (2012) suggested that participants weighed up the pros and cons of 
dying versus living; not wanting to hurt others was the principal motivation for living.  
Hoǁeǀeƌ, ͞It ǁas easieƌ to fiŶd ƌeasoŶs to staǇ aliǀe iŶ the eaƌlǇ stages of the suicidal 
pƌoĐess.  As tiŵe ǁeŶt ďǇ… the ĐouŶteƌ-suiĐide aƌguŵeŶts…seeŵed to lose iŶ 
ǁeightiŶess.͟ 
3.1.2.2 Precipitating Events to Embarking on the Road to Suicide. 
 Participants in nine papers named precipitating events.  These included having 
high expectations which were not met, increasing stress at work or home, and loss of 
health thƌough illŶess oƌ disaďilitǇ: ͞What ǁas happeŶiŶg is that I ǁoƌk iŶ a faiƌlǇ high 
stressed job and I always coped quite well with the stress, but I found myself being 
oveƌloaded ŵoƌe aŶd ŵoƌe͟ (Fitzpatrick, 2014). 
 Relationship breakdowns and losses through bereavement were mentioned in five 
papers as precipitating factors.  Loss was particularly noted by older people (Bonnewyn et al, 
2014).  Abuse (emotional, sexual and physical) – noted in a few papers - was a prominent 
event leading to Latina adolescents feeling suicidal (Zayas et al, 2010).  Only one participant 
appeaƌed uŶsuƌe of ǁhat had pƌeĐipitated his suiĐide atteŵpt: ͞I ĐouldŶ͛t tell Ǉou ǁhǇ it 
started or what happeŶed͟ ;CleaƌǇ, 2012). 
3.1.2.3 Emotions felt. 
 Participants across 13 papers named several emotions.  All were negative and 
painful: anxiety, anger, confusion, depression, defeat, despair, feeling lost, guilty, helpless, 
hopeless, self-loathing, and shame.  Eight papers referred to participants feeling an 
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uŶeŶduƌaďle eŵotioŶal distƌess: ͞The ǁoŵeŶ͛s suiĐidal ďehaǀiouƌ ǁas a stƌuggle to staǇ 
aliǀe aŶd to suƌǀiǀe a situatioŶ doŵiŶated ďǇ uŶďeaƌaďle eŵotioŶal paiŶ͟ ;Holŵ & 
Severinsson, 2011). 
 Whilst Cleary (2012) noted that some male participants had referred to emotional 
paiŶ, she desĐƌiďed soŵe ŵeŶ͛s diffiĐulties ideŶtifǇiŶg eŵotioŶs, iŶstead, ͞[FƌaŵiŶg] 
psǇĐhologiĐal sǇŵptoŵs as phǇsiĐal illŶess.͟ 
3.1.2.4 Holding negative perspectives. 
 11 papeƌs highlighted paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ had pessiŵistiĐ peƌspeĐtiǀes: ͞I [felt] that life ǁas 
just totallǇ shit... ƌeallǇ ǁas hoƌƌiďle͟ ;MĐAŶdƌeǁ & WaƌŶe, 2010Ϳ.  PaƌtiĐipaŶt͛s also 
demonstrated a negative sense of self and identity: being a failure, hating themselves, 
feeling worthless, feeling sinful and bad, having no better future or being unclear about 
theiƌ ideŶtitǇ: ͞I soŵehoǁ fouŶd Ŷo ŵeaŶiŶg iŶ aŶǇthiŶg, theŶ I felt: ǁas I ǁoƌth ŶothiŶg at 
all?͟ ;VatŶe & NadeŶ, ϮϬϭϰͿ. 
 Negative internal perceptions were sometimes considered by participants as 
iŶdiĐatiǀe of ŵeŶtal illŶess: ͞Thoughts ďeiŶg autoŵatiĐallǇ pƌoduĐed ďǇ a ŵeŶtal illŶess oƌ 
state of mind, and thoughts that could not be escaped from, were present in the 
iŶfoƌŵaŶts͛ ŶaƌƌatioŶs͟ (Pavulans et al, 2012). 
Other participants interpreted negative perceptions in relation to difficult 
ĐiƌĐuŵstaŶĐes iŶ ǁhiĐh theǇ fouŶd theŵselǀes: ͞I had ďeeŶ ƌaped aŶd ďashed . . . I felt that 
doǁŶ I ĐouldŶ͛t go aŶǇ loǁeƌ. I had Ŷo-one I could trust, and Ŷo oŶe ǁould listeŶ to ŵe.  I͛ŵ 
just Ŷo good͟(Lees, Proctor & Fassett, 2013). 
 AlteƌŶatiǀelǇ, paƌtiĐipaŶts ĐoŶsideƌed hoǁ otheƌs͛ peƌĐeptioŶs Đould ďe iŶteƌŶalised: 
͞As ĐoŶfliĐts ĐoŶtiŶued, the iŶteƌŶalisatioŶ of this aďuse ofteŶ iŶflueŶĐed giƌls͛ deĐisioŶs to 
attempt suiĐide͟ ;)aǇas et al, 2010).  Societal and cultural expectations that they were not 
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living up to – or could not live up to – also impacted on how participants felt about 
theŵselǀes: ͞The seŶse of ďeiŶg a failuƌe, ďoth aĐĐoƌdiŶg to the eǆpeĐtatioŶs of the soĐiety 
of origin and in the new context, and being isolated and left without hope for the future, led 
toǁaƌds the fiŶal aĐtioŶ͟(Biong & Ravndal, 2009). 
Oliffe et al. (2014) further highlight how stigma and social marginalization exacerbate 
distressing feelings within individuals.  One participant was told by his father to leave the 
ĐoŵŵuŶitǇ afteƌ fiŶdiŶg out aďout his eǆpeƌieŶĐes of suiĐidalitǇ:  ͞IŶ this poigŶaŶt eǆaŵple, 
external social control and censure further ostracized the man, which in turn exacerbated 
internal shame, blame, fear, guilt, stress, social isolation, low self-esteem, loss of 
ĐoŶfideŶĐe, aŶd Ŷegatiǀe self-ideŶtitǇ.͟ 
3.1.2.5 Disconnection from others. 
Participants from nine papers felt disconnected from others: alienated, isolated, not 
ďeloŶgiŶg, aŶd loŶelǇ.  EǆplaŶatioŶs foƌ paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ disĐoŶŶeĐtioŶ ǀaƌied.  Foƌ eǆaŵple, 
participants could become isolated after the loss of a major relationship.  This was 
paƌtiĐulaƌlǇ peƌtiŶeŶt to adolesĐeŶts aŶd oldeƌ people: ͞With F. I had finally found that kind 
of staďilitǇ…ďut, I guess it ǁas oŶlǇ a stopgap, a stopgap that Đoǀeƌed up all ŵǇ 
pƌoďleŵs…aŶd iŶ faĐt, ǁheŶ he ǁas goŶe, theǇ all ƌeappeaƌed oŶ the suƌfaĐe͟  ;Oƌƌi et al, 
2014). 
Sometimes, participants sought isolation themselves, either because they felt 
the Ŷeed to, oƌ to pƌoteĐt otheƌs: ͞I loŶged foƌ safetǇ, ďut got aŶotheƌ defeat. I 
ǁithdƌeǁ ŵoƌe aŶd ŵoƌe, ƌejeĐted eǀeƌǇoŶe aƌouŶd ŵe, had Ŷo seŶse of ďeloŶgiŶg͟ 
(Biong & Ravndal, 2009). 
When others tried to reconnect, participants may have shunned them or not 
felt aďle to ƌeĐoŶŶeĐt: ͞I ǁas loŶelǇ, ďut I hold ŵǇself ƌespoŶsiďle foƌ that iŶ soŵe 
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way. When the children invited me over for an afternoon, I always said no, let me be, 
I aŵ fiŶe͟ ;BoŶŶeǁǇŶ et al, 2014). 
  At the same time, some gave explanations – particularly adolescents and older adults 
- of not feeling understood, accepted for who they were, or that others did not try to 
ĐoŶŶeĐt ǁith theŵ: ͞Ouƌ paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ Ŷaƌƌatiǀes of theiƌ faŵilǇ ƌelatioŶships foĐused oŶ the 
description of an impasse, a sort of gridlock dominated by the absence of acceptance or 
tƌust aŶd the peƌĐeptioŶ of ďeiŶg ǁƌitteŶ doǁŶ oƌ eǀeŶ off͟ ;Oƌƌi et al, 2014). 
3.1.2.6 Trouble communicating distress. 
 Participants across nine papers had trouble communicating distress.  4 sources noted 
that paƌtiĐipaŶts Đould Ŷot ĐoŵŵuŶiĐate distƌess to otheƌs: ͞But Ǉou doŶ͛t eǀeŶ feel like 
saǇiŶg, ͚Hello͛ to people, let aloŶe sittiŶg doǁŶ ǁith soŵeoŶe aŶd saǇiŶg, ͚I͛ŵ ƌeallǇ Ŷot ǁell 
aŶd I ƌeallǇ doŶ͛t ǁaŶt to liǀe aŶǇŵoƌe͛͟(Jordan et al, 2012).  Participants sometimes felt 
otheƌs ǁeƌe Ŷot listeŶiŶg oƌ ƌespoŶdiŶg if theǇ talked aďout theiƌ distƌess: ͞I had Ŷo oŶe I 
Đould tƌust, aŶd Ŷo oŶe ǁould listeŶ to ŵe͟ ;Lees, PƌoĐtoƌ & Fassett, 2013). 
 Professionals could also be considered as not listening if they misrepresented or 
ƌejeĐted hoǁ paƌtiĐipaŶts ǀieǁed the desiƌe to eŶd theiƌ liǀes: ͞I go to the paiŶ ĐliŶiĐ aŶd 
theǇ ask ŵe ŵeŶtal health ƋuestioŶs thiŶkiŶg I͛ŵ ŵeŶtallǇ ill oƌ soŵethiŶg. But I͛ŵ saǇiŶg ͚I 
am in agony; that is why I am trǇiŶg to get ƌid of ŵǇ life͛͟ ;FitzpatƌiĐk, 2014). 
 All studies where only men were interviewed found that participants described how 
men did not communicate distress.  Authors and some participants understood this in terms 
of ŵasĐuliŶitǇ: ͞I thiŶk ďeĐause [ŵeŶ aƌe] afƌaid to.  Not to seeŵ ǁeak. We͛ƌe afƌaid of 
seeming weak or something.  Because we have to have this image of being macho, we have 
to haǀe this iŵage of Ŷot ďeiŶg giƌls͟ ;CleaƌǇ, 2012). 
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In contrast, one of the two studies focusing solely on female participants highlighted 
that women feared that they might be negatively construed if they disclosed their distress 
aŶd thoughts aďout dǇiŶg: ͞TheǇ felt aŶgƌǇ ďeĐause theǇ had to fight otheƌ people͛s 
ŵisĐoŶĐeptioŶs͟ ;Holŵ & “eǀeƌiŶssoŶ, 2011).  Therefore, societal concerns around suicide 
being frightening to talk about might also apply to women as well as men. 
3.1.2.7 Not coping. 
 11 papers noted that participants expressed feelings of losing control and not being 
able to cope in general, or overcome specific problems: 
A loss of control was also described by the informants in relation to their total life 
situation prior to the suicide attempt; a situation that was recurrently described as 
chaotic and filled with unsolvable problems, which contributed to a sense of spiralling 
downwards and out of control. (Pavulans et al, 2012). 
OŶlǇ CleaƌǇ desĐƌiďes hoǁ paƌtiĐipaŶts Đould ďe, ͞‘estƌiĐted iŶ ďƌiŶgiŶg aďout ĐhaŶge 
ďǇ a laĐk of fiŶaŶĐial ƌesouƌĐes aŶd eduĐatioŶal ƋualifiĐatioŶs.͟  Hoǁeǀeƌ, ǁhetheƌ this is 
due to participants or authors not focusing on socio-economic factors is unclear. 
 Participants in six studies turned to alcohol and drugs to cope with emotional 
distƌess aŶd diffiĐult life ĐiƌĐuŵstaŶĐes: ͞Dƌugs ǁeƌe desĐƌiďed as ďeiŶg a dooƌǁaǇ to 
relaxation, escaping from the pressure and insecurity of daily life, stopping them thinking 
aďout pƌoďleŵs aŶd ĐƌeatiŶg soŵe good feeliŶgs͟ ;BioŶg & ‘aǀŶdal, 2009). 
Alcohol and drug use were particularly relevant to studies with male participants.  
Cleary hypothesizes that this method of coping is more socially acceptable to men than 
talking about feelings. 
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3.1.3 Summary of experiences leading to suicidality. 
 Early difficult life experiences could lead to – though were not necessary for – 
participants finding themselves on the road to suicide.  Being on the road to suicide was 
characterised by difficult events, feeling negative, painful emotions, holding negative 
perspectives, having trouble communicating distress and not coping.  Throughout the 
themes, individual, relational and socio-cultural factors were present and affected each 
other. 
3.2 Experiences When Suicidal 
3.2.1 Triggers for suicide. 
 Participants named a range of events that they considered triggers for attempts.   
These included abuse, loss of a core relationship, multiple losses, physical pain and conflict 
iŶ the faŵilǇ.  “uĐh tƌiggeƌs ǁeƌe also said to ͞[aĐtiǀate] aŶ oǀeƌǁhelŵiŶg ƌush of eŵotioŶs͟ 
(Zayas et al, 2010), which could also lead to suicidal acts.  Indeed, participants named a 
range of mental states acting as triggers: unmet expectations, not thinking straight, 
psychological exhaustion and feeling worthless.  The triggers for a suicide attempt appear 
similar to the precipitants.  However, a precipitant was the first event leading to suicidality; 
triggers occurred within ongoing pattern of instability, tension and distress. 
3.2.2 Deciding to die. 
 A suicidal setting was created at the point where the desire to die outweighed the 
desire to live.  The decision could take a long time or be aďƌupt: ͞Most tell aďout a ĐoŶditioŶ 
ǁheƌe the daƌkŶess gƌaduallǇ iŶĐƌeased aŶd the deĐisioŶ to Đoŵŵit suiĐide eŵeƌged, ͚I had 
siŵplǇ giǀeŶ up͛…. Foƌ soŵe, the deĐisioŶ ǁas ŵoƌe aďƌupt, as a ĐoŶseƋueŶĐe of ͚aŶ 
iŵŵeŶse feeliŶg of hopelessŶess͛͟ ;VatŶe & Naden 2011). 
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 When the decision was made, it often occurred in isolation and was not 
ĐoŵŵuŶiĐated to otheƌs: ͞PsǇĐhiatƌists? Who thiŶks aďout goiŶg to theŵ? I doŶ͛t thiŶk 
aďout speakiŶg to a doĐtoƌ, I doŶ͛t eǀeŶ thiŶk aďout talkiŶg to a fƌieŶd, I doŶ͛t tell theŵ I͛ŵ 
depƌessed͟ ;Ghio et al, 2011). 
Some participants justified their decision to themselves, countering possible reasons 
foƌ Ŷot dǇiŶg ďǇ thiŶkiŶg, ͞Otheƌs ǁould ďe ďetteƌ off ǁithout [theŵ], [theǇ] ĐaŶŶot go oŶ 
just for the sake of others, [there is] no otheƌ solutioŶ, aŶd suiĐide is ďƌaǀe͟ ;PaǀulaŶs et al, 
2012). 
The deĐisioŶ to eŶd oŶe͛s life ǁas tǇpiĐallǇ ĐoŶsideƌed uŶĐhaŶgeaďle, aŶd 
consideration of others was deemed unlikely to sway a decision: 
I think that even if my husband had walked in on me when I was about to take 
the pills aŶd said that: ͚No, doŶ͛t do it, Ǉou ĐaŶ͛t do that͛͟ I ǁould siŵplǇ haǀe 
said that, ͚Ǉou ĐaŶ͛t tell ŵe ǁhat to do oƌ Ŷot. It͛s ŵǇ life, aŶd I deĐide oǀeƌ it.͛͟ 
(Pavulans et al, 2012) 
Participants remained secretive about their decisions, but in hindsight recognized 
potentially acting differently after deciding to make an attempt: ͞I͛d speŶt the ǁhole daǇ 
before listening to really sad music ...my parents were worried I might do something . . . but 
by that stage I was determiŶed aŶd I took a load of pills͟ ;Ghio et al, 2011). 
3.2.3 Suicide attempts. 
 Death appeared to be an allure for most participants.  The most frequently cited 
descriptions of death and suicide were as an escape which would remove unbearable pain, 
as a comfort, as regaining control, and as a solution.  Attempts could also be seen as 
bringing relief: 
As I sǁalloǁed the sleepiŶg pills doǁŶ ǁith ƌed ǁiŶe, I ǁas thiŶkiŶg, ͚Ah, Ŷoǁ 
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it͛ll ďe oǀeƌ͛. TheŶ the feeliŶg Đaŵe, that Ǉou get a little happǇ, ďeĐause Ǉou 
kŶoǁ soŵehoǁ that Ŷoǁ the ƌaĐe is ƌuŶ, Ŷoǁ Ǉou͛ƌe fiŶished. ;VatŶe & NadeŶ, 
2011). 
 Nine of the 19 papers noted specific methods used and found that there was a 
range.  Biddle et al (2010) reported a variety of factors influencing choice of suicide 
methods.  For example, some participants chose hanging thinking it was a clean method 
which would not hurt them and would work quickly; others shied away from this method as 
they considered it messy.  Access to means and ease of implementation were further factors 
contributing to choice of method. 
 Biddle et al ;ϮϬϭϮͿ eǆploƌed ǁhat iŶflueŶĐed people͛s ĐhoiĐe of suiĐide atteŵpt 
ŵethod.  ‘esults iŶĐluded peƌsoŶal kŶoǁledge of otheƌ͛s attempts, previous self-harm, 
professional knowledge, fictional book sources, lay knowledge of suicide methods, media 
souƌĐes, ĐeleďƌitǇ suiĐides aŶd iŶteƌŶet seaƌĐhes.  This suggests that people͛s kŶoǁledge of 
potential methods of suicide is drawn from a range of source. 
Cleary (2012), and Oliffe et al (2014) noted that some of their participants 
ĐoŶsideƌed ŵale suiĐides to ďe paƌtiĐulaƌlǇ lethal: ͞It ǁas Đleaƌ that lethal suiĐidal 
ďehaǀiouƌs ǁeƌe peƌĐeiǀed aŶd affiƌŵed as ŵasĐuliŶe teƌƌaiŶ, ǁheƌeas ŶoŶfatal suiĐidal 
behaviours had negative gender connotations foƌ ŵaŶǇ ŵeŶ͟ (Oliffe et al, 2014). 
3.2.4 Failed attempts. 
 After a failed attempt, participants described feeling angry, guilty, disappointed, and 
a failure.  However, some participants were ambivalent about having not died: they 
regretted having lived, yet feared engaging in another attempt. 
 Whilst some participants felt able to talk to others about their attempt, some did 
Ŷot.  Theƌe appeaƌed to ďe a seŶse of pƌiǀaĐǇ, shaŵe oƌ stigŵa aƌouŶd paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ 
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atteŵpts: ͞I didŶ͛t ǁaŶt to go thƌough ǁhat I ǁeŶt thƌough. Like go to the hospital. BeĐause 
it is foƌ ŵeŶtal people, I felt like eŵďaƌƌassed͟ ;)aǇas et al, 2010). 
 Some participants experienced negative reactions from others following their 
attempt, including isolation, rejection, denial, or characterization of their act as selfish or 
ŵoƌallǇ ƌepƌeheŶsiďle: ͞TheǇ ƌeŵeŵďeƌed ďeiŶg told that theǇ ŵust thiŶk aďout the 
feeliŶgs of theiƌ husďaŶds/paƌtŶeƌs aŶd sigŶifiĐaŶt otheƌs aŶd Ŷot to ďe so selfish͟ ;Holŵ & 
Severinsson, 2011). 
Such reactions led to some participants feeling less connected or understood by 
others, thereby reinforcing the distress that led them to attempt suicide.  However, one 
participant noted that the suicide attempt had motivated another person to interact 
differently with them, thereby ending their feelings of disconnection (Orri et al, 2014). 
3.2.5 Repeated suicide attempts. 
Participants noted moments where another attempt seemed an option.  These 
included the period immediately after the failed attempt, following admission to hospital 
and after hospital discharge.  Loneliness and lack of empathy from others were risk factors 
for another attempt (Ghio et al, 2011).  Holm and Severinsson (2011) noted that attempt 
survivors might feel significantly more vulnerable if they were unable to exert the change 
they yearned for in their lives due to their social situation. 
Protective factors following hospital discharge included being monitored regularly by 
nurses, and other people empathising with their situations (Ghio et al, 2011). 
3.2.6 Summary of experiences when feeling suicidal 
 The main points considered by participants when feeling suicidal were: triggers for 
suicide attempts, the decision to die, suicide attempts and repeated attempts.  Again, 
influential factors were across individual, relational and socio-cultural levels. 
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3.3. On the road to recovery 
 Recovery was described in different ways: a long-term journey, being comfortable 
with oneself, wanting to live, reorienting towards life, managing the pain of life without 
usiŶg haƌŵful ĐopiŶg ŵeĐhaŶisŵs, ďƌiŶgiŶg to life doƌŵaŶt aspeĐts of oŶe͛s ďeiŶg, aŶd 
searching for strength.  Recovery was considered incremental, occurring in small steps over 
time.  Figure 2 highlights a potential journey through recovery.  In summary, the papers 
drew on three themes of recovery, and noted that people could help or hinder attempt 
survivors at each point. 
Figure 2 
The Journey through Recovery 
 
3.3.1 Turning points towards living. 
Turning points - away from death and towards living – were considered; these could 
be one-off or gradual events.  They included someone close dying, not wanting to be in crisis 
again, reflecting on the crisis, and hospitalisation. 
Turning points 
towards living
Moving towards 
living
Enacting a worthy 
identity
Interactions with 
people can be 
helpful towards 
recovery or 
hinder recovery 
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 Gordon, Cutcliffe and Stevenson (2011) argued that turning points shifted the locus 
of control from external to internal, thereby helping participants to take responsibility for 
theŵselǀes, theiƌ liǀes aŶd aĐtioŶs: ͞These pivotal moments that challenge their negative 
self-conception initiate a change from looking externally to looking internally for a solution, 
and begin to shift their perĐeiǀed loĐus of ĐoŶtƌol foƌŵ eǆteƌŶal.͟ 
 A past attempt could be a turning point if it lead to a realisation that others cared: 
͞The atteŵpt led soŵe giƌls to ƌealize that ͞theƌe aƌe people ǁho Đaƌe, ďeĐause a lot of 
people ǁaŶŶa help ŵe͟ ;)aǇas et al, 2010).  A past attempt could also motivate attempt 
suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ faŵilies oƌ fƌieŶds to ĐoŵŵuŶiĐate ǁith theŵ diffeƌeŶtlǇ: ͞The ĐoŵŵuŶiĐatioŶ 
that developed after the suicide attempt led to the explicit recognition of feelings, 
emotions, and thoughts that had been present before the attempt, but never successfully 
ĐoŵŵuŶiĐated͟ ;Oƌƌi et al, 2014). 
3.3.2. Moving towards living. 
The second point of recovery involved moving towards life and included self-
development at the individual level.  This involved gaining emotional and cognitive 
awareness, gaining control in life, finding strength to recover, renewing self-trust and 
ďelieǀiŶg iŶ a positiǀe futuƌe: ͞I͛ŵ hopiŶg I ǁill ďe aďle to at least oƌgaŶize a feǁ thiŶgs aŶd 
get control of that so that I do feel I can tƌǇ [disaďliŶg this Ŷaƌƌatiǀe of failuƌe]͟ ;FitzpatƌiĐk, 
2014).  Learning that life could be rewarding despite its challenges, finding stability, and re-
engaging with life were also considered important.  Biong and Ravndal (2009) noted that 
attempt survivors, ͞MaŶaged to ŵake Ŷeǁ aŶd diffeƌeŶt ĐhoiĐes foƌ the futuƌe.͟ 
 At the relational level, moving towards life included signaling to others a wish to 
change, and making positive re-oƌieŶtatioŶs toǁaƌds otheƌs: ͞Vigilance for imperfections in 
self and others is replaced with an openness to seeing positive opportunities for connecting, 
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shifting them from being victims to being authors of their lives and inter-subjective selves, 
aŶd fƌoŵ isolatioŶ to ďeloŶgiŶgŶess͟ ;GoƌdoŶ, CutĐliffe & “teǀeŶsoŶ, 2011). 
 Otheƌs͛ ƌeaĐtioŶs iŵpaĐted oŶ atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ aďilitǇ to ƌeĐoǀeƌ: ƌeĐoǀeƌǇ ǁas 
nurtured by hope; being in contact with others who had attempted suicide could normalize 
their experiences.  
3.3.3 Enacting a worthy identity. 
 Only two papers focused on the long-term recovery journey.  Both highlighted that 
this involved attempt survivors shifting their perspectives towards their past experiences, 
aŶd eŶaĐtiŶg a Ŷeǁ ideŶtitǇ, aǁaǇ fƌoŵ suiĐidal Đƌises toǁaƌds feeliŶg ǁoƌthǇ: ͞As the 
young men re-engage with their selves, others and life again, they become ready to 
estaďlish aŶd eŶaĐt theiƌ Ŷeǁ seŶse of ideŶtitǇ iŶ theiƌ dailǇ liǀes͟ ;GoƌdoŶ, CutĐliffe & 
Stevenson, 2011). 
This pƌoĐess Đould oĐĐuƌ sooŶ afteƌ, oƌ ŵaŶǇ Ǉeaƌs afteƌ, a suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ last atteŵpt.  
The process involved making realistic appraisals of achievements, seeking new perspectives, 
re-eǀaluatiŶg the past, aŶd ŵakiŶg seŶse of suiĐidalitǇ: ͞There was a distinct process of 
leaǀiŶg ͚ǁhat has goŶe͛ iŶ the past, to soŵe eǆteŶt ƌefƌaŵiŶg hoǁ soŵe of this past was 
ǀieǁed, aŶd seekiŶg a Ŷeǁ peƌspeĐtiǀe oŶ theiƌ pƌeseŶt aŶd futuƌe͟ ;JoƌdoŶ et al, 2012). 
3.3.4 How others can help and hinder throughout the journey to recovery. 
Throughout the recovery journey, others - including family, friends, peers and 
professionals – were considered to act as facilitators of, or impediments to, recovery. 
3.3.4.1 How others can help. 
 Facilitators of recovery were open, understanding, supportive, sensitive, respectful 
and empathic; they believed in the person.  An environment where attempt survivors felt 
safe aŶd uŶdeƌstood ǁas ĐoŶsideƌed ǀital:  ͞“iŶĐeƌe . . . opeŶ, just haǀiŶg theŵ listen, 
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uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶg, alǁaǇs up fƌoŶt aŶd . . . ĐoŵpletelǇ ĐoŶsisteŶt͟ (Bergmans, Langley & Lavery, 
2009). 
Professionals were considered helpful if they took time to listen, appeared caring 
aŶd addƌessed the ŵatteƌ of suiĐide, ƌatheƌ thaŶ shǇiŶg aǁaǇ fƌoŵ it: ͞I ǁaŶted soŵeoŶe to 
sit down and talk with and go through it all . . . to just support me and ask me about it and 
hoǁ I ǁas feeliŶg͟ ;Lees, PƌoĐtoƌ & Fassett, 2013). 
Attempt survivors also valued discussing their experiences with each other.  For 
example, Jordon et al (2012) note: 
Peers provided a coŶĐeptual aŶd pƌaĐtiĐal ͚ƌoute ŵap͛ to a ƌeǁaƌdiŶg aŶd 
hope-filled future.  They also served to further challenge specific 
uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶgs of ǁhat it is to ďe a ͚ƌeal ŵaŶ,͛ giǀeŶ that these ƌeal ŵeŶ 
described personal problems, fears, unhappiness, suicidal behaviour, and 
ultimately, survival.  Finally, hearing these testimonies served as a protective 
factor against future suicide attempts. 
3.3.4.1 How others can hinder. 
 Many factors impeding recovery were the direct opposite of attitudes that helped: 
blaming, lack of empathy, pitying, dehumanizing, being dismissive, or conveying a lack of 
iŶteƌest oƌ uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶg.  ‘espoŶses ǁhiĐh ŵiŶiŵized atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ paiŶ ǁeƌe also 
ĐoŶsideƌed uŶhelpful: ͞I had a terrible experience in the emergency ward of G. hospital. I 
was semi-ĐoŶsĐious aŶd I heaƌd staff ĐoŵŵeŶtiŶg aďout theǇ͛ƌe haǀiŶg to ǁaste tiŵe oŶ ŵe 
ǁheŶ theƌe ǁeƌe otheƌ patieŶts ŵoƌe iŶ Ŷeed͟;Ghio et al, 2011). 
 Whilst hospital could act as a temporary refuge from the world, forced 
hospitalization could also lead to participants feeling trapped thereby increasing suicidality.  
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The process of hospitalization could also be humiliating (Vatne & Naden, 2011).  Even talk of 
hospitalisation could reduce dialogue: 
Then the therapist said, ͚We ĐaŶ see that Ǉou aƌe so siĐk, if Ǉou doŶ͛t get 
Ǉouƌself out of this, theŶ Ǉou͛ll haǀe to ďe hospitalized ďǇ foƌĐe, peƌhaps iŶ 
aŶotheƌ plaĐe͛. The paƌtiĐipaŶt desĐƌiďed hoǁ this ƌespoŶse iŶĐƌeased heƌ feaƌ 
of ǁhat ŵight happeŶ: ͚aŶd theŶ Ǉou Đlose up eǀeŶ ŵoƌe͛ (Vatne & Naden, 
2014). 
 Professionals engaging with attempt survivors was key to making the hospitalization 
pƌoĐess helpful.  MediĐalisatioŶ of a peƌsoŶ͛s distƌess Đould lead to paƌtiĐipaŶts Ŷot feeliŶg 
seen or trusted by others.  Some participants held mixed views of diagnosis: 
They had nothing against being diagnosed per se, but objected to being 
diagŶosed as ͚ďad giƌls͛. At that tiŵe, theǇ had Ŷo stƌeŶgth to fight, felt 
fƌustƌated aŶd ǀiolated, as ǁell as ashaŵed of ďeiŶg Đlassified as teƌƌible 
patients who nobody could stand.  (Holm & Severinsson, 2011). 
Professional practices which prioritized managing risk over understanding attempt survivors 
could also be unhelpful: ͞It͛s diffiĐult foƌ people to uŶdeƌstaŶd ǁheƌe Ǉou͛ƌe ĐoŵiŶg fƌoŵ. 
TheǇ͛ƌe not really interested in why you are doing it. They are only interested in you not 
doiŶg it͟ ;FitzpatƌiĐk, ϮϬϭϰͿ. 
 Professionals who did not appear to know enough about psychological approaches 
were also considered unhelpful as were those who persisted iŶ uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶg a peƌsoŶ͛s 
attempt in a different way: 
I had lots of thiŶgs goiŶg oŶ, aŶd I didŶ͛t thiŶk a pill ǁould fiǆ that. . . . TheǇ 
thought that it was just the depression that was clouding my thoughts, but it 
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ǁasŶ͛t that siŵple, aŶd I Ŷeeded to talk about that. (Lees, Proctor & Fassett, 
2013). 
3.3.5 Summary of the journey towards recovery. 
Papers which explored recovery highlighted three points towards recovery: 
turning points towards living, moving towards living and enacting a worthy identity.  
In particular, people could help or hinder attempt survivors at each point.  Yet again, 
factors influencing recovery spanned individual, relational and socio-cultural levels. 
4. Discussion 
Atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ eǆpeƌieŶĐes highlight poteŶtial suiĐidal jouƌŶeǇs, aŶd potential 
factors involved at each point.  Factors highlighted as leading towards and within an 
attempt seemed to be more negative events, feelings or thoughts; factors leading out of 
suicidality and towards recovery were more positive.  Across the model, there was an 
interplay between individual, relational, and socio-cultural factors. 
4.1 Relating the current review to Lakeman and Fitzgerald 
The current review was conducted to explore recent literature into the lived 
experiences of attempt survivors, thereby updating LakeŵaŶ aŶd Fitzgeƌald͛s ;ϮϬϬϴͿ ƌeǀieǁ.    
Given the different approaches to synthesis taken, not including the Lakeman and Fitzgerald 
papers in the present synthesis may be seen as a limitation.  However, due to time 
constraints, this was not possible.  Nevertheless, it is important to consider whether and 
where the results of both syntheses do or do not overlap.  
All themes raised by Lakeman and Fitzgerald were echoed in the current review.  For 
example, emotional suffering was mentioned by participants in both reviews.  Similarly, the 
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theme of struggle was apparent in both: most notably a struggle between life and death, 
and a more general existential struggle. 
EĐhoiŶg LakeŵaŶ aŶd Fitzgeƌald͛s ;ϮϬϬϴͿ fiŶdiŶg that ĐoŶŶeĐtioŶ aŶd disĐoŶŶeĐtioŶ, 
respeĐtiǀelǇ, helped aŶd hiŶdeƌed atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ eǆpeƌieŶĐes of suiĐidalitǇ, the 
importance of relationships was a key theme in the current review.  Turning points away 
from and towards suicide were also considered crucial amongst both.  Similarly, both 
reviews considered the role of coping or not coping within the suicidal journey and 
recovery. 
The similarities suggest some reliability and generalisability of findings.  However, the 
current synthesis reviewed a greater number of papers and was able to go into greater 
depth, creating a ŵodel of suiĐidalitǇ ďased oŶ atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ eǆpeƌieŶĐes.  This 
difference may partly be due to the different approaches taken in each review: the meta-
ethnographic approach adopted by the current review allows for a deeper synthesis than 
LakeŵaŶ aŶd Fitzgeƌald͛s ;ϮϬϬϴͿ theŵatiĐ appƌoaĐh. 
4.2 RelatiŶg Atteŵpt “urǀiǀors’ PerspeĐtiǀes to Theories of “uiĐide 
The atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ peƌspeĐtiǀes highlighted heƌe ďuild oŶ theoƌies of suiĐide 
proposed by professionals and researchers across a variety of disciplines. 
4.2.1 Psychological theories. 
Attempt survivors touched upon individual, psychological theories of suicide.  For 
example, in highlighting the extreme emotional pain linked with suicide, participants and 
authors appeared to eǀoke “ĐhŶeidŵaŶ͛s ;ϭϵϵϲͿ ĐoŶĐeptioŶ of suiĐide as steŵŵiŶg fƌoŵ 
unbearable psychological pain. 
The entrapment model (Williams, 2001), based on a cognitive approach, proposes 
suiĐidalitǇ as aŶ esĐape, eŵphasisiŶg a peƌsoŶ͛s helplessŶess aŶd iŶaďilitǇ to escape from 
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aversive environments.  Many participants described experiencing such feelings of 
hopelessness and inability to escape in relation to the overwhelming emotions experienced 
in the time leading up to or immediately before the attempt.  SimilaƌlǇ, paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ 
negative perceptions - including feeling worthless and the future being hopeless – are 
consistent with cognitive theories of suicide, which stress the role of negative thought 
patterns (e.g. Beck, Brown, Steer, Dahlsgaard, & Grisham, 1999). 
Personality models highlight possible personality traits which might increase the 
likelihood of suicidality, for example a tendency to pessimism and an external locus of 
ĐoŶtƌol ;e.g. O͛CoŶŶoƌ & Sheehy, 2001).  Participants highlighted that such factors were 
important in leading to suicidality. 
4.2.2 Biomedical theories. 
Some survivors drew on the idea of mental illness, particularly depression, in 
describing what had led them to attempt suicide.  This parallels research focusing on a 
biomedical perspective, linking suicidal behaviour to specific diagnoses.  For example, 
Appleby, Swinson, and Kapur (2003) view suicide as a possible symptom of hypothesised 
mental disorders, particularly depression. 
4.2.3 Relational theories. 
Participants described suicide as being predisposed by loneliness or lack of belonging 
– aŶd ƌeĐoǀeƌǇ as ƌelated to the opposite.  This is ĐoŶsisteŶt ǁith JoiŶeƌ͛s ;ϮϬϬϱͿ theoƌǇ of 
an interpersonal-psychological theory of suicidal behaviour. 
The interpersonal and intrapersonal consideƌatioŶs eǀideŶt iŶ paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ aĐĐouŶts 
seeŵ to ƌefleĐt Aldƌidge͚s ;ϭϵϵϴͿ sǇsteŵiĐ peƌspeĐtiǀe of suiĐide.  Aldƌidge aƌgues that 
suicidal behaviour is an attempt to communicate with others: this was highlighted by some 
participants also.  Aldridge further considers that suicidal acts tend to occur in response to 
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otheƌs͛ ďehaǀiouƌ.  “oŵe paƌtiĐipaŶts highlighted haǀiŶg iŶteƌŶalised faŵilies͛, peeƌs͛ oƌ 
soĐieties͛ Ŷegatiǀe peƌĐeptioŶs.  Last, Aldƌidge aƌgues that ǁheŶ the ƌelatioŶal foĐus is 
disturbed, a person can become threatened with isolation, alienation or banishment: this is 
a principle theme highlighted by attempt survivors. 
4.2.4 Socio-cultural theories. 
Duƌkheiŵ ;ϮϬϬϲͿ suggests that ͞egoistiĐ suiĐide͟ oĐĐuƌs ǁheŶ theƌe is iŶadeƋuate 
social integration of the individual self into society and indeed many participants in the 
studies described feeling isolated from their families, cultures or societies. 
Similarly, there were references to social perspectives of suicidality as a taboo and a 
stigma; a review by Sudak, Magma, and Carpenter (2008) notes suicide remains stigmatised 
in comparison to mental health issues as a whole. 
4.2.5 What the model adds to theories of suicide. 
Such academic and professional theories tend to focus on understandings at either 
the individual, relational or socio-cultural level.  In contrast, the model proposed here 
explores factors across individual, relational and socio-cultural levels.  This highlights the 
complexity of suicidal experiences which lends to a more holistic approach to working with 
attempt survivors, and suicidality in general.  
4.3 A CritiĐal ApproaĐh to Atteŵpt “urǀiǀors’ AĐĐouŶts of “uiĐidalitǇ 
This review highlights the growing field of ƌeseaƌĐh iŶto atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ 
perspectives of suicidality.  By privileging first person experience, researchers have aims to 
reinstate the value of the personal by positioning attempt survivors away from previously 
marginalised positions and towards positions of authority on suicidality (Shapiro, 2011).  
However, attempt survivors may not necessarily hold more authority on suicidality by virtue 
of their experiences.  In particular, whilst people might view their own stories as objectively 
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true, how they remember, review and come to understand their experiences is never literal 
(Shapiro, 2011).  Rather, re-telling of experiences is always constrained by the power of 
dominant cultural narratives. 
Just as researchers and professionals are influenced by their personal and cultural 
standpoints in understanding and explaining suicidality, attempt survivors also tell their 
stories and share their experiences in particular ways and for a particular purpose; both 
personal and professional stories cannot be separated from the beliefs, values and 
expectations of cultural narratives (Shapiro, 2011).  Moreover, there is also a danger that 
some survivor perspectives may be privileged over others, particularly if they are in-line 
with dominant narrative conventions or meta-narratives (Shapiro, 2011). 
Accordingly, whilst the model presented here highlights how attempt survivors might 
experience their journey through suicidality, it does not explore what might influence their 
telling about this journey.  Therefore, the intent is not to suggest that this model holds more 
authority or authenticity than others.  Rather, in accordance with narrative humility 
(Shapiro, 2011), the aim is to bring together personal meanings and experiences of attempt 
survivors to add to the literature, and to practice.  This is particularly important given past 
research has privileged professional accounts and neglected attempt survivor perspectives. 
5 Implications 
5.1 Implications for Practice 
Attempt survivors stressed that suicidality is influenced by individual, relational and 
socio-cultural factors.  Whilst current suicide prevention interventions tend to focus on the 
individual level (prescribing medication and offering individual, psychological therapy), some 
projects aim to reduce stigma and increase public awareness of suicidality (World Health 
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Organisation, 2014).  However, despite highlighting that rates of male suicide coincided with 
peaks in indicators of the economic recession, Department of Helath (DoH, 2015) advocates 
largely individual interventions to suicide.  Accordingly, socio-cultural and relational 
approaches, as well as individual ones, need to be considered.  For example, more systemic 
approaches to help suicidal people - including family and relational interventions – should 
be considered.  Moreover, just as attempt survivor movements have gained opportunities 
to affect policy and research in the United States (National Action Alliance for Suicide 
Prevention, 2014), the UK also needs to give voice to attempt survivors to affect socio-
cultural perspectives. 
 
Atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ eǆpeƌieŶĐes of pƌofessioŶals appeaƌed ŵiǆed.  Hoǁeǀeƌ, it 
seemed most crucial to provide humanising services and practice; these involve staying 
empathic, open, and creative.  A number of therapeutic approaches may do this.  However, 
practitioners should consider how to maintain a humanising approach within more 
pressured or risk-aversive contexts, particular given the current context of the NHS within 
the recession.  Wilson ;ϮϬϭϱͿ Ŷotes that, ͞It is the ŵaŶŶeƌ of ŵeetiŶg that sigŶifies a 
huŵaŶisiŶg attitude to pƌaĐtiĐe͟ ;p. ϭϮͿ.  AĐĐoƌdiŶglǇ, he suggests seǀeƌal ǁaǇs ĐliŶiĐiaŶs 
may approach complex issues with humanity: first, to be aware of possible differences in 
interactions with clients; second, to allow events to be lived and felt in therapeutic 
interactions; third, to meet and hear clients without being preoccupied with theories; 
fourth, to maintain creativity, and consider different ways forwards; last, to not follow 
specific pre-planned, formulaic interventions, but respond to what clients bring. 
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Given participants also considered peer involvement helpful, peer groups could be 
set-up for attempt survivors to talk about their experiences openly.  Moreover, given the 
role of socio-cultural perceptions of suicidality, professionals might further act at more 
public and political levels to further reduce stigma around suicidality.  In particular, 
publicising multiple perspectives (e.g. professionals, attempt survivors, those bereaved by 
suicide) could facilitate a wide range of conversations about suicidality, thereby helping to 
combat stigma and encourage more complex understandings of suicidality.  
5.2 Implications for Research 
Despite iŶĐƌeased iŶteƌest iŶ atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ lived experience, the papers in this 
review still span relatively different populations and approaches to qualitative methods: 
further qualitative research with attempt survivors would be useful. 
In particular, it would be useful to consider how suicide and femininity are 
intertwined: research with men has already suggested that they may have difficulties talking 
about emotions, thereby increasing risks to suicidal behaviours, but it is not clear how and 
when women may talk about suicidality.  Similarly, many studies focused more on people 
who had recently attempted suicide.  Further research might usefully explore experiences of 
recovery, or those who repeat attempts over long periods of time.  Moreover, given the 
focus on research from Western cultures, it would be useful to consider literature from 
other cultures to consider the larger impact of cultural context. 
The model proposed here highlights that suicidality can be understood at individual, 
relational and socio-cultural levels.  However, whilst this model highlights how attempt 
survivors might experience their journey through suicidality, it does not explore what 
cultural constructions influences their narrations of their journeys.  This is important as 
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understanding to what extent survivors draw on dominant constructions may also give voice 
to more subjugated understandings.  Narrative analysis could help elucidate the cultural 
constructions attempt survivors draw on when narrating their experiences of suicide. 
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Abstract 
Suicide is a major problem in society and remains a challenge for services.  Approaches to 
suicidality occur across individual, inter-personal and socio-cultural levels.  However, the 
dominant narrative remains a biomedical one.  Excessive reliance on a biomedical approach 
is problematic as complex phenomena may be reduced to linear causes.  Service user 
perspectives may highlight alternative understandings and interventions but can also be 
constrained by dominant cultural constructions.  Accordingly, this study aimed to explore 
the cultural constructions which survivors drew on in narrating their experiences of 
suicidality.  Eleven attempt survivors who had recovered from suicidality were interviewed.  
A narrative analysis was conducted and highlighted a polyphony of survivor voices and 
cultural constructions.  Six stories drawing on a variety of constructions were explored in 
detail.  These included biomedical, psychological, situational, interpersonal, moral, public 
and spiritual.  Participants used constructions of suicide to justify their experiences.  One 
previously under-explored voice to emerge was of suicidality as having been a positive 
experience.  Results are discussed with respect to previous studies, narrative typologies of 
illness, clinical implications, limitations and future research. 
 
Keywords: Attempt survivor; Narrative analysis; Cultural constructions; Dominant narrative; 
Suicide 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Current Approaches to Suicidality  
Suicidality has been conceptualised differently at different points in history and 
within different cultures (Marsh, 2010).  I explored the current literature, and consider 
theories of suicidality as dividing into three typologies: 
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1.) Individual approaches 
2.) Inter-personal approaches 
3.) Socio-cultural approaches. 
1.1.1 Individual approaches. 
Individual approaches seem to view suicidality as stemming from problems within 
iŶdiǀiduals; a peƌsoŶ͛s ǁideƌ ĐoŶteǆt ŵaǇ tƌiggeƌ iŶteƌŶal pheŶoŵeŶa ďut the latter lead to 
suicidality. 
1.1.1.1 Biomedical and psychiatric theories 
These draw on medical styles of thought which construct suicidality as a disease, or 
symptom of a disease.  Biomedical theories consider that there is a genetic basis for suicide 
(Zai et al, 2012), and that suicidal people have brain abnormalities and deficits in specific 
neural transmitters (Bach & Arango, 2012; Ordway et al, 2012).  Psychiatric theories 
consider suicide as a symptom of mental illness (Mann, 2003). 
1.1.1.2 Psychological theories 
Psychological theories focus on problematic mental and emotional processes.  
Psychodynamic perspectives consider suicidality as a conflict between life and death 
instincts (Litman, 1996). 
Cognitive approaches highlight negative thinking patterns including thinking the 
future is hopeless, and that one cannot cope (Beck, 1999), and that one cannot escape the 
aversive environment (Williams, 2005). 
Behavioural approaches consider suicidal people to have learnt to inhibit outward 
expressions of aggression; this aggression is then turned inward on oneself (Leenaars, 2004). 
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Personality traits such as rigid and pessimistic thinking, increased impulsivity, an 
external locus of control, perfectionism, and rumination have also been argued as related to 
suiĐide ;O͛CoŶŶoƌ & Sheehy, 2000). 
Schneidman (1996) considers suicide to stem from psyche-ache (intense 
psychological pain), dissatisfaction arising from blocked or frustrated psychological needs, 
and a desire to escape. 
1.1.1.3 Spiritual theories 
These focus on internal, existential crises.  Baechler (cited by Schneidman, 1996) 
considered suicide to be a disease of the soul and a crisis of the self and selfhood.  Webb 
(2010) describes suicide as a loss of an internal innate, spiritual force. 
1.1.2 Inter-personal approaches. 
 Inter-personal approaches are relationally-mediated, viewing suicide as a socially 
interactive phenomenon.  Aldridge (1998) sees suicidality as a communicative act, stemming 
from a combination of intra-personal and inter-personal conflicts.  JoiŶeƌ͛s iŶteƌpeƌsoŶal-
psychological theory (2005) argues that suicidal thoughts emerge when people feel 
alienated or consider themselves to be a burden to others. 
1.1.3 Socio-cultural approaches. 
Socio-cultural approaches consider the wider context of society and culture. 
1.1.3.1 Moral Understandings 
Moral understandings refer to ethical values underpinning societal beliefs.  A 
modernist position argues that suicide is an insult to God; suicide prevention is a moral duty 
(Leenaars, 2004).  A libertarian position suggests that suicide is an individual right and 
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choice; suicide prevention may be overly paternalistic (Leenaars).  A relativist position 
considers suicide as morally acceptable dependant on the situation and culture (Leenaars). 
1.1.3.2 Public perspectives 
Suicide is stigmatised and considered taboo in Western society (Schneidman, 2001).  
Public ideas contributing to this include that suicidal people are weak or ill, and that suicide 
is always irrational (Gordon, 2009).  The media is both influenced by and continues to shape 
public perceptions around suicide (Links, 2001). 
1.1.3.3 Sociological theories  
Sociological theories propose that suicide is explicable with reference to social 
structures and functions.  Durkheim (2002) argued that the social processes of integration 
and regulation mediate individual connectedness and social change; suicidality is caused by 
extreme imbalances in either of these.  Different types of suicide (egoistic, altruistic, 
anomic, and fatalistic) occur according to the particular imbalance present. 
1.1.3.4 Social-materialist theories 
Social-materialist theories consider risk factors for suicide to include poverty and 
economic difficulties.  Gunnell et al (1999) highlight significant associations between suicide 
and unemployment in both males and females.  The more recent economic recession and 
subsequent loss of employment was deemed to increase suicides in England significantly in 
men, though not women (Barr, Taylor-Robinson, Scott-Samuel, McKee & Stuckler, 2012; 
Coope et al, 2014).  In response, Department of Health (DoH, 2015) highlight the importance 
foƌ puďliĐ health staff to ͞kŶoǁ the optioŶs foƌ soŵeoŶe at ƌisk of suiĐide ďeĐause of 
eĐoŶoŵiĐ diffiĐulties͟ ;pg ϭϮͿ.  
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1.2 Dominant Narratives of Suicidality 
Whilst a variety of approaches are available, dominant narratives may restrict which 
approaches people draw on.  Dominant narratives are those most often told within a 
culture, and which most affect the values and identities of people in that culture 
(Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000). 
1.2.1 The dominance of the biomedical model. 
In contemporary Western culture, suicide is largely constructed through the 
biomedical model: the link between illness and suicide is positioned as self-evident (Marsh, 
2010).  For example, the Mental Health Act (Department of Health [DoH], 2007) places 
psychiatry at the centre of suicidality as psychiatrists may detain people who are suicidal 
(Marsh, 2010).  Psychiatrists are considered experts on suicidality and given roles as advisors 
to government policy, and editors of journals or books on suicide (Marsh, 2010).   
Similarly, much research into suicidality focuses on determining biological, 
neurological and genetic causes (Hjelmeland & Knizeck, 2010).  Even when economic factors 
are considered to impact on suicide, the focus is on mental illness (DoH, 2015).  Marsh 
(2010) further notes that biomedical perspectives are disseminated as truths within non-
professional arenas such as the media and government reports.  For example, media 
guidelines suggest suicide should not be described as normal or understandable and stress 
the link between depression and suicidality (World Health Organisation, 2008).  Accordingly, 
the biomedical model is the current dominant narrative.  A number of possible problems 
follow from this, which are discussed below. 
1.2.2 The problematic effects of a dominant biomedical narrative 
How we understand suicide has consequences for how we respond to suicidality 
;Maƌsh, ϮϬϭϬͿ.  “uiĐide has laƌgelǇ ďeeŶ ĐoŶsideƌed a ͞taŵe͟ pƌoďleŵ ;White, ϮϬϭϮ, pg.ϰϮͿ: 
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complicated, but easily-defined with a self-evident solution developed from similar, 
previous experiences.  When suicide is understood within a narrow framework, people may 
become fixed in their thinking and wedded to a single approach, leading to more simplistic 
and less creative responses (Wilson, personal communication, 2015). 
 A biomedical construction of suicide considers it as a problem which requires a 
solutioŶ, aŶd is solǀaďle.  Hoǁeǀeƌ, MiĐhel et al ;ϮϬϬϮͿ aƌgue that this ŶegleĐts peoples͛ 
lived experiences.  Marsh (2010) suggests it could restrict the resources those affected by 
suicidality draw on to make sense of their experiences.  Meanwhile, a primary focus on an 
individualised approach neglects the impact of relationality, culture and society; the 
individual may remain the target for change despite alternative potential influences.  
Similarly, Marsh argues that by constructing suicidal persons as patients, professionals may 
be perceived as the only ones who can help: attempt survivors may feel disempowered; 
portraying professionals as solely responsible for patients, places pressure on staff. 
Accordingly, such reductionist approaches may be unhelpful.  However, survivor 
perspectives may highlight alternative ways of understanding suicidality. 
1.3 Attempt Survivor Perspectives 
1.3.1 The value of service user and survivor perspectives. 
Service user and survivor movements have been a driving force in promoting 
alternative perspectives to dominant illness models of mental health.  For example, the 
Hearing Voices Network challenged the idea that voices are a symptom of mental illness, 
leading to innovative practice (Romme, Noorthoorn, & Escher, 1992).  Similarly, research 
exploring the perspectives of people who self-harm led to self-harm being viewed as a 
maladaptive way of coping, rather than a symptom of illness and influenced practice (Harrison 
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& “haƌŵaŶ, ϮϬϬϱͿ.  CoŶseƋueŶtlǇ, uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶg seƌǀiĐe useƌs͛ peƌspeĐtiǀes aŶd eǆpeƌieŶĐes 
can helpfully elucidate alternative ways of understanding and responding to distress. 
1.3.2 Towards attempt survivor perspectives in suicidology. 
Despite the dominant biomedical focus of research into suicidality, since the turn of 
the ĐeŶtuƌǇ theƌe has ďeeŶ a gƌoǁiŶg foĐus oŶ atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ liǀed eǆpeƌieŶĐes 
(Lakeman & Fitzgerald, 2008).  The attempt survivor movement has also grown: projects and 
blogs detailing attempt survivor experiences are available online (Anna, 2013; Stage, 2014).  
This movement is gaining publicity and influence: The American Association of Suicidology 
recently approved a membership division for attempt survivors who contribute to research 
and policy-making (National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention, 2014). 
Whilst atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ aĐĐouŶts ĐaŶŶot ŶeĐessaƌilǇ ďe ǀieǁed as ŵoƌe 
authoritiative than others (see below), focusing on them enables inclusion of previously 
neglected perspectives within suicidology, empowering attempt survivors by reinstating the 
value of the personal.  It can therefore helpfully broaden our understanding of suidality and 
the range of available responses. 
1.3.3 Difficulties with attempt survivor perspectives. 
Whilst including the voices of attempt survivors is valuable, their accounts do not in 
aŶd of theŵselǀes hold ŵoƌe authoƌitǇ thaŶ otheƌs͛ aĐĐouŶts: pƌofessioŶals͛ aŶd aĐadeŵiĐs͛ 
perspectives are constrained by the narratives available within their culture and society, but 
so aƌe atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ ;“hapiƌo, ϮϬϭϭͿ.  Moƌeoǀeƌ, stoƌies ǁhiĐh aƌe ŵoƌe iŶ liŶe ǁith 
culturally dominant understandings may be privileged.  Therefore, whilst exploring attempt 
survivor perspectives has the potential to transform understandings of suicidality, they may 
also reproduce and reinforce dominant cultural constructions.  It would be useful to 
elucidate the cultural resources that survivors are drawing on in describing their 
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experiences.  A narrative analysis offers this potential whilst still empowering survivor 
voices. 
1.4 Narrative Analysis 
1.4.1 The use of narrative. 
Narrative psychology is interested in stories people tell to describe and organise 
their experiences (Willig, 2001).  Through telling stories, people create meaning from 
difficult experiences allowing for reconciliation and growth (Reissman, 2008).  Story-telling is 
also performative: people tell stories with audiences in mind, positioning themselves in 
desirable ways (Reissman, 2003). 
Narrative psychology also explores the cultural and societal resources people draw 
on in telling stories including the extent to which story-tellers may internalise and reproduce 
dominant narratives (Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000).  At the same time, narrative is 
concerned with giving voice to the subject: it allows subjugated perspectives to emerge 
(Ewick & Silby, 1995).  Accordingly, narrative analysis retains connections to personal 
meanings, whilst also exploring the dominant and subjugated narratives drawn on 
(Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000). 
1.4.2 Narrative Analyses of Suicidality 
FitzpatƌiĐk ;ϮϬϭϰͿ used Ŷaƌƌatiǀe aŶalǇsis to eǆploƌe hoǁ atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ talk 
reflected social, cultural and institutional discourses.  He focused particularly on moral 
uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶgs: paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ Ŷaƌƌatiǀes deŵoŶstƌated oƌgaŶised, liŶeaƌ, aŶd ĐoheƌeŶt 
explanations, reflecting conventional stories of cause and effect; participants largely 
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reproduced cultural norms, understanding suicidality as primarily individual, internal and 
pathological; some limited moves towards alternative constructions were noted. 
1.5 Rationale and Aims 
 This studǇ atteŵpts to ďuild oŶ, ƌatheƌ thaŶ ƌepliĐate FitzpatƌiĐk͛s ;ϮϬϭϰͿ studǇ.  In 
paƌtiĐulaƌ, the ĐuƌƌeŶt studǇ dƌeǁ oŶ a diffeƌeŶt pool of paƌtiĐipaŶts.  FitzpatƌiĐk͛s 
participants had all recently attempted suicide and were accessing mental health services.  
By contrast, the current study recruited participants within the community who considered 
theŵselǀes to haǀe ƌeĐoǀeƌed fƌoŵ suiĐidalitǇ.  People͛s uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶgs of theiƌ 
experiences change over time as they engage in dialogue with themselves and others in 
different contexts, and the current study aimed to access a wider range of narratives than 
FitzpatƌiĐk͛s. 
The current study has two main aims: first, to add to the literature redressing the 
ďalaŶĐe of pƌeǀiouslǇ ŶegleĐted peƌspeĐtiǀes ďǇ eǆploƌiŶg atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ stoƌies; 
second, to elucidate which cultural resources they draw on in telling their stories. 
1.6 Research Question 
The main research question was: what stories do attempt survivors tell about suicidality?  
This question was guided by two sub-questions: 
a.) To what extent do attempt survivors draw on dominant cultural constructions of 
suicide? 
b.) What alternative constructions of suicide do attempt survivors draw on? 
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2. Methodology 
2.1 Positioning the Research 
2.1.1 Epistemology. 
This study takes a social constructionist perspective: I focus on different narrative 
constructions of reality, and consider instances of narratives on suicide to be performed and 
co-constructed within the context of the research conversation. 
2.2 The personal context. 
 I am a 30 year old British and French, White, female Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
who identifies as an attempt survivor.  My experiences sparked my interest in researching 
atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ Ŷaƌƌatiǀes: I did Ŷot feel I had a ǀoiĐe at the tiŵe, aŶd the ďioŵediĐal 
model does not fit with my experiences.  Whilst interested in alternative understandings of 
suiĐide, ŵǇ pƌiŵaƌǇ ŵotiǀatioŶ foƌ this ƌeseaƌĐh is to pƌoŵote atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ ǀoiĐes, 
whatever their understandings. 
In order to ensure reflexivity, I kept a research diary (Appendix 3) and undertook 
three bracketing interviews (Tufford & Newman, 2010) at different points of recruitment: 
prior to conducting interviews; following five interviews; and, following all interviews but 
prior to analysis.  These were recorded and revisited throughout data collection and 
analysis. 
2.2 Participants 
2.2.1 Criteria for participation. 
Table 8 summarises inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
Table 8 
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 
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Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria Reason 
Self-identified as having 
attempted suicide.  In line 
ǁith atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ 
perspectives (Webb, 2010), 
attempted suicide was 
defined as any act or urge to 
act which might have ended 
iŶ the peƌsoŶ͛s death.     
Self-identified as 
only self-harming 
(no urge to end 
their life), or only 
bereaved by 
suicide. 
To ensure relevance to the study. 
Last suicide attempt between 
5 and 15 years ago 
Suicide attempt less 
than 5 years or 
more than 15 years 
ago. 
At least 5 years ago: To minimise 
risk to participants and ensure they 
had time to reflect on their 
experience. 
Not more than 15 years ago: To 
ensure relevance to current 
practice as professional responses 
to - and policy on - suicide has 
changed over time potentially 
influencing attempt survivors in 
different ways. 
Based in the UK. Based outside of 
the UK 
To ensure relevance to UK 
professionals and policies. 
Over 18 at time of interview. Under 18. To ensure sample were all adults. 
Be willing to have interview 
recorded. 
Not want the 
interview recorded. 
To ensure interviews could be 
transcribed and analysed fully. 
Be willing to give health 
professional contact details. 
Not consent to 
giving health 
professional contact 
details 
To minimise risk further, should 
participants feel suicidal following 
the interview. 
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2.2.2 Participant demographics. 
 Eleven participants were interviewed: 2 men and 9 women of working age.  Eleven 
interviews were considered sufficient to provide a variety of voices and narratives, and yet 
be feasible to study in depth within the time available.  Table 9 summarises participant 
demographics; all names are pseudonyms. 
Table 9 
Participant Demographics 
Pseudonym Gender Age Last attempt 
Matt  Male 44 n/k 
Fiona Female 28 11  years 
Abby  Female 31 8 years 
Clare  Female 59 11 years 
Alex  Female 26 8 years 
Anna Female n/k 7 years 
Charlie  Female 38 15 years 
Emily Female 34 11 years 
Sam  Female 39 5 years 
Jess Female 48 9 years 
Jack Male 52 7 years 
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2.3 Method 
2.3.1 Recruitment. 
 After consultation with service users, including attempt survivors it was decided to 
advertise through social media: third sector organisations and individuals interested in the 
topic of suicide were targeted. 
 
Social media posts summarised the study, gave my contact details and highlighted a 
website giving further information (www.survivorstoriesofsuicide.com).  The website was 
created in consultation with members of the public including attempt survivors (Appendix 4).  
People interested in participating contacted me via email or telephone. 
 
2.3.2 Procedure. 
Following confirmation that participants met selection criteria, an initial phone 
conversation was setup to encourage engagement, ensure understanding of the study, and 
organise a means of conducting the interview.  Where possible, interviews were conducted 
in person, but failing this, via Skype. 
 
 Interviews were semi-structured: Eight open-ended questions with prompts 
(Appendix 5).  This guided participants to narrate experiences and understandings of 
suicidality.  However, they narrated as they chose to, and I responded naturally within the 
conversation to create our own context within the interaction.  Interviews lasted between 45 
and 77 minutes. 
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 All interviews were recorded using a digital audio recorder; during interviews, I made 
notes of my feelings and thoughts.  To debrief, I asked participants how they found the 
interview and tried engaging participants in everyday conversation. 
2.4 Ethical Considerations 
 Full ethical approval was granted by Salomons Centre for Psychology (Canterbury 
Christ Church University) Research and Ethics board (Appendix 6). 
2.4.1 Risk. 
Inclusion and exclusion criteria minimised risk of participants becoming suicidal or 
distressed during interviews, and no participant became distressed after interview.  To 
minimise threat to myself, phone conversations occurred before meeting participants, and 
face-to-face meetings occurred in public spaces where participants felt comfortable to talk. 
2.4.2 Informed consent. 
Participants were emailed the information sheet and consent form prior to interview 
or given a physical copy at interview (Appendix 7); all signed consent forms.  All were 
informed of their right to withdraw, and given time to consider participation between initial 
contact, first conversation and interview. 
2.4.3. Data protection and confidentiality. 
Recorded interviews were transferred to a password protected computer and deleted 
from the audio recorder.  One Excel file with contact numbers, demographics and 
anonymisation data was kept on this computer. 
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2.5 Analysis 
2.5.1 Narrative Analytic Approach. 
 This study employed an integrative narrative approach based on thematic, 
performative and dialogical Narrative Analysis.  The analysis was influenced by Bakhtinian 
thinking which considers stories to be polyphonic (containing many, sometimes conflicting, 
voices), and considers the history of language used (Frank, 2010).  The analysis was further 
influenced by rhizomic thinking.  This suggests that narratives are not fixed, always 
approached from specific starting points or necessarily complete, but have multiple 
entryways, and are unfinalised: participants alter their perspectives in the interview, and in 
subsequent narrations (Sermijn, Devlieger, and Loots, 2008).  The aim was to provide a 
platfoƌŵ foƌ ͞ǁild͟ uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶgs of suiĐidalitǇ as ͞assoĐiated ǁith high leǀels of 
iŶstaďilitǇ, uŶpƌediĐtaďilitǇ, uŶĐeƌtaiŶtǇ aŶd ĐoŵpleǆitǇ͟ ;White, ϮϬϭϮ, pg. ϰϮͿ. 
2.5.2 Method. 
 Interviews were anonymised and transcribed verbatim to ensure the context of the 
conversation was included (see Appendix 8 for sample). 
 I used the Listening Guide Method (Brown, 1997) to guide analysis.  This provides a 
methodical way of exploring narratives whilst maintaining the complexity and polyphony of 
voices.  Each transcript was read separately and multiple times; at each time, a different 
focus was fore-grounded.  First, I made notes on the overall plot of the dialogue and 
attended to the research relationship, integrating my notes from interview.  The second 
ƌead foƌegƌouŶded paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ fiƌst peƌsoŶ ǀoiĐes: I-poems (Brown, 1997) were 
constructed to consider how participants spoke for and about themselves and their 
experiences.  The third reading focused on analysing key moments that participants 
dramatized: how they staged these experiences and characterised themselves and others. 
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At this stage, I constructed a table pulling together information gathered from the 
first three readings and, considered any emerging voices.  Voices were considered in 
relation to each other and similar voices grouped together: current understandings of 
suiĐidalitǇ guided gƌoupiŶgs ďut the ŵaiŶ foĐus ǁas oŶ alloǁiŶg paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ ǀoiĐes to 
speak.  This focused the fourth reading which considered the words narrators used: what 
ŵeaŶiŶgs ǁeƌe iŶǀoked, ǁoƌds͛ histoƌies, aŶd ǁhat ŵight ďe aĐĐomplished by using these. 
2.5.3 Quality Assurance 
 In order to ensure quality of analysis and interpretation, two trainees familiar with 
Naƌƌatiǀe AŶalǇsis iŶspeĐted aŶd disĐussed oŶe paƌtiĐipaŶt͛s tƌaŶsĐƌipt ďefoƌe iŶspeĐtiŶg ŵǇ 
analysis; they agreed that my reading fitted with the transcription.  Appendix 9 provides 
samples of each analytic stage for one participant to provide an analytic audit-trail. 
2.5.4. Feedback. 
At the conclusion of the study, a link to my website containing a summary of the 
findings (Appendix 10) was advertised through Twitter and given to participants and 
involved organisations.  Salomons Ethics Committee were sent the same feedback. 
3. Results 
Participants did not always provide clear, temporally linear narratives of experiences, 
and the voices which surfaced were not always clear-cut or compatible.  Participants may 
change or develop their stories in subsequent narrations, and many readings are possible.  
Therefore, the results presented here are not intended to be finalized, generalisable 
understandings of suicidality, and only provide one reading: examples of how participants 
construct experiences of suicidality.  For context, a summary of stories is provided in 
Appendix 11. 
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All participants used several voices, drawing on multiple cultural resources.  
However, the extent to which they drew on biomedical, psychological, spiritual, inter-
personal, social and moral constructions differed in some.  Appendix 12 provides tables of 
the main approaches drawn on across participants. 
It is not possible to explore each narration here.  The following sections highlight 6 of 
the stories to exemplify the variety of constructions participants used in their narrations and 
the interplay of these. 
3.1. A Biomedical Construction: Alex – A Struggle to be Taken Seriously 
3.1.1 Context 
Alex identifies as a bisexual woman. Though born in Scotland she moved to Ireland 
when her dad moved there during the Troubles for work. She comes from a religious 
Protestant family and is religious herself. Alex also noted having lived in England for a while. 
3.1.2 Results 
Alex believes suicidality stems from mental illness.  When asked to share her 
experiences, she responds: 
The first time I felt suicidal was when I was 13, so that was when I knew I was ill 
because ďefoƌe theŶ I͛d felt soƌt of ĐoŵpletelǇ Ŷoƌŵal aŶd I just ǁoke up aŶd 
soƌt of ǁaŶted to die aŶd I ǁas like, ͚Well, this is a ďit ǁeiƌd.͛ [Laughs] 
“he dƌaǁs oŶ ĐoŵŵoŶ ideas of eŶǀiƌoŶŵeŶtal Đauses of suiĐidalitǇ to highlight heƌ illŶess: ͞I 
was happy, you kŶoǁ, I didŶ͛t get aďused oƌ aŶǇthiŶg, I ǁas fƌoŵ a ŵiddle Đlass hoŵe.͟ 
 Aleǆ Ŷaƌƌates tiŵes she felt suiĐidal aŶd, ͞WeŶt pƌopeƌlǇ soƌt of ŵeŶtal.͟  The ǁoƌd 
͞ŵeŶtal͟ Đaƌƌies a histoƌǇ of aĐtiŶg iƌƌatioŶallǇ aŶd aďŶoƌŵallǇ.    “he uses aĐtioŶ-focused 
language when describing attempts, but tends towards passive language to understand 
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these: ͞MǇ ďƌaiŶ ǁould ƌeaƌƌaŶge the dots iŶto ǁoƌds saǇiŶg kill Ǉouƌself.͟  This suggests a 
lack of control over suicidal urges, positioning the illness as responsible. 
Alex positioŶs heƌself as a good, ďut helpless patieŶt: ͞I was trying to do all of the 
things I could to try and stay well, and I was taking medication and that, but it was just really 
diffiĐult.͟  Following attempts, she seeks help but encounters negative reactions.  These 
include public understandings of suicidality as selfish, unpleasant and attention-seeking.  
Alex is frustrated at the double-ďiŶd: ͞Every time you have a mental illness you are always 
told to seek help but then when you do seek help you are called attention-seeking! Like, 
theǇ ĐaŶ͛t haǀe it ďoth ǁaǇs!͟ 
 Viewing attempts as attention-seeking links to dominant societal expectations of 
women as weaker and as motivated to seek help and support (Owens & Lambert, 2012).  
Alex describes the disempowering effect of hearing her experiences constructed in this way: 
in hospital she hears a doctor talk to his trainees outside the curtains around her bed: 
He ǁas just like, ͚Well, Ǉou kŶoǁ, this giƌl Đaŵe iŶ last Ŷight ǁith aŶ oǀeƌdose 
but obviously you know she didŶ͛t ƌeallǇ ŵeaŶ to do it aŶd Ǉou kŶoǁ she͛s Ƌuite 
glad ǁe saǀed heƌ life.͛  I ǁas like, ͚What the fuĐk did Ǉou do, ǁheŶ Ǉou͛ǀe Ŷeǀeƌ 
eǀeŶ talked to ŵe?͛ 
Growing up in a Catholic country and with a minister as a father, Alex notes that 
church-goers drew on a dichotomy of evil and good to explain her suicidality: they said she 
was being tested by God or had sinned and was being punished.  At the time, Alex thought 
she was possessed by a demon; she was exorcised:  
[The exorcist] prayed with me sort of very violently and shoutily, pushed me back into 
my chair and I was completely freaked out.  And then he declared that the demon had 
goŶe aŶd theŶ ǁe all had ĐoŵŵuŶioŶ aŶd it ǁas like, ͚HooƌaǇ!͛ 
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Similar to the biomedical model, understanding suicidality as demonic possession 
suggests diminished responsibility.  Only after her youth leaders continue exorcising 
her and repeatedly fail to listen to her, does she consider alternative explanations: ͞I 
ǁas like, ͚Well, Đƌap, ǁe tƌied to eǆoƌĐise this ďefoƌe aŶd it hasŶ͛t helped,͛ Ǉou kŶoǁ, 
like ͚I ŵust ďe ƌeallǇ ill.͛͟ 
In response to people in power imposing particular explanations, Alex appropriates the 
biomedical model – with its historical power – to legitimise suicidality, silence critics and cast 
blame elsewhere.  ‘egaƌdiŶg pƌofessioŶals she saǇs: ͞TheǇ feel like it͛s Ǉouƌ fault that Ǉou͛ƌe 
suiĐidal aŶd that Ǉou haǀe ĐhoseŶ…to ƌuiŶ theiƌ daǇ ďǇ… haǀiŶg aŶ illŶess.͟  IŶ ƌelatioŶ to 
religion she suggests: ͞It͛s Ŷot a siŶ…it͛s just aŶ illŶess.͟  Helpful services were those which, 
͞Just aĐĐepted [suiĐidalitǇ] as paƌt of Ǉouƌ illŶess.͟ 
  Alex draws on interpersonal perspectives to describe how she overcame suicidal 
ďehaǀiouƌ:  ͞The oŶlǇ thiŶg I Đould thiŶk aďout Ǉou kŶoǁ eǀeƌǇ tiŵe I felt suiĐidal ǁas like 
ǁell ŵǇ dad͛s dǇiŶg…like I͛ǀe got to Ŷot let ŵǇself do this.͟  However, suicide is still an 
unwanted possibility: describing hearing someone talk about a suicide method, she notes, 
͞I͛ŵ goiŶg to ƌeŵeŵďeƌ this ǁheŶ I͛ŵ suiĐidal.͟  GiǀeŶ heƌ paƌtiĐipatioŶ iŶ the studǇ, this 
indicates a dual position that talking about suicide might be both helpful and harmful. 
3.2 Biomedical, Psychological and Inter-personal Constructions: Fiona – A Story of Burden 
3.2.1 Context 
FioŶa liǀes ǁith heƌ ďoǇfƌieŶd iŶ a sŵall toǁŶ; she desĐƌiďes ͞Ŷot kŶoǁiŶg ǁhat she 
ǁould do ǁithout the ďoǇ͟ aŶd feels he has ͞saǀed heƌ͟. “he holds adores her pet reptiles. 
She described studying and teaching languages, and, as well as her languages, rock music 
seems to play a very important in her life. 
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3.2.2 Results 
Fiona draws on the biomedical model throughout her stoƌǇ, ƌefeƌƌiŶg to illŶess: ͞I ǁas 
too ill to do aŶǇthiŶg ďasiĐallǇ.͟   “he desĐƌiďes hoǁ ŵeŶtal illŶess ƌuŶs iŶ heƌ faŵilǇ: ͞MǇ 
ĐousiŶ͛s got sĐhizophƌeŶia.  MǇ otheƌ ĐousiŶ͛s got depƌessioŶ, oƌ he͛s got ďipolaƌ.  “o it͛s 
ďeeŶ iŶ ouƌ faŵilǇ.  “o it͛s kiŶd of Ŷatuƌal, go doǁŶ that ƌoute as ǁell.͟ 
 
FioŶa desĐƌiďes the situatioŶ leadiŶg up to heƌ fiƌst atteŵpt: ͞I was okay throughout 
suŵŵeƌ; theŶ ǁe got to ǁiŶteƌ aŶd I just lost it.͟  Heƌe she dƌaǁs oŶ a diĐhotoŵǇ of 
rationality when feeling well and irrationality when suicidal.  Yet, she also relates to having 
soŵe ĐhoiĐe to eŶd heƌ life: ͞But the faĐt that I Đould Đhoose if I ǁaŶted to kill ŵǇself oƌ Ŷot 
ǁas soŵe kiŶd of ĐoŶtƌol.͟  Therefore, she positions herself as being both in and out of 
control. 
Fiona notes thiŶkiŶg that suiĐidalitǇ is ͞ŵoƌe Ŷatuƌe.͟  Hoǁeǀeƌ, she aĐkŶoǁledges the 
iŵpaĐt of the eŶǀiƌoŶŵeŶt oŶ soŵe illŶesses: ͞Natuƌe-nurture, I guess.  I mean with stuff 
like sĐhizophƌeŶia Ǉou ĐaŶ͛t ƌeallǇ help it ďut ǁith ďuliŵia it͛s like [ŵǇ ĐhildƌeŶ aƌe] going to 
see ŵe fƌeakiŶg out oǀeƌ food.͟ 
Fiona specifies environmental factors leading to her feeling suicidal: having been 
͞seǆuallǇ aďused tǁiĐe͟, ďeiŶg iŶ a faŵilǇ ǁho ͞just push everything down͟, aŶd ǁheŶ ͞a 
guy kind of jumped on me and started touchiŶg ŵe iŶappƌopƌiatelǇ.͟   The latteƌ eǀeŶt 
͞tƌiggeƌed eǀeƌǇthiŶg͟, ďut it is uŶĐleaƌ ǁhat she feels it tƌiggeƌed – whether an underlying 
biological vulnerability to mental illness or something else. 
Fiona uses psychological language in describing how she felt when suicidal: she 
appƌopƌiates psǇĐhodǇŶaŵiĐ teƌŵs ǁheŶ saǇiŶg, ͞I͛d ƌepƌessed the aďuse, like ĐoŵpletelǇ 
ƌepƌessed it͟; aŶd dƌaǁs oŶ ideas fƌoŵ ĐogŶitiǀe psǇĐhologǇ ǁith thoughts aƌouŶd, ͞Not 
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ĐopiŶg͟ aŶd thiŶgs, ͞LookiŶg pƌogƌessiǀelǇ ďleakeƌ͟.  Again, it is unclear if she is drawing 
separately on psychological approaches or considering these to be symptoms of the 
biomedical model. 
FioŶa uses spatial ŵetaphoƌs deŶotiŶg a ǁoƌseŶiŶg situatioŶ: ͞I didŶ͛t kŶoǁ that I ǁas 
slippiŶg uŶtil I had slipped.͟  The image is of being unable to stop what had been triggered, 
lacking control and being unaware of what was happening.  Rather than casting blame on 
others, for example, her abuser, she focuses on her individual response and difficulty 
managing the situation.  Accordingly, Fiona struggles, taking the responsibility of her actions 
on herself. 
Fiona describes the burden of suicidality.  First, a burden of isolation: ͞I didŶ͛t haǀe 
aŶǇ fƌieŶds, it ǁas just ŵǇ ŵuŵ.  Like Đoŵplete isolatioŶ.͟  Second, a burden of wanting to 
do soŵethiŶg ǁhiĐh otheƌs ĐoŶsideƌ selfish: ͞I went through this massive struggle about 
Ŷot ǁaŶtiŶg to appeaƌ selfish ďut also ƌeallǇ, ƌeallǇ ǁaŶtiŶg to ďe dead.͟  Third, she cites, 
͞AŶ iŶĐƌediďle ďuƌdeŶ as ǁell…the faĐt that I͛d tƌied to kill ŵyself and no one knew about 
it.͟  Last, she Ŷotes: ͞With the aŵouŶt of paiŶ I ǁas ĐausiŶg ;ŵǇ ŵuŵͿ, ǁith the aŵouŶt of 
ǁoƌƌǇ that I ǁas ĐausiŶg heƌ, if I ǁasŶ͛t theƌe, theŶ she didŶ͛t haǀe to ǁoƌƌǇ.͟  The 
individual burden she feels is due to individual, inter-personal and societal factors. 
Fiona says her current relationship helped her overcome suicidality though she still 
struggles with depression and an eating disorder.  She expresses positivity about her past 
suiĐidal eǆpeƌieŶĐes: ͞I͛ŵ glad it happeŶed.  BeĐause I ǁouldŶ͛t ďe ǁho I aŵ todaǇ ǁithout 
them and I think going through all that stuff and still coming out the other side is pretty 
aǁesoŵe.͟  “he appƌopƌiates aŶ optiŵistiĐ Ŷaƌƌatiǀe of liǀiŶg iŶ the ďest possiďle ǁoƌld 
which in itself serves to make sense of and rationalize painful events, and provide an 
individualized stepping-stone for future hope. 
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3.3 Biomedical, Psychological and Moral Constructions: Jess – From Surviving to Living 
3.3.1 Context 
 Jess lives in a small city; she is well-educated, having attended a prestigious 
university and previously worked in a highly demanding professional role. Jess noted still 
struggling sometimes with some aspects of her mental health, but feeling overall in a good 
place, currently living with her girlfriend. She described being in the process of writing a 
book about her experiences and currently volunteering to support the community. 
3.3.2 Results 
 Jess dƌaǁs oŶ the ďioŵediĐal ŵodel iŶ ĐausiŶg suiĐidalitǇ: ͞I tƌulǇ just thiŶk it's a 
chemical imďalaŶĐe.͟  “he desĐƌiďes heƌself as, ͞“till Ƌuite ďaƌkiŶg ŵad͟ folloǁiŶg heƌ 
attempt; using language around insanity conveys irrationality and lack of control.  However, 
she also ĐoŶsideƌs heƌ Đhildhood: ͞I ĐlassifǇ ŵǇself as ill, aŶd at tiŵes Ŷot ill, ďeĐause it 
helps ŵe uŶdeƌstaŶd ŵǇ ďehaǀiouƌ. But iŶ faĐt…I ďelieǀe that ŵǇ illŶess is puƌelǇ thƌough 
aŶ aďusiǀe Đhildhood.͟  Theƌefoƌe, she ĐoŶsideƌs a ďioŵediĐal ŵodel as leadiŶg heƌ to 
suicidality, but this stems from early experiences. 
Jess struggles with complete acceptance of the biomedical model: she jokes about her 
diagŶosis ĐhaŶgiŶg oǀeƌ the Ǉeaƌs aŶd ƋuestioŶs diagŶostiĐ teƌŵs: ͞Do ǁe - once you've 
given some-one a diagnosis - do theǇ staƌt liǀiŶg out that diagŶosis?͛͟   
Jess draws on inter-personal understandings, describing loneliness precipitating each 
atteŵpt: ͞It ǁas ŵostlǇ this huge ĐhuŶk of loŶeliŶess. Uŵ, Ŷot ďeiŶg aďle to talk to aŶǇoŶe 
pƌopeƌlǇ aďout hoǁ loŶelǇ I ǁas feeliŶg.͟  “iŵilaƌlǇ, she dƌaǁs oŶ psǇĐhologiĐal appƌoaĐhes, 
highlighting: 
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The mental pain! You know that mental agony that you feel that is almost 
physical? And you wonder how you can be in so much pain and still live? It 
doesn't seem possible! To think if you were in that much pain and it was a 
physical illness, you would collapse in a heap; you wouldn't be able to walk.  
And that's how it feels. 
Here, Jess uses rhetorical devices such as repetition and pathos.  She conveys her agony to 
the reader to persuade them that under such circumstances, suicide is, ͞A peƌfeĐtlǇ 
reasonable thiŶg foƌ people to do.͟ 
 Jess dƌaǁs oŶ ŵoƌal uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶgs desĐƌiďiŶg ǁaŶtiŶg to, ͞Die like a ‘oŵaŶ,͟ 
ĐhaƌaĐteƌiziŶg this as a, ͞Noďle eŶdiŶg, exsanguinating in the bath.͟  The ŶoďilitǇ of suiĐide 
is also, ͞Like the general shooting his, shooting his braiŶs out ďefoƌe he gets aƌƌested.͟  
Here, she appeals to historical contexts where suicide was considered appropriate, thereby 
giving historical countenance and authority to her assertion that suicide is permissible. 
Jess also draws on literary concepts of suicide as freeing, referring to a Sylvia Plath 
poem: 
 As you live through life you get all these bits of plaster, like Paris, plaster of 
Paris, sticking to you until you can't move properly and you're walking 
through sand and you, you can't do much because you're so disabled by 
this coating. So what she does, is she tries to kill herself, which shoves her 
down into the abyss of death, deep, deep, deep down, and then she's 
brought back to life by, by being saved...and you're yanked up so fast by 
the…like a piece of elastic, like a bungee jump, that all the plaster falls off 
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you. So you're reborn naked and new-ling, glistening in your new skin and 
it feels clean, and it feels like you've left the shit behind. 
Again, she uses rhetorical devices of metaphor and repetition to characterize suicide as 
morally acceptable and helpful. 
Jess describes her own attempt as a turning point: after, ͞[“he] felt aďle to staƌt agaiŶ 
aŶd look at thiŶgs diffeƌeŶtlǇ.͟  CuƌƌeŶtlǇ she sees heƌself as haǀiŶg ŵoǀed, ͞Fƌoŵ suƌǀiǀiŶg 
to liǀiŶg.͟  Jess aƌgues that death ďǇ suiĐide ŵaǇ ďe ďetteƌ thaŶ death fƌoŵ phǇsiĐal Đauses: 
 I kind of don't see it as tragic.  As say, my friend, who I was in a 
relationship with for six years who dropped dead of a stroke one Sunday 
when I was at work.  You know, that I'll never get over.  Other friends of 
mine who have committed suicide I kind of felt there's a reason behind it. 
Yet, she is Đautious iŶ hoǁ seeiŶg suiĐide as aĐĐeptaďle Đoŵes aĐƌoss: ͞I doŶ't ǁaŶt Ǉou to 
ǁoƌƌǇ, iŶ Đase I'ŵ goiŶg to staƌt ƌeliǀiŶg it all aŶd falliŶg apaƌt, ďeĐause I'ŵ Ŷot.͟  Heƌe, Jess 
may have been influenced by the requirements for GP contact details prior to participation 
in the study; it could also be interpreted as an awareness of a societal aversion to suicidality 
being perceived positively. 
3.4 Biomedical, Social, Psychological and Interpersonal Constructions: Jack – A Story of 
Perceived Inadequacy 
3.4.1 Context 
Jack has a degree in English and at the time of interview spends time writing about films and 
concerts. He described having been employed in many capacities, but noted having recently 
done some work with fellow service users. He described himself as quite prone to negative 
thinking but also quite jokey. He currently lives with his girlfriend. 
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3.4.2 Results 
JaĐk ƌefeƌs to feeliŶg depƌessed leadiŶg up to his atteŵpt: ͞I͛d got depƌessed aŶd had 
some antidepƌessaŶts.͟  Yet, he aƌgues agaiŶst diagŶostiĐ Đƌiteƌia aŶd ďioŵediĐal 
approaches: 
͞MeŶtal illŶess…WhiĐh I doŶ͛t ƌeallǇ ďelieǀe iŶ … I ŵeaŶ the ǁhole, Ǉou kŶoǁ: ǁhiĐh Đoŵes 
first? High dopamine levels cause, um, high mood or because your mood is going high your 
ďodǇ pƌoduĐes dopaŵiŶe?͟ 
However, Jack believes that biology played a part in his experiences.  First, he feels 
ŵediĐatioŶ ŵaǇ haǀe led to feeliŶg ŵoƌe depƌessed: ͞I happeŶed to deĐide to look at a 
patieŶt iŶfoƌŵatioŶ leaflet… ƌeĐeŶtlǇ, aŶd theǇ͛ƌe acknowledging that it can cause 
depƌessioŶ.͟  “eĐoŶd, he desĐƌiďes that suddeŶ ǁithdƌaǁal fƌoŵ lithiuŵ Đould haǀe led hiŵ 
to atteŵpt suiĐide.  Last, JaĐk desĐƌiďes takiŶg lithiuŵ to ďe helpful: ͞I staƌted ďaĐk oŶ 
[lithiuŵ] aŶd I did… It has helped ŵe Ŷot feel the ǁaǇ that I did.͟ He aĐkŶoǁledges the 
dualitǇ of ǀoiĐes iŶ ƌespoŶse to ŵediĐatioŶ: ͞I'ŵ Ƌuite iŶ tǁo ŵiŶds soŵetiŵes aďout 
ŵediĐatioŶs.͟  Theƌefoƌe, ǁhilst ďeiŶg ĐƌitiĐal of the ďioŵediĐal ŵodel, he positioŶs his 
experience to some extent within it. 
Jack also draws on social, psychological and interpersonal understandings of 
suiĐidalitǇ.  He Ŷotes situatioŶal issues leadiŶg hiŵ to ĐoŶsideƌ suiĐide: ͞BeĐause I ǁas at 
ǁoƌk, like I… It ǁas a stupid, poiŶtless joď, it ǁas a ŶoŶ-joď.͟  He desĐƌiďes a suĐcession of 
inter-personal interactions prior to his attempt, including being attracted to a woman at 
fƌieŶds͛ diŶŶeƌ paƌtǇ, ďut feeliŶg ƌejeĐted aŶd huƌt ďǇ heƌ ͞sĐoƌŶful͟ ƌeaĐtioŶ to the food he 
made.  He also draws on cognitive, psychological approaches when describing recurring 
thoughts of iŶadeƋuaĐǇ: ͞Theƌe ǁas a lot goiŶg oŶ ďut ǁhat happeŶed oŶ the aĐtual daǇ, if 
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Ǉou ǁaŶt to that, is, uŵ, uh, a siŵilaƌ soƌt of feeliŶg of iŶadeƋuaĐǇ.͟ 
Whilst Jack refers to situational and interpersonal factors, these seem to trigger feeling 
inadequate.  The sense is of being put upon by others and situations, which lead him to feel 
inadequate: ͞I kŶeǁ I hadŶ͛t doŶe [soŵethiŶg at ǁoƌk] aŶd I felt ƌeallǇ ďad aďout it.  It ǁas… 
It ǁas like aŶotheƌ failiŶg.͟  “iŵilaƌlǇ, ͞The experience of being with, uh, (my friends) and 
hoǁ the iŶteƌaĐtioŶ ǁeŶt ƌeiŶfoƌĐed the ŶegatiǀitǇ.͟  AĐĐoƌdiŶglǇ, ǁhilst feeliŶg iŶadeƋuate, 
Jack has trouble negotiating responsibility for this. 
Jack notes the influence of films on his chosen attempt method: he is surprised when 
the reality contradicts the cinematic depiction, and when his life does not end, he thinks, 
͞Oh Ǉou ĐaŶ͛t eǀeŶ do that.͟  This highlights the stƌeŶgth of his feeliŶgs of iŶadeƋuaĐǇ. 
Jack refers to socio-public understandings of suicidality when he argues against suicide 
prevention policies explaining, ͞I'ŵ aŵďiǀaleŶt aďout...it͛s a “top “uiĐide ĐaŵpaigŶ.͟  IŶ light 
of this, he states, ͞I knew that they would try to stop me if they had an inkling, so I'm 
pƌeteŶdiŶg ŶothiŶg ǁas ǁƌoŶg.͟  He aƌgues that, ͞A ĐaŵpaigŶ that goes aƌouŶd saǇiŶg, 
͚You͛ǀe got to stop this,͛ uŵ, [is] likelǇ to ŵake people eǀeŶ ŵoƌe seĐƌetiǀe aďout theiƌ 
plaŶs.͟ 
Jack says he would not currently attempt suicide but describes praying to God asking 
God to end his life: 
 I'm sort of giving him permission to end my life but I'm not doing anything myself 
aŶd I'ŵ…aŶd eƋuallǇ, it͛s a soƌt of ǁaǇ of saǇiŶg, ͚AŶd if Ǉou doŶ͛t theŶ I͛ll kŶoǁ 
it͛s Ŷot goiŶg to ďe like this foƌever, and two or three days and I actually feel 
ďetteƌ aŶd Ǉou͛ll help ŵe thƌough it͛. 
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Again, he appears to negotiate responsibility for living or dying; this has the effect of 
ƌeŶeǁiŶg JaĐk͛s hope foƌ the futuƌe, aŶd iŶ the puƌposefulŶess of life. 
 Despite current wishes to die, he sees past suicidal actions as positive since he can 
ďetteƌ suppoƌt otheƌs: ͞ I like to ďe aďle to shaƌe soŵe iŶsights iŶto hoǁ I͛ǀe…I see the ŵeŶtal 
health sǇsteŵ.͟ 
3.5 Biomedical, Situational and Inter-personal Constructions: Charlie – An Ordinary 
Response to Extra-Ordinary Circumstances 
3.5.1 Context 
Charlie described herself as being in the process of writing a book; living with her girlfriend. 
She noted having an affinity with birds. She described being fascinated by biology, and 
studying at University. She also described being creative as well as being naturally interested 
in life and death matters. She came across as a very humorous and independent person. 
3.5.2 Results 
Charlie focuses on situational and inter-personal factors which led her to suicidality.  She 
ƌelates ǀeƌǇ eaƌlǇ eǆpeƌieŶĐes of heƌ paƌeŶts atteŵptiŶg suiĐide: ͞I thiŶk that͛s the poiŶt 
ǁheƌe it pƌoďaďlǇ staƌted foƌ ŵe, the iŶteƌest iŶ suiĐide aŶd death.͟  Charlie further describes 
how child sexual abuse led to her wanting to end her life: 
I alƌeadǇ iŶ the ďaĐk of ŵǇ ŵiŶd thought aŶǇ puƌpose iŶ life ǁas as soŵeďodǇ͛s 
seǆual plaǇthiŶg aŶd ďǇ the tiŵe I got to the age of ϭϮ I thought, ͚God, I doŶ͛t 
ƌeallǇ, I ĐaŶ͛t, the thought of a ǁhole life of that, Ŷo, Ŷo thaŶk Ǉou.͛ 
Her suicide attempts are considered natural consequences of situations she was in: ͞I 
aĐtuallǇ thiŶk it͛s Ƌuite a Ŷatuƌal ƌespoŶse, uŵ, to huge stƌessoƌs.͟  
Charlie acknowledges that mental illness exists, in others or other parts of her life but 
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aĐtiǀelǇ diffeƌeŶtiates heƌ ͞paŶiĐ Ǉeaƌs͟ fƌoŵ heƌ suiĐidal eǆpeƌieŶĐes:  
At that poiŶt, suiĐide suddeŶlǇ ďeĐaŵe Ŷot aŶ optioŶ ďeĐause I͛d ďeĐoŵe phoďiĐ 
of ďeiŶg siĐk…I ǁas Ŷot a ǁell ďuŶŶǇ at all aŶd aĐtuallǇ it͛s the oŶlǇ tiŵe iŶ ŵǇ 
life when I considered that I was ill. 
Charlie notes elements of both rationality and irrationality within experiences of 
suicidality: 
 I ŵeaŶ I͛ǀe seeŶ fƌieŶds ǁheƌe theǇ͛ǀe ďeeŶ suiĐidal aŶd Ǉou ĐaŶ kiŶd of see that 
at that poiŶt theǇ͛ƌe Ŷot Đalŵ, theǇ͛ƌe Ŷot, theiƌ thought pƌoĐesses aƌe Ŷot ƌatioŶal 
as suĐh.  TheǇ͛ƌe Ŷot eŶtiƌelǇ iƌƌatioŶal ďut uŵ… aŶd at that poiŶt I ǁould ďe 
concerned for them. 
 When asked specifically about her language in relation to suicidality, Charlie 
aĐkŶoǁledges that: ͞AĐtuallǇ to ďe hoŶest I thiŶk the ĐhoiĐe of ǁoƌd ďƌeakdoǁŶ iŶ leadiŶg ŵe 
iŶto the psǇĐh uŶit is pƌoďaďlǇ a ďad ĐhoiĐe of ǁoƌd ďeĐause I doŶ͛t aĐtually see it as a break-
doǁŶ ƌeallǇ, if I͛ŵ hoŶest.͟  WheŶ asked ǁhat iŶflueŶĐed heƌ to use this ǁoƌd, she saǇs, 
͞BeĐause that͛s the teƌŵiŶologǇ that is geŶeƌallǇ used, that, that if Ǉou eŶd up iŶ a psǇĐh uŶit 
it͛s usuallǇ people ǁill saǇ Ǉou͛ǀe pƌoďaďlǇ had a ďƌeakdoǁŶ.͟  AĐĐoƌdiŶglǇ, she ǀeŶtƌiloƋuates 
dominant biomedical language (Brown, 1997).  In considering her language, Charlie then 
appeals to eǀeƌǇdaǇ oĐĐuƌƌeŶĐes: ͞I ŵeaŶ it͛s Ŷot like I ǁas just like dƌiǀiŶg aloŶg aŶd ŵǇ Đaƌ 
suddenly broke down.  I was still going somewhere; it may just have been skidding a bit 
doǁŶhill.͟ 
Despite otheƌ ĐhaƌaĐteƌs ďeiŶg pƌeseŶt iŶ Chaƌlie͛s ŶaƌƌatioŶ, aŶ iŶdiǀidualistiĐ seŶse 
pervades.  This is notable when describing recovering from suicidality: she introduces no other 
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characters but focuses on herself.  What helps recovery stems from inside her: her struggle 
through life, learning from experience and instances of self-awareness. 
Charlie describes seeing suicide as a positive: ͞I just doŶ͛t see suiĐide as a Ŷegatiǀe thing.  
I thiŶk, uŵ, Ǉeah, doŶ͛t get ŵe ǁƌoŶg, life is a pƌeĐious thiŶg ďut soŵetiŵes it͛s just too 
ŵuĐh.͟  “he uses a metaphor of having an exit strategy should she experience a panic attack:  
͞I ǁill haŶg aƌouŶd ďut the ƌeasoŶ I͛ŵ aďle to haŶg aƌouŶd is because I know that I can leave 
at aŶǇ tiŵe, aŶd I fiŶd that ƌeallǇ ĐoŵfoƌtiŶg.͟  “he diffeƌeŶtiates heƌ thiŶkiŶg fƌoŵ otheƌs͛ 
when noting societal taboos and risk-aversion to suicide: ͞No, Ŷo, it͛s a ƌeallǇ, it͛s a diƌtǇ ǁoƌd.  
And then when it is mentioŶed people ĐaŶ ďe, ĐaŶ get thiŶgs Ƌuite out of peƌspeĐtiǀe, I thiŶk.͟  
To ĐouŶteƌ otheƌs͛ peƌspeĐtiǀes, she dƌaǁs oŶ heƌ kŶoǁledge of ďiologǇ to aƌgue that 
suicidality should not be considered in moral terms: 
I have known animals to effectively commit suicide at times of stress so to me it 
doesŶ͛t seeŵ ǁƌoŶg oƌ ǁeak.  I ƌeallǇ doŶ͛t like the stƌeŶgth aŶd ǁeakŶess thiŶg 
but it, even now, it seems to me quite natural. 
3.6 A Spiritual Construction: Matt – A Spiritual Journey 
3.6.1 Context 
Matt lives in a big city. He described himself as being in a very good place and was 
moving in with his girlfriend. He is very well read, and noted being inspired by the works of 
specific psychologists which have both helped him, and which he uses to try to help and 
support others, for example giving talks and leading groups. Following a spiritual path by 
listening to his true self was very important to Matt. He also described being in the process of 
writing a book about his experiences. 
3.6.2 Results 
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Matt͛s stoƌǇ ĐeŶtƌed oŶ his personal, spiritual journey to seeking enlightenment.  This 
spiƌitual path iŶǀolǀed:  ͞‘eĐeiǀiŶg guidaŶĐe fƌoŵ ŵǇ tƌue self…oƌ eƌŵ, that paƌt of ŵǇself 
that is completely at one with whatever word you want to call it: God, Universe, Source, 
“piƌit.͟  The cultural resources he draws on seem to be more Eastern understandings of 
spirituality when he talks about his spiritual path, seeking enlightenment and following 
enlightened mentors to spiritual places.  However, with a large focus on himself and how he 
worked to attain spiritual enlightenment, he seems to draw still on relatively individualized 
conceptions. 
He is the only participant who does not use the word suicide, instead choosing to refer 
to the aĐt of ͞juŵpiŶg͟.  He aĐtiǀelǇ disassoĐiates his eǆpeƌiences from the idea of suicide: 
͞Theƌe ǁas Ŷo soƌt of – I͛ŵ plaŶŶiŶg this…oƌ I͛ŵ goiŶg to atteŵpt suiĐide.  That ǁoƌd didŶ͛t 
eǀeŶ eǀeƌ Đoŵe iŶto ŵǇ ŵiŶd.͟    Hoǁeǀeƌ, his deĐisioŶ to take paƌt iŶ a studǇ oŶ suiĐide 
suggests that he acknowledges others may consider his jump to be an attempt. 
Rather than his jump being seen as a result of a crisis, it is a positive turning point 
toǁaƌds this goal of oŶeŶess of ďeiŶg: ͞“o eǀeŶ though I͛ǀe had lots of suƌgeƌǇ, eǀeƌǇthiŶg – 
the whole thing has been the biggest gift eǀeƌ.͟  Moƌeoǀeƌ, he seeŵs to iŶdiĐate feeliŶg that 
the juŵp itself ǁas ǁhat led hiŵ to spiƌitual eŶlighteŶŵeŶt: ͞I thiŶk if I didŶ͛t juŵp, I still Đould 
ďe lost iŶ the ego.͟    ‘ejeĐtiŶg the teƌŵ suiĐide - which holds a history of negative 
connotations linked to evil, criminality, and insanity – might allow him to view his experiences 
as positive. 
Whilst using potentially medicalised labels, he positions himself as being creator of his 
experiences (rather than the illness having created his experiences): ͞I Đƌeated this ǁhole 
thiŶg.  I Đƌeated the psǇĐhosis…You kŶoǁ.  NoďodǇ did this to ŵe.  It ǁas ǁhat I ǁas doiŶg.͟  
This suggests he holds himself responsible for his actions.  Yet, the responsibility of having 
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acted in a way which is typically perceived by society in a negative light is not a burden to Matt 
because he believes so strongly in the positive impact the jump has had on his life; he sees 
himself as being empowered and so, accepts his experiences. 
Matt describes the lead-up to his jump as stemming from him thinking he was on the 
right spiritual path, but actually not being on this path.  He notes biological, psychological and 
interpersonal factors, describing lack of sleep, emotional pain and self-isolation.  However, 
these are seen as a result of following the wrong spiritual path rather as causes of the jump 
per se.  Matt acknowledges that others might have different understandings of his experiences 
aŶd suiĐidalitǇ iŶ geŶeƌal:  ͞[The psǇĐhiatƌist] ǁas seeiŶg ŵe thƌough the ŵediĐal ŵodel.  
What ǁas it? ͚CoŵŵaŶd halluĐiŶatioŶs, delusioŶal ďeliefs͛.  You kŶoǁ, ͚Heƌe is the ŵediĐatioŶ 
to keep Ǉou ǁell.͛͟  Matt seems to accept that others hold different perspectives, but states 
that the medical model was not what helped him.  He reframes the medical ŵodel͛s ŶotioŶ of 
a chemical imbalance as him having created the imbalance: 
 I mean the medical model is just delusional beliefs, command hallucinations, all of 
this stuff.  It͛s a ĐheŵiĐal ĐhaŶge iŶ Ǉouƌ ďƌaiŶ, the ŵediĐatioŶ is to ĐhaŶge the 
chemicals iŶ Ǉouƌ ďƌaiŶ so that it ĐaŶ ǁoƌk ŶoƌŵallǇ… But I Đƌeated those ĐheŵiĐal 
changes.  You know? By not sleeping, not talking, not eating, not drinking.  The 
stuff I was doing in my mind.  I created that.  So, you know everybody is a creator.  
TheǇ͛ƌe Ŷot little puppets. 
Therefore, whilst accepting that others may believe in the medical model and mental illness as 
a way of understanding suicidality, Matt challenges it as an appropriate model for his 
experiences: 
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It ŵaǇ ďe a staƌtiŶg poiŶt to help people… OK the medication is sort of rebalancing 
ŵǇ ďƌaiŶ….FiŶe.  But doŶ͛t eŶd theƌe.  Go ŵuĐh fuƌtheƌ iŶto: OK let͛s ƌeallǇ ǁoƌk 
out what caused them in the first place and how to get yourself better afterwards. 
4. Discussion 
4.1 Summary of Results 
The current ƌeseaƌĐh highlights atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ Ŷaƌƌatiǀes of suiĐidalitǇ aŶd the 
cultural constructions drawn on to understand these.  Consistent with Fitzpatrick (2014), the 
ĐultuƌallǇ doŵiŶaŶt ďioŵediĐal ŵodel featuƌed iŶ all paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ Ŷaƌƌatiǀes.  Hoǁeǀeƌ, in 
contrast with Fitzpatrick, not all participants used canonical forms to narrate experiences.  
Moreover, many did not construct their experiences primarily from a biomedical model.  All 
participants referred to alternative understandings of suicidality including psychological, 
religious, inter-personal, moral and public understandings. 
All participants drew on cultural resources to legitimise suicidal acts: whether trying to 
persuade the reader that they were not to blame (Alex and Jack), that their actions were 
understandable (Jess and Charlie), or meaningful (Fiona and Matt).  This indicates that attempt 
survivors may make sense of their suicidal behaviours in many ways.  However, as all sought to 
justify their behaviour, this could indicate how stigmatised perceptions of suicidality are and 
the effects of this on attempt survivors. 
Many participants highlighted positive features of attempted or completed suicide.  
This is in contrast with approaches outlined in the introduction and, with Fitzpatrick (2014).  A 
peƌsoŶ͛s ĐoŶteǆt iŶflueŶĐes hoǁ theǇ aƌe heaƌd ďut also hoǁ theǇ pƌeseŶt theŵselǀes 
(Georgaca, 2004); locating interviews in non-medicalised environments, when people may 
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have considered alternative perspectives could influence conversations towards more 
subjugated voices.  Indeed, Matt completely rejected the biomedical model and developed his 
understanding through interactions with a spiritual community.  How a person interprets their 
experiences depends on how others - particularly those in authority, such as clinicians or 
religious leaders - label these experiences (Scheff, 1966). 
A positive construction of suicidality echoes literature into psychosis suggesting that a 
crisis may be a transformative experience (Jackson, 2008).  A positive construction of 
suiĐidalitǇ ŵaǇ also liŶk to FƌaŶk͛s ;ϮϬϭϬͿ tǇpologies of illŶess Ŷaƌƌatiǀes.  FƌaŶk aƌgues that 
chaos narratives – where people still struggle with illness – are more transgressive and 
unheard in comparison to quest and restitution narratives – where people feel better.  In 
particular, quest narratives centre on personal journeys towards wellness and appear more 
concerned with neoliberal approaches to healthcare.  Certainly some positive voices of 
suicidality (Fiona, Charlie, Jess and Matt) might be akin to quest narratives.  Yet, Fiona, Charlie 
and Jess also describe current or potential future struggles with suicidality suggesting overlap 
ǁith a Đhaos tǇpologǇ.  AĐĐoƌdiŶglǇ, FƌaŶk͛s tǇpologies ŵaǇ ďe oŶlǇ soŵeǁhat ƌeleǀaŶt to 
atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ Đonstructions of suicide.  Moreover, given professional theories of 
suicidality as negative, a quest narrative may be a subjugated narrative of suicidality (Shapiro, 
2011). 
4.2 Practice Implications 
Attempt survivors drew on a plurality of voices and approaches in narrating 
eǆpeƌieŶĐes of suiĐidalitǇ.   This is ĐoŶsisteŶt ǁith suiĐidalitǇ as a ͞ǁild pƌoďleŵ͟ ;White, ϮϬϭϮ, 
pg.42) requiring various approaches and practices: at individual, relational and social levels.  
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This suggests that professionals need to draw on a variety of approaches when working with 
those who are suicidal or attempt survivors.  Psychologists - given their breadth of training - 
may find this easier than some professions.  Yet, working with suicidality is a multi-disciplinary 
endeavour; training could be offered to ensure a range of professionals feel confident in 
working across multiple levels. 
Professionals should be aware of the struggle that suicidal persons might face in trying 
to make sense of their attempts, but also consider how local and societal contexts might affect 
these uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶgs.  GiǀeŶ ĐliŶiĐiaŶs͛ poteŶtial poǁeƌ to iŶflueŶĐe hoǁ atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs 
might label their experiences, clinicians should remain open-minded and give clients space and 
support to come to their own understandings; this is similar to recommendations outlined in 
Understanding Psychosis and Schizophrenia (British Psychological Society, 2014).  In particular, 
clinicians need to accept that some survivors might view their attempts positively, and 
perhaps create space for positive learning from suicidal crises.  However, clinicians would also 
need to consider how to do this whilst not appearing to promote suicide. 
 GiǀeŶ soŵe of paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ ŵoƌal aƌguŵeŶts, a goal of pƌeǀeŶtiŶg suiĐide – and 
certainly preventing it at all costs - is not universally supported by attempt survivors.  This is in 
marked contrast to government policy (DoH, 2015) which focuses on the need to prevent 
attempted suicide and death by suicide.   This poses an issue for government policies and 
professional practice which need to take into consideration the perspectives of the people 
they serve, lest an already silenced group feels further alienated.  Accordingly, policy makers 
should consult attempt survivors. 
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4.2 Limitations and Future Research 
One difficulty of attempting to capture a wild problem is that it is hard to do justice to 
complexity whilst maintaining both clarity and sufficient brevity.  Accordingly, the current 
reading is only one amongst many and other aspects of participaŶts͛ stoƌies Đould ďe eǆploƌed.  
Foƌ eǆaŵple, ƌeĐoǀeƌǇ ǁas a featuƌe iŶ ŵost paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ stoƌies aŶd Đould ďe eǆploƌed 
fuƌtheƌ, as Đould atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ ideŶtitǇ ďefoƌe, duƌiŶg aŶd afteƌ theiƌ peƌiod of suiĐidalitǇ. 
 Within a dialogic approach, readers are inherently part of the interpretative process, 
bringing their positions, identities and cultural filters to interpretation (Reissman, 2008).  
Accordingly, a different reader may not have developed the same analysis; this might be 
considered a limitation.  Nevertheless, to ensure a plausible reading has been presented here, 
it has been explicitly linked to features in the text with quotes (Reissman, 2008), and a sample 
of analysis was verified by two fellow narrative analytic researchers. 
Moreover, the research diary and bracketing interviews helped me consider how my 
own narratives might have impacted on interviewing or analysis, and supported me to honour 
paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ stoƌies, ƌatheƌ thaŶ ŵǇ oǁŶ.  Foƌ eǆaŵple, iŶ the seĐoŶd ďƌaĐketiŶg iŶteƌǀieǁ, I 
disĐussed ǁith the iŶteƌǀieǁeƌ ŵǇ ǁoƌƌies aďout haǀiŶg Đoŵe aĐƌoss as douďtiŶg Aleǆ͛s 
assertion that her suicidality was caused by illness; we considered what questions or 
fƌaŵeǁoƌks ŵight help to ĐuƌiouslǇ staŶd aloŶgside soŵeoŶe͛s stoƌǇ aŶd faĐilitate future 
iŶteƌǀieǁs.  This helped ŵe to feel ŵoƌe ĐoŶfideŶt iŶ ďeiŶg opeŶ to otheƌs͛ stoƌies iŶ futuƌe 
interviews, and analysis. 
In line with a dialogic approach, the results are not intended to be generalisable 
(Reissman, 2008). Rather, the stories collected are examples of stories of suicidality within a 
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given context.  However, the very procedures for trying to access a potentially difficult to 
reach sample may have made it more or less likely that particular attempt survivors would 
participate.  For example, the exclusion on ethical grounds of people who did not consent to 
pƌoǀide healthĐaƌe pƌofessioŶals͛ details Đould haǀe put off soŵe people. 
The current research is the first to highlight positive narratives regarding suicidality.  
Further research might elucidate how common this is, as well as what might facilitate or 
impede this understanding.  Talking about suicide attempts has been viewed as positive and 
enriching (e.g. Anna, 2014), and as morally problematic and encouraging copycat attempts 
(e.g. Williams, 2011).  Given this, it could also be useful to explore how others – professionals 
and members of the public – view the potential for suicidality to have positive aspects or to be 
a transformational crisis. 
6. Conclusion 
This study aimed to add to the literature redressing the balance of previously neglected 
peƌspeĐtiǀes ďǇ eǆploƌiŶg atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ stoƌies, aŶd to eǆploƌe ǁhat Đultuƌal ƌesouƌĐes 
their stories drew on.  The findings suggest that the 11 attempt survivors interviewed drew on, 
but were not restricted to, the current dominant biomedical narrative of suicide.  They also 
drew on multiple cultural constructions across individual, relational and socio-cultural levels to 
narrate and make sense of past suicidal behaviour.  These included psychological, spiritual, 
situational, interpersonal, moral, and public understandings; the extent to which these were 
dƌaǁŶ oŶ ǀaƌied ďetǁeeŶ paƌtiĐipaŶts.  This ĐoŶtƌasts ǁith FitzpatƌiĐk͛s ;ϮϬϭϰͿ fiŶdiŶgs 
suggesting that suicidal persons tended to reproduce biomedical understandings of suicidality; 
this may be understood in terms of the different contexts and samples of each study.  
Participants within this study also seemed to use various constructions of suicide to justify 
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their experiences.  One previously unexplored voice to emerge was of suicidality as having 
been a positive experience.  Findings suggest that suicidality cannot be understood from only 
one perspective, whether this is the dominant narrative or not: clinicians and policy makers 
need to remain open-minded about how attempt survivors might view their experiences. 
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Appendix 2: Main Focus and Concepts of Papers 
Reference Early life Leading to attempt Suicidal experience Recovery 
Biddle et al (2010) Nature and accessibility of 
method constrains decisions of 
how to or whether to end life 
Biddle et al (2012) Media and lay knowledge 
affects  choices make around 
how to end life 
Bergmans, 
Langley and 
Lavery (2009) 
All participants reported 
a history of child 
maltreatment. 
͚LiǀiŶg to die͛: ĐhoiĐe of death 
appears easier than choice of 
life 
͚AŵďiǀaleŶĐe/tuƌŶiŶg 
poiŶts͛: ŵoŵeŶts of 
questioning whether want 
to live or die 
Pockets of recovery: 
taking small steps towards 
not ending life 
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Biong and Ravndal 
(2009) 
Insecurity and difficult 
circumstances 
Feel different and radical 
choice to manage context 
Not manage new or 
old/new culture 
Emotions and shame 
Defeated and wanting to die Turning point as specific 
events which make person 
question their desire to 
end life 
Bonnewyn et al 
(2014) 
Life disrupted by loss 
Loneliness 
Loss of control 
Feeling unable to continue 
Cleary (2012) High levels of emotional 
pain through life 
Difficulties identifying 
symptoms/disclose 
distress 
Coping mechanisms – 
drugs/alcohol 
Dominant masculine 
narratives prevent 
talking about distress 
Oǀeƌ tiŵe people͛s optioŶs 
narrow and suicide is perceived 
as way out 
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Fitzpatrick (2014)  Internal psychic 
processes (pressure, job 
and stressors, despair) 
 
Responsibility directed 
outwardly. 
Suicidal behaviour viewed as 
individual, internal and 
pathological by attempt 
survivors; 
Need to get ͞ďetteƌ͟ 
Control emotions and 
improve self 
Ghio et al (2011)  Family conflict as trigger 
Existence of psychiatric 
disorder important but 
not sufficient alone to 
cause suicidality 
Decision, isolated and 
exclusive; not 
communicate 
 
Helplessness/hopelessness akin 
to psychache 
Liberation and solution to 
unbearable pain 
 
Anger, pain, suffering; suicide as 
freedom 
Risky moments after for retrying 
 
Feeling impotent and hopeless 
about recovery 
 
Need staff to understand 
and empathise and be 
monitored after; need to 
share experience with 
peers 
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Gordon, Cutcliffe 
and Stevenson 
(2011) 
Conflict over living or dying 
means isolate selves from 
others. 
Unable to communicate 
ambivalence of life and death 
with others. 
Belief of worthlessness – have 
nothing to share with the world. 
Negotiating dialectic of 
destiny involves working 
out oŶe͛s ƌelationship with 
living/dying; push and pull 
and place in world; 
negotiate turning points 
which is facilitated by 
inner and outer dialogue. 
Revitalising worthiness 
involves 
confronting a crisis of 
destiny and earning a life 
Holm and 
Severinsson 
(2011) 
Difficult lives as children 
and adolescents 
Guilt for difficult life and 
desire to punish self. 
Desire to recover by 
searching for strength and 
taking responsibility 
Struggle to be understood 
as the person you are 
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Recovering by refusing to 
be violated 
Recovering by being able 
to feel safe and trusted 
Jordon et al 
(2012) 
Expectations of what it 
is to be a successful man 
Not talk to others 
Disconnect with humanity 
Suicide as unspoken 
Suicide as atypical 
Inter-personal connection 
with professionals is 
helpful 
Find new meanings in 
recovery 
Value of belonging and 
mixing with others in 
situation as suicide can be 
stigmatised 
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Lees, Proctor, 
Fassett (2013) 
Multifactorial inter and 
intra-personal reasons 
including difficult life 
events; 
Therapeutic engagement 
essential to reducing 
isolation, loss of control 
and distress. 
Quality of genuineness, 
compassion, trust and 
unconditional positive 
regard in professionals 
vital 
McAndrew and 
Warne (2010) 
Unacceptability of being 
gay as growing up leading 
to intrapsychic defences. 
Loneliness of being 
outsider in wider culture 
leads to wanting to hurt 
self, destƌoǇ ͚ďad͛ paƌt 
of self and punish 
͚Đƌiŵe͛ of ďeiŶg gaǇ. 
Oliffe et al (2014) Circumstances leading 
to despair.  
Hopelessness made 
Suicidal behaviour mobilises 
internal and external stigma 
with possibility for external 
116 
worse by estrangement 
from others as self-
management strategy; 
loss of masculine 
signifiers. Alcohol and 
drugs. 
social control and censure to 
further ostracise men and 
amplified despair. 
Perception that after a man 
makes a decision to suicide, 
then little can be done to save 
him; lethal suicide perceived as 
masculine. 
Orri et al (2014) Devalued self and not 
felt that dominant 
feelings are accepted; 
Shame, guilt, loneliness 
and loss of meaning; 
hopelessness. 
Perceived impasse in or 
loss of interpersonal 
relationships. 
Suicidal act as a way of freeing 
oneself from an intolerable 
condition.  Acting on body as 
offering control of life. 
Anger at failure to end life. 
Suicide as communicative act of 
and means to getting another to 
listen. 
Suicidal act as revenge towards 
others. 
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SkogmanPavulans, 
Bolmsjo, Edberg 
and Ojehagen 
(2012) 
Loss of control in 
relation to life situation: 
felt chaos and spiralling 
out of control; 
unsolvable problems. 
Inner debate over taking 
life or not: weighing up 
pros and cons, justifying 
suicide and passing 
point of no return. 
Being suicidal involves being in 
want of control but unable to 
regulate thoughts, control 
emotions or actions. 
Suicide attempt seen as trying 
to escape vicious circle, the only 
way out of endless suffering and 
being exhausted. 
Wish to take control 
Possible life-lines included 
getting adequate help. 
Vatne and Naden 
(2011) 
Difficult events 
contributing to attitudes 
formed of self and life in 
general. 
Feeling alone in the 
darkness and losing 
touch with the world. 
Inter-relational 
problems and specific 
Relief experienced in suicidal 
act. 
Anger at having not succeeded. 
Suicide as having an option 
available: having no options 
leads to unbearable feeling. 
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events impact until it 
becomes too much. 
Struggling for death and 
life. 
After suicide attempt, feeling 
shame and guilt due to 
responsibilities for others; 
talking about suicide as a taboo. 
Vatne and Naden 
(2014) 
Struggled for a long 
time and tried to cope 
with various problems 
on own. 
Helpful professional 
responses: Experiencing 
sensitivity, trust and 
openness.  Creating space 
for a dialogue. 
Addressing the matter 
with direct questions. 
Being met on equal terms. 
Zayas (2010) Ranges of intent to kill 
self: from wanting to 
uncertainty 
Emotional despair; Powerless 
and angry leading to redirect 
emotions to the body 
Regret after attempt 
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Escalating tensions and 
triggers including abuse, 
family and peer conflicts 
Worries about social stigma of 
suicidal behaviour 
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Appendix 3: Sample of Research Diary 
March 2014: Two other trainees researching suicide and I did a small presentation at 
an event for qualitative research on suicide.  It was a little nerve-wracking as I was 
aǁaƌe that I hadŶ͛t eǀeŶ staƌted ƌeĐƌuitŵeŶt aŶd ǁasŶ͛t suƌe hoǁ the audieŶĐe 
might react, but they were very positive and encouraging.  Overall the message is 
that getting participants should not be a problem, which is reassuring.  I met an old 
colleague there also who encouraged me to get in touch with the charity we worked 
for and see if they could Tweet or publicise the study; this would be really helpful so 
going to get in touch as soon as possible; still trying to get my head around making 
this website. 
April 2014: I͛ǀe staƌted tƌǇiŶg out a feǁ diffeƌeŶt softǁaƌe foƌ ǁeďsite ŵakiŶg ǁhiĐh 
are also fƌee: a feǁ aƌe faƌ easieƌ to ŵaŶage thaŶ otheƌs.  I͛ǀe asked a feǁ fƌieŶds foƌ 
suggestions as well which has been good.  Initial feedback from people is to not do 
classic pictures of people crying or holding their heads in their hands.  I had actually 
thought about doing this!  Glad to have asked around, as those kind of pictures are 
ofteŶ used aƌouŶd ŵeŶtal health ďut theŶ aƌeŶ͛t ƌeallǇ helpiŶg to Đoŵďat stigŵa. 
On discussion, some more nature focused pictures seemed to go down well. 
May 2014: I͛ŵ ƌeallǇ fƌustƌated ǁith hoǁ sloǁlǇ the ǁeďsite has ďeeŶ goiŶg! It͛s 
gettiŶg iŶ the ǁaǇ of ŵe ƌeĐƌuitiŶg ďut I doŶ͛t feel aďle to staƌt ƌeĐƌuitiŶg uŶtil it 
looks relatively professional and I have no idea how to do this! Why do I always seem 
to find myself needing a degree in graphic design to complete assignments for this 
doctorate!?. 
June 2014: I dropped focusing on the website for a while as I was going a bit stir-
crazy with it.  Have decided to focus a bit more on Section A before coming back to 
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it; there seeŵs to ďe so ŵuĐh out theƌe that I͛ŵ Ƌuite oǀeƌǁhelŵed.  Theƌe seeŵs 
to be quite a bit on attempt survivors when I look at it; worried that my study will 
come up as having been done recently!! 
Reading for Section A has helped me think a bit about Section B; I thiŶk I͛ŵ a ďit too 
Đlose to the ŵateƌial to ďe doiŶg a ŵoƌe distaŶt disĐouƌse aŶalǇsis… fƌoŵ ǁhat I͛ǀe 
ƌead, ŵoƌe of a Ŷaƌƌatiǀe aŶalǇtiĐ appƌoaĐh ŵight suit ǁhat I͛ŵ tƌǇiŶg to do. 
July 2014: HooƌaǇ! The ǁeďsite is fiŶallǇ doŶe; I͛ǀe had soŵe ƌeallǇ positive 
comments about it from various people.  In particular, it was really useful to ask a 
few attempt survivors.  They suggested changing a couple of language bits, like 
takiŶg out the ǁoƌds ͞kill Ǉouƌself͟ aŶd ƌeplaĐiŶg theŵ ǁith ͞ǁaŶtiŶg to die͟.  This 
feels ƌight as it is a ďit less aďout the ǀioleŶĐe of aŶ atteŵpt. I͛ŵ goiŶg to tƌǇ to get 
my head around Twitter as well to be able to promote it now. 
PƌoŵotiŶg of the ǁeďsite oŶliŶe has goŶe doǁŶ Ƌuite ǁell aŶd I͛ǀe alƌeadǇ got thƌee 
people lined up froŵ the fiƌst ͚ƌeĐƌuitŵeŶt dƌiǀe͛.  Otheƌs haǀe ƌe-posted links to 
help out ǁith puďliĐitǇ aŶd I͛ŵ Ƌuite suƌpƌised aŶd Đhuffed ǁith hoǁ it͛s goŶe so faƌ. 
Have decided to opt for a narrative analysis instead of discourse analysis: I am 
wanting to focus on empowering and bringing out the personal in suicide, which is 
definitely suits more of the former than the latter! 
August 2014: Interviews so far have been really good: touching and poignant.  I was 
initially worried that I might have difficulty encouraging them with what to say or 
ŵakiŶg suƌe theǇ staǇed oŶ tƌaĐk ďut I ƌealise aĐtuallǇ that it isŶ͛t aďout a tƌaĐk: theǇ 
bring their narratives and that is what is important; they also bring a lot! There is so 
much in the stories and I really have not needed to do much prompting at all! 
Interesting, that all three so far said how they were glad that the suicide attempt 
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happened: two said it made them who they were today.  That really struck me when 
it ǁas said as iŶ doiŶg the seĐtioŶ A ďits, I͛ǀe Ŷot ƌeallǇ Đoŵe across this perspective. 
I was going to launch the second recruitment drive tomorrow but heard about Robin 
Williaŵs͛ death todaǇ.  Quite shoĐked aŶd saddeŶed ďut also aŶŶoǇed ǁith the 
media once again flouting explanations and jumping to conclusions, spreading myths 
of suicide.  Makes it feel all the more important to do this project and the stories I 
have been given justice. 
Appendix 4: Website Information 
4.1 Header 
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4.2 Study Information
4.3. Participation Information 
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4.4 FAQs 
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4.5 About the Researcher 
4.6 In crisis? 
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Appendix 5 – Interview Schedule and Prompts 
Initial question: Maybe you can start by telling me a bit about yourself? 
Prompt: Anything that you might like to say or share about you. 
Questions/themes to cover: 
 Could you say a bit about the circumstances that led up to your suicide 
attempt? 
Prompt: What was going on for you in the run-up to the attempt? 
Would you tell me about the suicide attempt? 
Prompt: Anything that you would like to share. 
How did you attempt to kill yourself? 
What was going through your mind at the time? 
How did you understand your attempt at the time? 
Prompt: What did it mean to you at the time? 
What might have helped shape that meaning? 
Was there any way that anyone talked to you or about the 
attempt that you found helpful? 
Was there any way that anyone talked to you or about the 
attempt that you found unhelpful? 
What happened after? 
Prompt: Did you seek professional help?  What was the reaction? How 
did you feel about that? 
Did you seek informal help?  What was reaction? How did you 
feel about this? If not, what do you think stopped you from seeking 
help? 
What is your current understanding/interpretation of your suicide attempt? 
Prompt: What does it mean to you now? 
What might have helped shape that meaning? 
Was there any way that anyone talked to you or about the 
attempt that you found helpful? 
Was there any way that anyone talked to you or about the 
attempt that you found unhelpful? 
How did you get to this point of understanding? 
Prompt:  Was your understanding affected by anyone you discussed it 
with? 
How might professional reactions have influenced this? 
Were you in touch with other survivors?  How might they have 
influenced your perspective? 
FƌieŶds oƌ faŵilǇ ŵeŵďeƌs͛ peƌspeĐtiǀes? 
Were you aware of any policies around suicide? How might 
these have influenced your perspective? 
Is there anything else you would like to say about your experience? 
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Appendix 6 – Ethical Approval 
This has been removed from the elctronic copy 
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Appendix 7 – Information Sheet and Consent Form 
7.1 Information Sheet 
 
Information about the research 
 
͚“uƌǀiǀoƌ “toƌies of “uiĐide͛ 
 
Hello. My name is Celine Redfern and I am a Trainee Clinical Psychologist at 
Salomons Centre for Applied Psychology, Canterbury Christ Church University. I 
would like to invite you to take part in a research study. Before you decide it is 
important that you understand why the research is being done and what it would 
involve for you. 
 
Talk to others about the study if you wish.  
 
Part 1 tells you the purpose of this study and what will happen to you if you take 
part.  
Part 2 gives you more detailed information about the conduct of the study. 
 
People ŵaǇ ĐoŶsideƌ theŵselǀes to ďe ͚suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ foƌ ŵaŶǇ diffeƌeŶt ƌeasoŶs.  IŶ this 
iŶfoƌŵatioŶ sheet ;aŶd the studǇ as a ǁholeͿ, ͚suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ ƌefeƌs to aŶǇoŶe ǁho has 
had suicidal feelings or tried to kill themselves. 
 
Some people may have decided to die but did not carry out their plans.  I am still 
interested in your views and experience.  You do not have to have tried to kill 
yourself to participate in this research. 
 
Part 1 
 
What is the purpose of the study?  
The study hopes to better understand how survivors view their suicidal feelings and 
attempts, including views on professional responses and policy. 
 
It is being conducted in partial fulfilment of the Doctorate in Clinical Psychology at 
Salomons Centre for Applied Psychology, Canterbury Christ Church University.  My 
supervisors are Ms Anne Cooke and Dr Ian Marsh. 
 
The information from this study will hopefully help both professionals and survivors 
better understand survivor perspectives.  This might then influence how 
professionals and services respond to people who feel suicidal. 
 
Why have I been invited?  
You have been invited to be interviewed because you have identified yourself as 
having wanted to kill yourself in the past (between 5-15 years ago).  Approximately 
10-12 people will be interviewed about their experiences. 
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Do I have to take part?  
It is up to you to decide to take part in the study. If you agree to take part, I will then 
ask you to sign a consent form. You are free to withdraw at any time, without giving 
a reason. This would not affect any care you are receiving.  
What will happen to me if I take part? 
If you choose to take part, we will arrange an initial phone conversation where we 
will briefly discuss what the study involves and any further questions you might have 
about the research.  Should you decide to continue, we would arrange a convenient 
time and place to meet in person for an interview.  The interview will, as far as 
possible, be like a conversation about your experience of feeling suicidal.  This would 
last for a maximum of one hour 
Interviews will be audio-recorded. 
Will I be paid? 
Travel expenses up to £10 will be reimbursed. 
What will taking part involve? 
If we arrange an interview, we will meet to talk for up to one hour.  The focus of the 
interview will be around your experiences and the particular circumstances around 
this (what lead up to the suicidal feelings or suicide attempt, what happened during, 
what support you may have tried to get after and, how you may have tried to 
overcome such feelings after).  I will also be asking about your views on suicide in 
general and what might have helped shape your thoughts on this. 
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part? 
The interview will include what led up to your suicidal feelings, how you 
understood this at the time and how you see it now.  Talking about distressing 
experiences may in itself be distressing; some people can feel these experiences 
again very vividly just by talking about them.  This might lead some people to feel 
further distress and low mood after the interview and for this reason, it would be 
advisable to consider the effect of taking part carefully before making your decision.  
You may wish to discuss the decision with someone you trust who knows you. Please 
note that you have the right to pause the interview for whatever reason should you 
wish.  You also have the right to end your participation at any point and do not have 
to give any reason for this. 
Will it be confidential? 
Anonymity will be upheld whilst typing up interviews and writing-up the research: all 
names and identifying information will be changed.  Please note, however, that 
when you give your consent, I will ask you to provide me with contact details for 
your GP, or another health care provider if more appropriate.  I will only contact this 
peƌsoŶ if I thiŶk that Ǉou oƌ soŵeoŶe else͛s life is iŶ daŶgeƌ oƌ at ƌisk of haƌŵ aŶd I 
would always tell you if I were to contact this person (though this would be whether 
or not you consented to me making the call).  If you have any questions about this, 
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please let me know. 
What are the possible benefits of taking part?   
Some people may find that talking about their experiences of feeling suicidal may 
help them understand them better.  However, we cannot promise the study will help 
you but the information we get from this study will help better understand 
perspectives of people who feel suicidal. 
What if there is a problem?  
Any complaint about the way you have been dealt with during the study or any 
possible harm you might suffer will be addressed. Detailed information on this is 
given in Part 2.  
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential?  
Yes. We will follow ethical and legal practice and all information about you will be 
handled in confidence. The details are included in Part 2.  
This completes part 1.  
If the information in Part 1 has interested you and you are considering participation, 
please read the additional information in Part 2 before making any decision.  
Part 2  
What ǁill happeŶ if I doŶ’t ǁaŶt to ĐarrǇ oŶ ǁith the studǇ?  
Should you wish to withdraw from the study at any point, you are free to do so 
without having to provide an explanation.  If you let me know your intent to 
withdraw, I will not contact you any further regarding this research. 
What if there is a problem?  
Complaints  
If you have a concern about any aspect of this study, please contact me on my 
research mobile (number taken out for thesis).  Please note I will only be able to 
respond to this during work hours (weekdays between 9am – 5pm) but if you leave a 
voicemail I will return your call as quickly as I can.If you remain unhappy and wish to 
complain formally, you can do this by contacting my supervisor, Ms Anne Cooke, 
Salomons Centre for Applied Psychology, Canterbury Christ Church University on 
0333 011 7096 or anne.cooke@canterbury.ac.uk. 
Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential? 
Yes: 
- The data collected will be kept confidential so that all digital recordings 
will be kept under password protected files and once interviews have 
been transcribed, you will no longer be identifiable. 
- Sometimes when writing up the research it is useful to quote what 
someone has said.  However, should this occur you would remain 
anonymous. 
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- According to Data Protection Act, data will be stored securely for 10 years 
and then destroyed 
Should you wish you can also request a copy of your data (including transcripts) to 
check for accuracy. 
What will happen to the results of the research study?  
The results of the study will form the basis of my thesis as part of the Clinical 
Psychology Doctorate.  I am hoping also to publish the results of the research in a 
professional journal in print and online.  Anonymised quotes from interviews will be 
used in published reports. 
You will not be identified in any report/publication. 
Who is organising and funding the research?  
This study is conducted as part of my studies on the Clinical Psychology Doctorate, 
Salomons Centre for Applied Psychology, Canterbury Christ Church University.  I am 
employed to train by Surrey and Borders Trust University. 
Who has reviewed the study?  
This study has been reviewed and given favourable opinion by a research panel at 
Salomons and by Salomons Research Ethics Panel, part of Canterbury Christ Church 
University.  My supervisors Ms Anne Cooke and Dr Ian Marsh have also reviewed and 
contributed to the study. 
Should you wish to participate, you will be given a copy of this information sheet 
and a signed consent form to keep. 
If you would like to participate, please confirm that you have read this information 
sheet by signing and dating below: 
Signature _____________________________________________ 
Date: ________________ 
Contact details  
If you would like to speak to me and find out more about the study or have questions 
about it answered, you can contact me on my research mobile (mobile number taken 
out for thesis).  Please note that calls will only be responded to between working 
hours (9am to 5pm on weekdays); if I am unable to answer, please leave a message 
and your phone number and I will get back to you.  Alternatively, you can leave a 
message for me on a 24-hour voicemail phone line at 0333 011 7070. Please say that 
the message is for myself, Celine Redfern, and leave a contact number so that I can 
get back to you. 
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7.2 Consent Form 
CONSENT FORM  
͚“uƌǀiǀoƌ “toƌies of “uiĐide͛ 
Name of Researcher:   Celine Redfern 
Please initial box: 
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet
dated.................... (version 1) for the above study. I have had the opportunity 
to consider the information, ask questions and have had these answered 
satisfactorily.  
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw at any time without giving any reason, without my medical care or 
legal rights being affected.  
3. I give permission for the interview to be recorded
4. I agree that anonymous quotes from my interview may be used in
published reports of the study findings. 
5. I understand that, should you think I, or someone else is in danger, you will
need to contact my GP/health care provider.  I understand that if you feel the 
need to contact this person, you will let me know.  I consent to providing 
these details: 
 GP/health provider name: _______________________ 
 GP/health provider address: ______________________ 
 ______________________ 
 GP/health provider phone number: __________________ 
6. I agree to take part in the above study.
Name of Participant____________________ Date________________ 
Signature ___________________ 
Name of Person taking consent ______________ Date_____________ 
Signature ____________________ 
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Appendix 8 – Sample Transcription (Charlie) 
This has been removed from the electronic copy
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This has been removed from the electronic copy
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This has been removed from the electronic copy
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This has been removed from the electronic copy
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Appendix 9 – Sample of Each Analytic Stage (Charlie) 
9.1 First Reading: Identifying Plot and Own Reactions 
Transcript What is happening? What stories? 
When, where, with whom and why?
PLOT? 
Own 
perceptions 
It’s just to kiŶd of start off aŶd get a 
sense of, of, of, how you see 
yourself and those kinds of things. 
R: It͛s stƌaŶge aĐtuallǇ ďeĐause I aŵ 
at this point of my life where I kind 
of feel that, as I͛ŵ ƌeaĐhiŶg ŵǇ 
Life as a negative constant 
previously; a struggle since very 
early on; now positivity: life 
beginning (despite suicidality 
always being around) 
Gentle 
encouragement 
Reminds me of 
Gergen and 
GeƌgeŶ͛s 
narrative 
forms: life was 
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forties, um, life is finally beginning 
which sounds like a real cliché 
because life has been a real 
struggle to get to this point.  Um, 
and not meaning to sound cliché 
ďut I feel like I͛ŵ gettiŶg ŵǇ ǁiŶgs 
at last.  Uŵ… Ǉeah, I ŵeaŶ I… I had 
my first breakdown when I was 12, 
so it͛s Ƌuite a loŶg tiŵe ago. 
I: Hm. 
R: But it actually feels like yesterday 
and that started as a result of child 
abuse in that my grandfather 
staƌted hittiŶg oŶ ŵe.  Uŵ… aŶd 
that in itself almost seems fine, 
ďeĐause oďǀiouslǇ it͛s Ŷot fiŶe, 
um, but that triggered a sort of a 
cascade of unwellness, um, and I 
became quite withdrawn.  I mean 
at that age you are quite 
withdrawn anyway but um, I 
became even more so.  Um, and 
then I started self-harming and 
um, that was really helpful.  I 
know, um, a lot of people would 
go, ͞Oh Ŷo, hoǁ ĐaŶ that possiďlǇ 
ďe helpful?͟ ďut aĐtuallǇ it ǁas.  
AŶd it ǁasŶ͛t uŶtil, um, people 
knew that I was self-harming and 
Life as beginning after struggle; 
Metaphor of getting wings (bird 
or angel?)  being able to fly and 
be free? 
͚BƌeakdoǁŶ͛ 
Breakdown still seems quite 
prominent 
Victim of child abuse and 
grandfather as perpetrator but 
then evaluates this in itself as OK 
(something else needed as well?); 
qualification of evaluation as 
being OK perhaps in response to 
potential audience and narratives 
around abuse? 
Circumstances triggered being 
unwell 
Social expectation of what 
teenagers are like. 
Dƌaŵatises otheƌs͛ eǀaluatioŶ of 
behaviour (not being 
understood?) 
Suicide as a response to not being 
allowed to self-harm; positivity of 
self-harm; 
Suicidal thoughts build up  
something that happens without 
control? 
Lack of freedom encourages 
suicide; 
negatively 
stable and now 
progressive 
story. 
Inviting me into 
positivity of 
now before 
explaining 
difficulty of 
past. 
Illness 
narratives 
coming along? 
I͛ŵ Ŷot Ƌuite 
sure why things 
in themselves 
are fine;  
questioned use 
of unwellness 
and what this 
means to her? 
Constant 
moving from 
how it was and 
sidelining. 
I feel like I 
know how self-
harm is helpful.  
Definitely being 
positioned as a 
professional 
here not fellow 
survivor. 
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that it was more difficult for me to 
self-harm that actually thoughts of 
suicide really started to build up.   
I: Hm. 
R: Um, and I, looking back at it, think 
aĐtuallǇ ďeĐause I didŶ͛t ƌeallǇ 
have the freedom to injure myself 
to sort of keep things under 
control, that kind of pushed me 
ŵoƌe toǁaƌds suiĐide.  AŶd I͛ǀe 
noticed that, that my suicide 
attempts, albeit the few of them, 
they have occurred when self-
injury has been denied me. 
I: Taken away from you. 
R: Um, and it just builds and builds 
and builds.  And it, I, um, I wrote a 
thing recently actually about um, 
[unclear 0:06:05] and um, self-
injury and the relationship 
between that and um, self-injury 
and suicide.  And um, they do 
definitely go hand in hand for me.  
Take that one away, I have no 
otheƌ optioŶ theŶ to… ďut I ŵeaŶ I 
haǀeŶ͛t self-iŶjuƌed iŶ, I doŶ͛t 
know, 15 or 20 years, something 
Push towards suicide as not being 
agent of control; self-harm as 
keeping control 
Suicidality as occurring in midst of 
restricting freedoms (due to risk 
prevention from others) 
Character of others as trying to 
help but not. 
Lack of power. 
Otheƌs ƌespoŶses of ͚pƌoteĐtioŶ͛ 
make things worse. 
Lack of control –no option; not 
responsible. 
Clarifies that not injuring self; 
changed. 
At the time not foresee that could 
ďe a tiŵe ǁheŶ didŶ͛t haǀe self-
injurious thoughts 
PiĐkiŶg up oŶ that ͚I͛ŵ ďetteƌ 
Ŷoǁ͛ idea aŶd lookiŶg foƌ 
influences; placed Charlie in 
position of being better. 
Reminded by 
previous 
participants 
description of 
“lǇǀia Plath͛s IŶ 
Plaster. 
The contrast of 
the present 
and past 
feelings makes 
ŵe feel like I͛ŵ 
being 
reassured in 
some way; 
͞thiŶgs get 
ďetteƌ; I͛ŵ OK 
now; it was 
aǁful theŶ.͟ 
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like that.  It͛s Ƌuite a ǁhile Ŷoǁ 
but I mean to think that there 
ǁould eǀeƌ ďe a tiŵe ǁheŶ I didŶ͛t 
was um, yeah, I couldŶ͛t foƌesee 
that.  But Ŷoǁ I doŶ͛t.  I ŵeaŶ 
occasionally I will get the urge but 
uŵ… 
I: So then what do you think kind of 
actually got you to that point of 
kind of 15 or so years ago to kind 
of go, ͞Oop, Ŷo, I’ŵ Ŷot goiŶg to 
kind of go through these 
atteŵpts. I’ŵ Ŷot goiŶg to self-
iŶjure͟? 
R: Do you know what it was?  I, um, 
when I was 18 I, um, I took some 
magic mushrooms, like you do 
ǁheŶ Ǉou͛ƌe ϭϴ aŶd a ďit ǁild aŶd 
Ǉou͛ǀe just ďeeŶ ƌeleased fƌoŵ the 
psǇĐh uŶit, Ǉou͛ǀe got Ŷo 
parenting around so you go a bit 
bonkers, um, and uh, it kind of 
opened a doorway in my head and 
the following day I was sitting in a 
puď aŶd I had this, uŵ, I doŶ͛t 
think of it as a panic attack, I think 
of it as a fear attack.  Um, and my 
life went completely down the 
toilet at that point.  It totally 
Engaging me in the question or 
maybe taking this in herself?  
Portraying self as natural 
response to circumstances  not 
pitying, but portrays what says as 
everyday occurrences.  Giving the 
background to why stopped 
suicide: things got worse. 
Quite matter of fact about things. 
Differentiating own 
uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶgs fƌoŵ otheƌs͛ 
words. 
Life was OK when suicidal? 
Option of suicide as a resource; 
things worse when not able to: by 
own reasoning. 
Anxiety as completely separate 
from suicide. 
Anxiety as stopping suicide 
Looking back at it seems insane. 
Suicide not option = trapped. 
Well and illness narrative – illness 
linked to anxiety? Not suicide? 
Not a well bunny is dumbing it 
down?  Irony? 
Still the I character and not 
others; resourceful? Not sure 
where this came from? 
Again reference to other identity 
as writer as helpful. 
At fiƌst I ǁasŶ͛t 
suƌe she͛d 
understood the 
question – why 
are we going 
on down a 
route where 
things are 
getting worse 
and not better? 
Then I feel 
quite surprised 
that it seems to 
be life getting 
worse that 
stops the 
suicide – it͛s 
the ͚illŶess͛ 
that comes in 
and takes away 
option of 
suicide; I feel 
even s bit 
strange to thin 
k of this this 
way 
I͛ŵ stƌuĐk ďǇ 
the difference 
in setting the 
scene as 
someone not 
doing well – 
not victim as 
such – but not 
really maybe 
functioning and 
then, 
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Đƌushed it.  Uŵ… aŶd at that poiŶt, 
suicide suddenly became not an 
optioŶ ďeĐause I͛d ďeĐoŵe phoďiĐ 
of being sick, um, my whole life 
revolved around vomit, which just 
sounds insane but it did. And 
theƌefoƌe I ĐouldŶ͛t atteŵpt 
suicide because I was so 
frightened that it would make me 
sick.  And so for the first time in 
my life I felt really, really trapped.  
It was just horrendous.  I was not a 
ǁell ďuŶŶǇ at all aŶd aĐtuallǇ it͛s 
the only time in my life when I 
considered that I was ill.  Um, but 
ǁhat I did ǁas I ǁeŶt to, I doŶ͛t 
know how I did it, I went to 
college, um, and I did a biology 
Đouƌse.  AŶd I͛ŵ soŵeďodǇ ǁho 
really likes detail.  If you ever read 
anything that I write, I like detail.  
And I found it really, really helpful 
to understand on a cellular level 
what was going on when I 
panicked.   
I: Hm. 
R: But by, well not chance because 
it͛s ďiologǇ, ďut uŵ, theƌe ǁas a 
whole thing about, um, injury and 
The other character as biology  
teachings; realisation and 
exploration. 
The body as separate from the 
mind in the way it sends out 
armies; the body as something 
which tries to heal itself (versus 
the mind attacking in suicide?) 
Body positioned as amazing; 
Realisation; turning point of being 
against the body. 
Something else taking over?  
Subconscious decision.  Taking 
control as within the self. 
The decision to cut cast as 
another character?  It lessened its 
hold; externalised; did make an 
active choice? 
The character of self-harming 
fades out without quite realising 
in relation to character of Charlie. 
Charlie as taking charge and 
making decision not to do that. 
uncertainty of 
what happened 
but then 
managing 
something; 
achievement. 
GeƌgeŶ͛s plot: 
not stagnant 
but worse at 
first then 
better. 
The way that 
Charlie thinks 
of the body and 
the physiology 
makes me think 
of her kind of 
gaining some 
awareness but 
also respect for 
the body.  
Perhaps some 
kind of spiritual 
awakening of 
nature? 
I͛ŵ stƌuĐk ďǇ 
the lack of 
other people in 
this narrative: 
voice of self-
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how the body responds to that 
and all the amazing things that 
happen if you injure yourself. And I 
was just totally blown away by 
that, that the whole, the way that 
the body responds to it and all the 
armies of white blood cells and the 
healing and that just totally 
eŶgaged ŵe aŶd I thought, ͞You 
know what?  Actually every time I 
iŶjuƌe ŵǇself I͛ŵ ĐausiŶg ŵǇ ďodǇ 
to have to go to this much effort to 
repair it and you know keep my 
uŶiŶfeĐted.͟  Uŵ, aŶd though it 
ǁasŶ͛t aĐtuallǇ a ĐoŶsĐious 
decision, from that point on it just 
gradually, I, it gradually lessened. 
recovery;  
independence? 
Otheƌs doŶ͛t 
even feature as 
characters 
which hold her 
back or support 
her; very 
individualised.  
Protagonist on 
own. 
9.2 “eĐoŶd ReadiŶg: CreatiŶg ͞I-poeŵs͟ 
I poems in different scenes/narrations Thoughts and ideas 
Early experience 
I͛ŵ just thiŶkiŶg aďout it 
I mean the thing with me  
I ǁas… ϯ ŵaǇďe 
I think, I thiŶk that͛s the poiŶt 
where it probably started for me 
I think 
I doŶ͛t ƌeallǇ kŶoǁ 
I think um 
I͛ŵ ǀeƌǇ ŵuĐh like ŵǇ dad. 
I aŵ ŵǇ fatheƌ͛s daughteƌ 
Uncertainty still about it – lots of ͚I 
thiŶk͛.  LiŶked to iŶteƌŶal ǁoƌld? 
Link self with dad. 
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I mean he came back for a few 
days 
I think, and tried it again,  
I didŶ͛t ƌeallǇ uŶdeƌstaŶd it, 
Suicidal thoughts 
I, it was definitely as I started to 
have that breakdown at 11, 12 
I really do remember thinking 
quite clearly about suicide, 
not that I was going to attempt it 
I do remember  
I spent a lot of time drawing 
coffins 
I thiŶk that͛s pƌoďaďlǇ aŶ 
indication of it building up 
I remember him  
I mean  
I look back  
I thiŶk, ͞MǇ God, ǁhat plaŶet 
ǁeƌe Ǉou oŶ͟ 
I would maybe he would perhaps 
haǀe takeŶ ŵe aside aŶd just said, ͞You 
kŶoǁ aƌe Ǉou alƌight?͟ 
Suicide attempts 
I mean I had gone quite quickly  
I just, I ƌeallǇ ĐouldŶ͛t giǀe a shit, 
I͛d got up that ŵoƌŶiŶg 
I mean I laugh about it  
Suicide coming into thoughts; clearer 
memories:  
Suicidal thoughts as bubbling 
up/building up? 
Thinking concepts  inward style of I? 
Sudden shift of the now: 
Disďelief at ǁhat happeŶed; The ͚I͛ 
comes with quotes of other: 
connection with the other?  
More action; resolution in the moment 
of suicidality? 
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I ĐaŶ see, Ŷot ďeĐause it͛s fuŶŶǇ 
I can see the humour in it,  
I got up that morning 
I went to the, uh, the cupboard 
I went in there  
I found 
I doŶ͛t kŶoǁa haŶdful of junior 
Disprin 
I thought that would be enough. 
9.3 Third Reading: Identifying Dramatisations 
Scene Summary 
Prologue Charlie opens by grounding her narration in the present: what she is doing 
now, the current context of our surroundings, her current relationship.  She 
reflects on her past attempts, summarising her view that her attempts 
happened when self-injury was denied to her.  She notes that she can see her 
past attempts in a different light now and almost summarises her current 
relationship with suicidality whilst pre-empting both what I and the general 
public might say in response to this. 
Early life 
experience 
Charlie describes a succession of difficult – and from my perspective, 
potentially traumatic - events within her early life in quite a matter of fact 
way: I got no sense of being or trying to shock, but quite stoic.  The events 
iŶĐlude ďoth paƌeŶts͛ foƌaǇ iŶto ŵeŶtal health seƌǀiĐes iŶĐludiŶg ďoth of 
them having made suicide attempts, her dad trying to hurt her mum and 
then kill himself whilst she and her brother were present, the separation of 
her parents, and her step-dad being sexually abusive.  Many of these events 
were said to have not been remembered until later.  Within the story telling, I 
didŶ͛t get the seŶse that Chaƌlie saǁ heƌself as a ǀiĐtiŵ ƌegaƌdiŶg eǀeŶts 
relating to her parents; potentially more victimised identity regarding sexual 
abuse, but overall, her telling remains matter of fact.  Despite the presence of 
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others in the narrations, there is no real sense of what might be happening 
for them 
Build up Chaƌlie Ŷaŵed the tƌiggeƌ of heƌ gƌaŶdfatheƌ ͚hittiŶg oŶ heƌ͛ ǁhiĐh led to self-
harming (which she found helpful).  Again she positions others as being 
confused by this. 
She describes suicidal thoughts as building up and narrates a scene where a 
Maths teacher chastises her for being messy in her work but fails to notice 
the content of the messiness: drawings of coffins etc. I get the sense of the 
teacher is portrayed as almost hopeless and completely missing the point; a 
caricature of a fastidious teacher so fixated on teaching, order, neatness that 
he ŵisses the eŵotioŶal ĐoŶŶeĐtioŶ ǁith a pupil; agaiŶ Chaƌlie doesŶ͛t Ƌuite 
portray herself as a victim in the way the teacher fails to understand her.  I 
found this event quite astounding, but also rather absurdly comical in the 
way it was retold. 
9.4 Table Bringing First Three Readings Together, and Considering Initial Voices 
Scenes Summary Voices/roles IŶitial ͚VoiĐes͛ 
Summary 
Prologue Charlie opens by grounding her 
narration in the present: what 
she is doing now, the current 
context of our surroundings, her 
current relationship.  She notes 
that she can see her past 
attempts in a different light now 
and almost summarises her 
current relationship with 
suicidality whilst pre-empting 
both what I and the general 
public might say in response to 
Current identity as not suicidal; 
happy  writer, partner. 
Suicidality as still important and 
impactful; always present. 
Option of suicide as comforting 
as a possible way out; 
Suicide as a choice. 
Suicide as always a possibility. 
Different perspective to others: 
others fear or risk-prevention 
style attitudes towards suicide. 
Voice of current 
positive 
circumstances 
Voice of 
rationality 
Voice of choice. 
Voice of suicide 
as possibility. 
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this by highlighting that she 
does not want to end her life at 
the moment 
Voice of different 
perspective 
Voice of risk 
prevention. 
Setting 
the scene 
Charlie locates herself in her 
current happy life with future 
possibilities in comparison with 
past struggles; but then shifts to 
events leading to suicide 
atteŵpts: gƌaŶdfatheƌ ͚hittiŶg 
oŶ͛ heƌ. 
Self-harm viewed as helpful and 
allowing her to keep things 
under control: she summarises 
that her attempts happened 
when self-injury was denied to 
her; she positions others as 
being confused by this. 
Past struggle versus current 
happiness. 
Suicidality as response to sense 
of agency being taken away 
from her. 
Self-harm as helpful; 
Others as not understanding. 
Voice of difficult 
circumstances 
Voice of 
suicidality as 
gaining self-
agency 
Voice of others 
not 
understanding 
Out of 
suicidality 
and into 
illness 
I take the lead in focusing on 
recovery from self-injury: out of 
hospital at aged 18, Charlie 
takes some magic mushrooms 
which leads to extreme anxiety.  
It is here (regarding anxiety) 
that she describes being ill, 
unwell; it is also here that she 
describes a turn away from 
suicidality as she fears being sick 
so cannot overdose.  Not having 
the option to end her life is 
Positions self as ordinary 
teenager in response to extra-
ordinary circumstances 
Powerless. 
Helpless/trapped. 
Fearful. 
Out of control. 
Voice of difficult 
circumstances 
Voice of 
helplessness 
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described as making the 
situation worse for her. 
Studying Charlie notes that through this 
she somehow gets herself into 
college and studies: she 
becomes fascinated by the body 
and biology.  There is a distinct 
absence of others in this scene 
aŶd the ͚I͛ is ǀeƌǇ stƌoŶg iŶ a 
sense highlighting an internal 
strength.  The spotlight then is 
on her, and – without realising - 
the light almost seems to fade 
on self-injury as a character. 
Resourceful 
Resilient/strong. 
Learning experience 
Respecting body. 
͚I͛ foĐus: IŶdepeŶdeŶt. 
Agen--t of change. 
Voice of 
independence 
Voice of strength 
Voice of learning 
Voice of self-
agency 
Revelation Psychological insight gained: 
prior sexual abuse at  home; 
self-awareness and 
acknowledgement of this leads 
to big shift and change 
Self-awareness and insight as a 
turn to recovery from suicidality 
and self-harm 
Voice of difficult 
circumstances 
Voice of self-
awareness 
A forced 
interval 
Charlie first gets distracted by 
the current context before it 
starts to rain and we are forced 
to move elsewhere to conduct 
the interview further 
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Voices highlighted and grouped: 
Those most frequently referred to by Charlie (in italics) referenced in write-up 
- Illness/wellness voices: rationality (8); choice; irrationality (3) 
- Voices of difference: voice of different perspective; Voices of others not 
understanding; voices of others not seeing; voice of comic absurdity (4); 
voices of difference; voice of humour; voice of difference/not 
understanding (2) 
- Voices of individualism: voice of individualism; voice of independence; 
- Voices of morality: voice of morality; voice of risk prevention (4); voice of 
stigma/taboo 
- Voice of difficult circumstances (4) 
- Voices of relationality: voice of isolation; voice of suicide as silent; voice of 
difficult circumstances  
- Positive voices: Voice of independence; Voice of strength; Voice of 
learning; Voice of self-awareness (3) Voice of suicidality as gaining self-
agency; Voice of self-agency; Voice of gaining insight/realization; voice of 
expertise; voice of wisdom 
- Voices of now: current positive circumstances; suicide as possibility (2) 
voice of managing; Voice of holistic identity 
- Voice of action in the attempt (3) 
- Voice of lack of power (2) 
- Voice of naivity 
- Voice of determination 
- Voice of helplessness 
- Voice of manipulation 
- Voice of determination 
9.5 Fourth Reading: Exploring Language Used 
“oŵe eǆaŵples of the laŶguage ĐoŶsideƌed iŶ Chaƌlie͛s ŶaƌƌatioŶ aƌe 
provided here.  In particular, language and words which seemed crucial to Charlie or 
the context we created through our interview was considered.  In particular, I 
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considered: what meanings ǁeƌe iŶǀoked? Woƌds͛ histoƌies? What ŵight ďe 
accomplished by using these? 
ϭ.Ϳ Chaƌlie ƌelates to heƌ ͞Cƌoǁ-sigŶ͟ – a link or appreciation of this bird, 
culturally linked with death and the beyond; Charlie sees the crow also as a link to 
life and creativity; as misunderstood by others perhaps; a bird can fly and has wings 
and she talks about these too around ideas of flying which conjure up notions of 
freedom.  The crow may be a metaphor for how she perceives herself as naturally 
linked to death but also that this link is frequently misunderstood by others? 
2.) When talking about family relations, following both her parents having 
attempted suicide when she was very little, and all of them being admitted together 
to the hospital, she desĐƌiďes it as a ͞psǇĐhiatƌiĐ holidaǇ͟.  The idea of psǇĐhiatƌǇ 
certainly links to the biomedical model but the holiday part is a real juxtaposition: it 
almost conveys a jovial normality at the circumstance.  She would have been too 
young to remember this herself so who has portrayed it to her in this way to lead her 
to such a consideration?  Telling it in this way, moves focus away from what could be 
seen as very difficult circumstances when very little, but highlights instead as almost 
a harmless, parody: the everyday normality of this life is enhanced. 
ϯ.Ϳ Hospital as a ͞ViĐtoƌiaŶ asǇluŵ͟ oŶ the hoƌizoŶ; iŵage of hoƌƌoƌ, 
institutions and being locked up for good?  The assumption might be of others 
perceiving her as insanity because of suicidality but at the same time Charlie has just 
narrated a moment where she is clearly rational as she has awareness that her 
parents do not (that they are going the wrong way and following the wrong signs).  A 
͞ViĐtoƌiaŶ asǇluŵ͟ also ĐoŶjuƌes up ideas of iŶhuŵaŶe tƌeatŵeŶt ǁhiĐh ŵight also 
be liŶked to heƌ Ŷeǆt desĐƌiptioŶ of the ďuildiŶg as like ͞DƌaĐula͛s Đastle͟: theƌe is a 
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definite foreboding and fear of the horror of what might be inside the building.  
These words help to convey this fear. 
3.) The parrot that pulls his wings out if stressed: brings the image of self-
harm or suicidality as completely natural given stressful circumstances; animals 
͞Đoŵŵit suiĐide͟ ďut Đoŵŵit also liŶks to ŵoƌal featuƌes of suiĐidalitǇ as a Đƌiŵe, a 
siŶ; ďeiŶg ͞Đoŵŵitted͟ is liŶked to iŶsaŶitǇ; ďut heƌe she describes how normal and 
Ŷatuƌal it is to ͞Đoŵŵit suiĐide͟.  “he is ǀeƌǇ iŶteƌested iŶ ďiologǇ aŶd has alƌeadǇ 
said how this helped her to stop self-harming: perhaps given her knowledge of 
biology she is appropriating biological constructs as a way to work against moral 
arguments of suicidality: it is natural; every animal does this.  It might counter any 
judgement from others about suicidality? 
Appendix 10 – Feedback 
“toƌies of “uiĐide: A Naƌƌatiǀe AŶalǇsis eǆploƌiŶg atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ Đultuƌal 
constructions of suicidality. 
I would first like to thank everyone who helped publicise the study, who 
enquired about taking part, and those who did take part.  I am hoping to write up the 
results of the study for publication soon.  In the meantime, however, please find a 
summary of the study here: 
Suicide affects many people, and remains a challenge for services.  Many 
approaches and theories have already been proposed.  These include – but are not 
limited to – ideas that suicide comes from a mental illness, that suicide is linked to 
psychological problems, that it is a spiritual problem, or that it stems from inter-
personal or relational problems.  Many people also think of suicide as a taboo 
subject whilst there are different moral arguments about whether or not it is 
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acceptable.  Whilst there might be several theories about suicide, our society and 
culture tends to sees suicide in terms of a mental illness or something biologically 
wrong with someone. 
Whilst some people find this a helpful way to understand their experiences, 
not everyone will.  Moreover, focusing overly on one perspective may limit how we 
respond to suicide.  In other areas – like hearing voices – research into service user 
perspectives have helped to shift professionals towards more holistic understandings 
and responses.  Whilst a suicide attempt survivor movement has already grown over 
the last few years, it is useful to conduct further research into understanding 
survivor perspectives and stories, particularly as the focus has previously often been 
on professional perspectives. 
This study aimed to add to the literature redressing the balance of previously 
ŶegleĐted peƌspeĐtiǀes ďǇ eǆploƌiŶg atteŵpt suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ stoƌies; aŶd, to uŶdeƌstaŶd 
what approaches and factors they draw on in telling their stories. 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 11 people who self-
identified as suicide attempt survivors.  A narrative analysis was conducted.  
Narrative analysis values people͛s peƌsoŶal stoƌies aŶd ŵeaŶiŶgs, ǁhilst alloǁiŶg 
exploration of some of the frameworks people might use in their stories; it is a 
suitable method of empowering often silenced groups (like suicide attempt 
survivors) whilst also exploring any potential new ways of understanding suicidality. 
 The interviews were very rich and provided a wealth of information on 
perspectives of suicidality. In particular, participants drew on a wide range of 
different frameworks and understandings when describing their experiences.  In 
particular, they drew on the current dominant biomedical model of suicidality and 
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differed in how useful they found this approach.  However, they were not limited to 
this approach, and also drew on multiple approaches across individual, relational and 
socio-cultural levels to narrate and make sense of past suicidal behaviour.  These 
included psychological, spiritual, situational, interpersonal, moral, and public 
understandings; the extent to which these were drawn on varied between 
participants. 
Participants within this study further seemed to use various constructions of 
suicide to make sense of their experiences: whether to say that they were not in 
control of their actions when feeling suicidal, to say that their experiences were 
completely understandable given the circumstances, or to say that their experiences 
had made them who they are now.  Some – though not all – participants highlighted 
that suicidality had been a positive experience for them in some way. 
Overall, findings suggest that suicidality cannot be understood from only one 
perspective, whether this is the dominant narrative or not: clinicians and policy 
makers need to remain open-minded about and responsive to how attempt 
survivors might view their experiences; consulting attempt survivors in policy-making 
would be useful.  When working with people who are suicidal, clinicians should also 
remain open-minded and give clients space and support to come to their own 
understandings. 
Given the incredibly rich stories told, but the limits of this study, it was only 
possible to focus on one aspect of attempt survivoƌs͛ stoƌies.  Hoǁeǀeƌ, recovery was a 
featuƌe iŶ ŵost paƌtiĐipaŶts͛ stoƌies aŶd Đould ďe eǆploƌed fuƌtheƌ, as Đould atteŵpt 
suƌǀiǀoƌs͛ ideŶtitǇ ďefoƌe, duƌiŶg aŶd afteƌ theiƌ peƌiod of suiĐidalitǇ. 
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Appendix 11 – Summary of Participant Stories 
Alex – A story of illness and a struggle to be taken seriously 
Alex views her suicidal experiences as stemming solely from mental illness; 
she describes that she has had no dramatic event in her upbringing or life to explain 
her feelings and attempts otherwise; she further highlights her close family 
ŵeŵďeƌs͛ siŵilaƌ eŵotioŶal aŶd ďehaǀiouƌal ƌespoŶses to aƌgue foƌ the illŶess.  
Every suicide attempt described starts with feeling depressed/manic, becoming out 
of control, making suicide attempt, and seeking help (which is then interpreted by 
others as attention seeking).  Her attempts are cast as being very upsetting and 
worrying to her parents and she almost characterises herself as a burden to them.  
Alex talks about being religious but not feeling that suicide is a sin.  When she was a 
teenager, Alex went to church youth group, who – because of her feelings and 
behaviour - believed she had a demon in her and tried to exorcise her.  She describes 
at the time having gone along with it because she did not know what else to do, but 
now vehemently disagrees with what happened and characterises an abuse of power 
from the youth leaders. 
Alex only briefly touches on a sense of healing or recovery from suicidality 
stating that what has helped her not act on urges to kill herself includes getting 
diagnosed (which gave her some insight into what was happening), peer 
iŶǀolǀeŵeŶt, the death of heƌ fatheƌ aŶd heƌ ŵotheƌ͛s ǁish foƌ heƌ Ŷot to tƌǇ agaiŶ.  
She focuses largely on her past experiences, rather than her current or future 
identity, however, intimates that, whilst not currently suicidal, she will definitely feel 
low and manic again and, that the urge of suicide will return. 
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Sam– Enacting a cycle of suicidality and family estrangement. 
Sam describes suicide as a selfish act but also recognises that at the time of 
her attempts, she thought very negatively about herself and felt hopeless at what 
others could do; she casts mental illness as the cause of her negativity and 
suicidality. She describes difficult early experiences including being very upset by her 
paƌeŶts͛ aŶd heƌ ŵuŵ aŶd heƌ ďeiŶg phǇsiĐallǇ aďused ďǇ ŵuŵ͛s paƌtŶeƌ.  “aŵ 
notes being given a diagnosis early on.  She described several attempts which seem 
to follow a cycle of suicidality: Sam faces a difficult situation, drinks and takes drugs, 
gets in a bad mood, is scared of death but has had enough of life, attempts to end 
her life, survives, and decides not to do it again until she faces another difficult 
situation.  She describes her last attempt was a turning point as she had really scared 
herself and did not want to hurt lots of people: she noted being happy to be alive.  
Her story is characterised by lots of disagreements and separation within the family, 
describing herself as aŶ outĐast ǁhiĐh upset heƌs.  “he Ŷotes heƌ faŵilǇ͛s aŶd 
pƌofessioŶals͛ ƌespoŶses to heƌ atteŵpts as thiŶkiŶg she is ͚ŵeŶtal͛.  Sam describes 
her medication as keeping her suicidality at bay and adds that psychology has also 
helped. 
At the same time of noting that she has difficulty coping with difficult 
circumstances and not having confidence, she also describes some self-agency and 
self-ƌeliaŶĐe iŶ ͞gettiŶg oŶ ǁith thiŶgs͟, ͞takiŶg ĐoŶtƌol of [heƌ] ŵiŶd͟ and gaining 
self-awareness of the ways in which she can help manage her illness.  She further 
describes being able to talk to an employer when she did not feel well.  Sam 
identifies currently as caring for and supporting her mum who is not well and, as 
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being a partner.  She says that it feels odd that she tried to take life but also notes 
sometimes having continued thoughts of suicide whilst also being generally happy. 
Emily – A story of genetic propensity to depression and a quest to be understood by 
others. 
Emily sees her suicidality as a result of her having clinical depression, which 
itself is viewed as being a result of a genetic propensity to depression, linking both 
heƌ Đlose faŵilies͛ siŵilaƌ stƌuggles ǁith ŵeŶtal health aŶd that she had had a happǇ 
childhood as proof.  Despite alluding to some situational difficulties each time, she 
describes how the illness wrapped her, making her think that her family were better 
off without her.  There is a palpable sense of not being understood by her family.   
Emily describes a recurring pattern of feeling low before having realisation.  
For example, after planning to cut herself with a razor in the bath, she went to see 
the GP and his blunt questions are said to shock her out of it; at her attempt, she is 
shocked into realising she does not want to die, and seeking help.  The attempt 
seems to lead to some positive experiences.  For example, she had made the choice 
to live and so, seems more determined; she further describes a shift in her thinking, 
seemingly taking back control from depression and taking charge in how best to take 
care for herself.  Similarly, whilst her family are angry at first with her, she then feels 
able to have a conversation with them so that they can try to understand her more.  
Emily notes taking time to heal as being crucial in her recovery. She further describes 
how over time, others – including her family – have come to her almost as an expert 
of illness; she shares knowledge and takes a stand in her convictions towards how 
mental health should or should not be treated.  Emily describes herself at the 
moment as doing quite well for herself, though still experiencing depression and 
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being bored with her job.  Her future is characterised as open to both positives and 
Ŷegatiǀes ďut theƌe͛s a seŶse of depƌessioŶ alǁaǇs ďeiŶg a possiďilitǇ. 
Fiona – A story of burden 
Fiona characterises her choice to kill herself as trying to gain control at a 
point when she had lost control.  Her plans and attempt are described as a response 
to feeling others would be better off without her but on reflection she feels that 
nature played more of a role in her attempts than nurture: she refers often to her 
diagnoses of bulimia and depression.  Fiona describes abusive early experiences 
which were suppressed until a specific event as a teenager triggered her memories.  
She describes her friends noticing a gradual slope into depression, though she lacked 
insight.    She characterises herself as unwilling, but forced into therapy; here she 
started to develop awareness of suicidal thoughts though described finding it hard to 
speak about her experiences overall.  Fiona describes being isolated and struggling 
with suicidality and her diagnoses.   
At one point, she portrays herself as determined to end her life through this 
plan, but burdened by the secret of holding it in; eventually telling her therapist, she 
ends up in an inpatient ward.  She describes the inpatient stay as useful in finding a 
place of calm in a stable environment and, finding it reassuring that others would not 
allow her to hurt herself.  Whilst on leaving the ward, her bulimia is said to be 
making her suicidal, she describes a shift in her thinking, rationalising what would 
likely happen if she attempted suicide again.  In narrating her healing, Fiona 
describes support as being important, but also highlights having learnt about herself 
aŶd hoǁ heƌ illŶess ŵight affeĐt heƌ.  “he ƌeĐites oŶe ďaŶd͛s lǇƌiĐs ǁhiĐh eǆpƌesses 
what she found so difficult to express.  She continues to struggle with depression 
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and bulimia, but notes feeling supported.  Fiona adds that she is glad that the 
suicidality happened as she would not be the person she is if it had not: citing the 
ďaŶd͛s lǇƌiĐs, she feels that she is Ǉet to ŵake heƌ ŵaƌk. 
Jess – From surviving to living 
Jess describes seeing suicide as an understandable, noble thing, a way of 
casting off the detritus of life that has clung to her; she describes feeling reborn after 
her last major attempt.  However, she also refers to suicidal thinking as self-
absorbed and selfish.  Her early experiences are characterised as abusive, very 
diffiĐult situatioŶs.  Jess͛ suiĐidal eǆpeƌieŶĐes aƌe ĐhaƌaĐteƌised as steŵŵiŶg fƌoŵ 
intense psychological pain, loneliness, accumulating burden of life but she also refers 
to diagnostic terms of clinical depression and mania as influencing some of her 
decisions.  
Her father is present as a character to whom she is close and finds comfort in 
but largely absent from her life except to wield power and change circumstances 
fƌoŵ afaƌ.  Jess͛s healiŶg is ĐhaƌaĐteƌised ďǇ suppoƌt fƌoŵ otheƌs pƌoǀiding safe, 
containing, predictable places. Overcoming suicidality is seen as coming from a 
number of areas: therapy, medication, time and internal mechanisms such as 
learning, gaining self-understanding and insight.  There is also a sense of being more 
confident, in control and an agent of change as she moves away from suicidality.  Her 
present is characterised by still working on getting better, being in a loving 
relationship, writing and helping and contributing to society through volunteering.  
She demonstrates strong beliefs in benefits, and societal responses to suicide.  Her 
future is characterised as a positive, towards living rather than just surviving. 
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Clare – A foray into the psychiatric system and back again. 
Clare describes suicide as wanting to die in response to the extreme 
psychological pain she was feeling at the time.  She describes being relatively older 
when she first went to the GP and was diagnosed with depression following 
successive overwhelming environmental demands.  She describes that acute 
depression and possibly medication led her to having thoughts (that seemed to 
come from nowhere) about hurting herself.  
Clare notes that she has no memory of the lead up to her suicide attempt but 
remembers waking up in bed in hospital alive, and glad that she was alive.  At first 
she has difficulty in believing what is being said about how she was: she 
characterises herself as becoming out of control, irrational, a danger to herself and a 
burden to her family who take her to an inpatient ward.  The inpatient ward are 
considered as doing their minimum in taking her and in taking care of her: she 
attempts suicide whilst sectioned; this is presumed to be as a response to having her 
freedom taken away.  The hospital are further characterised as completely 
unsupportive in relation to the attempt: it is not talked about and she and her family 
are seen to be left on their own with it.  Clare continues to be involved in the 
psychiatric system.  After some time of struggling with depression and suicidality, 
Clare happens upon an organisation specifically to support suicidal people.  Clare 
describes that healing largely came from being in a safe space in which to talk to 
people who were not frightened of suicide and did not invoke an attitude of suicide 
prevention at all costs.  She adds that further proper, good quality therapy helped.  
She invokes multiple current identities as well as being an attempt survivor. She talks 
passionately, thoughtfully and knowledgeably about societal taboos and fears 
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around suicide, the rights of those diagnosed with mental illness, the rights of people 
to be able to end their life and the legal and moral complexities of suicide. 
Jack: A story of perceived inadequacy 
Jack characterises suicide as stemming from inadequacy and desperation.  He 
describes suicide as a response to feeling nothing will be better and deciding to cut 
your losses.  Throughout his narration, Jack portrays himself as thinking very 
negatively but, also as encountering many situations where others are insensitive, 
unaware or purposefully malicious which makes him feel worse.  Jack describes 
having first diagnosed himself with depression shortly after his marriage broke down 
and, subsequently getting medication for this.  Years later, prior to his attempt, he 
describes feeling trapped in a relationship.  He adds that he had stopped taking 
medication which he feels might have added to his hopelessness and caused his 
attempt.  He casts himself as being determined to end his life but having failed, 
adding to his sense of inadequacy.  
Following the attempt, he continues with life as before but, when 
contemplating whether he wanted to end his life again, notes not acting on this, 
thinking that God wanted him to survive.  When feeling low, Jack notes still having 
suicidal thoughts praying to God to not let him wake up; there is some passivity in 
this suicidal urge: rather than actively seeking death, there is an idea of gratitude if 
his life ended.  Jack adds that he feels going back on his medication has also helped 
him to not want to further act on any suicidal urges.  He portrays himself currently as 
knowledgeable on mental health issues, helping and supporting others with 
problems.  He positions himself as an authority on suicide when discussing how 
others make judgements about suicide.   
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Charlie: An ordinary response to extra-ordinary circumstances 
Charlie characterises her self-harm and suicidality as understandable and 
normal, particularly given abusive early experiences.  IŶ ĐoŶtƌast, otheƌs͛ ƌespoŶses 
to suicidality and the suicidal situation are characterised as strange.  Her period of 
suicidality is talked about as being difficult but it is in marked contrast from her 
peƌiod of aŶǆietǇ ďased ͚illŶess͛ ǁheƌe she felt uŶaďle to atteŵpt suiĐide aŶd so, 
trapped and helpless.  Despite family being sometimes present, an individualistic 
sense pervades.  This is particularly notable when describing recovering from 
suicidality which appears largely to stem from inside her: her struggle through life, 
learning from experience and instances of self-awareness and insights.  She appears 
to characterise herself currently as quite knowledgeable about mental health and 
offers advice to others; her identity is not limited to her past suicidality.   
Professionals from the past are characterised as being largely ineffectual but 
she notes being in connection with good professionals currently; these appear to be 
ones with who she can engage on the same level.  Charlie notes that her future is 
hopeful and full of possibilities but this also includes the possibility of suicide; for 
Charlie this possibility is a positive option.  
Abby – A story of escape and endurance. 
Abby characterises suicide as a potential escape from dark times when she 
could not cope.  She describes a happy childhood but a teenage life where there 
seemed to be no escape from relentlessly difficult situations, leading to her first 
attempt.  She describes feeling quite lonely and unable to talk to others.  After her 
first attempt, she characterises herself as enduring the difficult situations at home 
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and school until going to university.  Whilst she describes having a breakdown at 
university, her partner (husband now) cared for her. 
After a traumatic birth to their daughter, Abby characterises herself as losing 
control: planning to end her life believing her family would be better off without her.  
Through this she seems to have retained some insight and courage, stopping herself 
from going through with her plan, considering how her child could be kept safe if she 
were to end her life, and, after two years, Abby decides to tell others about her 
experiences and seek help.  She notes having learnt from therapy but also 
characterises healing as stemming much from her own determination and sense of 
agency.  Abby casts herself at present as happy, sometimes still anxious but overall 
managing despite difficult situations.  Her past suicidal experiences are viewed in a 
positive light now: as making her strong and who she is now. 
Anna – A tragic witnessing of suicide and the struggle to be heard. 
Anna characterises suicide as a deeply selfish act.  She describes a difficult 
upbringing within an abusive family and continuing the cycle of abuse by ending up 
with abusive partners.  When Annabel makes a concerted effort to break this cycle, 
she chooses a new partner and things seem to be going well.  However, she starts 
realising that he is controlling and abusive and the story spirals downwards: he 
crashes a car with her inside, causing her injuries of which she still struggles.  She 
then positions herself as craftily creating an escape whilst ensuring that all the 
children (from both of their different earlier relationships) are safe.  Her plan goes 
wrong when her partner hangs himself in front of her.  The pain and trauma of this 
leads Anna to attempt suicide herself.  She is taken to hospital and initially regrets 
living.  She is invited to stay in the inpatient ward, but realises she could not then 
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take care of her children.  She refuses and vows to never try again, deciding instead 
to live for them. 
In her recovery from suicidality, Anna receives therapy and support, but still 
seems to be struggling for others to understand what it is like to have a partner kill 
themselves in front of you.  Her experiences have made her very scared of what she 
Đalls ͚ŵeŶtal people͛ aŶd, ǁhilst ĐaƌiŶg foƌ heƌ kids, she speŶds ŵost of the daǇ iŶ 
bed because of her injuries sustained in the earlier accident. 
Matt – A story of a spiritual journey 
Matthew actively notes that he does not see his jump as a suicide attempt: 
rather, he sees it as one of many turning points within his spiritual journey; a gift 
that he created to come to be on the right spiritual path.  In telling his story, 
Matthew notes that prior to jumping he had thought he was on the right spiritual 
path, but acknowledges now that this was not the case: the guidance he was 
receiving is characterised as being from a needy, wanting place, rather than a place 
of calm and acceptance (as it is now). 
He describes being supported by others through the journey but notes that 
prior to jumping, he had severely.  Matthew describes the few months after jumping 
as being hazy but that spending the time in bed in hospital provided him with time 
and space to enjoy simple things.  Whilst Matthew characterises professionals as 
being mostly supportive following his jump, he characterises himself as completely 
responsible for everything that has happened and will happen in his life.  He 
describes currently being in a very good and positive place in life, managing and 
enjoying every day.  He identifies as wanting to help people and engages in peer 
support. 
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Appendix 12 – Table of the Main Approaches Drawn on Across Participants 
12.1 Individual, internally mediated approaches 
Approaches 
and voices 
Alex Sam Emily Fiona Jess Clare Jack Charlie Abby Anna Matt 
Psychologic
al 
 x x x x x x  x x x 
 Not coping    x  x x  x x  
 Negative 
thinking 
 x  x  x x  x x  
Inward 
thinking 
 x x  x x   x x x 
Emotional 
pain 
    x x x  x x x 
 
Religious/ 
Spiritual 
x      x    x 
Testing fate       x     
Spiritual 
Journey 
          x 
Being 
possessed 
x           
 
Positive 
experiences 
  x x x x x x x  x 
Added to 
their lives  
  x x    x x  x 
Turning 
Point 
  x  x   x   x 
Learning 
experience 
  x     x x  x 
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Able to 
support 
others 
better now 
  x    x x   x 
Death by 
suicide not 
necessarily 
negative 
    x x  x    
 
12.2 Interpersonal, relationally mediated approaches 
Approaches 
and voices 
Alex Sam Emily Fiona Jess Clare Jack Charlie Abby Anna Matt 
Difficult 
relationship 
 x x  x 
 
 x x x x  
Isolation  x x  x x  x x   
Silence of 
Suicide 
x  x x x x x x x  x 
Perceived 
burden on 
others 
  x x     x   
 
12.3 Socio-cultural, externally mediated approaches 
Approaches 
and voices 
Alex Sam Emily Fiona Jess Clare Jack Charlie Abby Anna Matt 
Moral  X   x x x x  x  x 
Morally 
acceptable 
    x x x x   x 
Morally 
wrong 
 X        x  
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Social, 
public 
x x x x x x x x  x  
Stigma of 
suicide 
  x   x  x    
Negative 
perceptions 
x x x x x x x   x  
Others fear 
suicidality 
  x   x  x    
 
Response to 
difficult 
situation 
  x x x x x x x x  
 
